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Comment

The African

IVlillennium
T

arrival

he

of the

millennium has been

third
a

truly

memorable

global event
greeted with tremendous jubilation
throughout the world. It has raised
profound hopes and yearnings for a
better world in whieh prosperity,
equity and peace prevail. Nowhere
are those hopes and aspirations more
keenly felt than in Africa as it looks
back

is

on a

millennium in which its

development and freedom
undermined by imperialism

were

and
century. In
the closing decades of the last
millennium, Africa began to reassert
its pride of place in international
community of nations. This reassertion will undoubtedly continue
colonialism for at least

There

new

millennium.

However,

are

host

a

of other

challenges which Africa will need
to tackle

in this

new

millennium.

While the end of the

cold

war

towards the close of the last century
was

greeted with high hopes for ‘a

new

world order’ and indeed with

undisguised triumphalism in the
west, the last few years have
witnessed signs of ‘a new world
disorder'.

Africa will need

a

and be consolidated in this

partly the outcome of policies of

Western industrialized nations.

in

more

resolution

taming the demons of both

domestic and inter-state conflicts.
From

Algeria to Sudan, from the
Republic of Congo to
Eritrea, from Angola to Somalia,
there is compelling evidence of how
conflicts sap growth, development
and stability. The new millennium
requires a visionary and strong
leadership in Africa to resolve
Democratic

profound changes
generated in the last millennium,
especially in the 20th century will
accelerate the pace of political,
economic and cultural developments
during this millennium. The process
of globalization is reaching and
integrating the resistent corners of the
world, and transforming them into “a
global village”. Such a transformation is being achieved through
economic and cultural penetration
and integration, and the information
technology revolution. Satellite
communication, the internet and jet

political leaders and civil
society organizations will need to
re-assess their approaches to
governance and economic reform.
The models of governance and

travel have shrunk the world's

economic

borders.

implemented in the last century

Yet

globalization is also a
dual process in that while it integrates
together certain societies and
economies, it marginalises others to
the periphery. Africa will need to
fight back this marginalisation which
.S.APEM .lANU.VRV 2(M)0

structures and accountable

political

systems, and re-assert their autonomy
in the

making of economic and social
policies. As essays in this edition
show convincingly that autonomy
has been eroded considerably by
international financial and trade

organizations.
However, there is
individual states

a

limit to what

accomplish
single-handedly in political and
economic development outside the
framework of regional cooperation.
Many states have limited population
sizes and markets, and they would
benefit from the creation of larger
and equitable regional economic
blocs. The slow pace towards
integration under regional blocs such
as

can

ECOWAS. COMESA and SADC

should be

speeded up
if Africa is to create
more

and broadened
a stronger and

sustainable framework for its

growth and prosperity during this

conflicts, and address the scourges

millennium. Of

of poverty and
and disease.

require large reserves of political will

underdevelopment

priorities of most states will
necessarily be stability, peace and
growth. As several articles in this
edition of SAPEM argue,

states,

were

reform

this will

which should transform the idea of a

The

current

course

that

were

defective hence the stunted

growth of participation and
prosperity. African states and
peoples must regain the initiative
in constructing suitable state

union of African states into

reality
millennium.
Africa will have the right to press
for genuine reform of international
institutions which are presently
dominated by the West.
Such
during this

new

institutions

as

a

the United Nations

Security Council, the Bretton Woods
Institutions and the World Trade

Organization amongst others, should
become more representative and
responsive to African interests and
concerns.

This should be Africa’s

millennium in which it will

actively
reshape the world order, which in the
past has sought to marginalise it □
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Socialism Today

JUSTICE IS THE ANSWER
In the December issue of SAPEM I

raised

questions; is it democracy or addressing
really matter ? May be there
is nothing wrong with democracy as an
ideological principle. What 1 really meant
was certain principles cannot be meaningful

the

the issues that

in contexts where those who

their

own

advocate for

ulterior motive - protecting
interests at the expense of those of

them have

an

through .seemingly sound, humane,
all-benefiting ideological principles
such as democracy. Addressing the things
that really matter is the only first reasonable
step that establishes a solid concrete base for
the
operation of democracy, good

others,

fair and

governance

and tranquility in society.

After I had written that letter 1 went back

local press, for due to pressure of work
I had missed reading our newspapers for
to our

1 was greeted by glaring
vindications to the issues I had raised
days.

some

particularly racism and problems of
inequalities. These are some of the stories;
white commercial farmer
urinated into his sleeping black worker's
mouth. The case is now in court. A black
A

It is ten years

in Braeside

over a

game

of pool amid

exchange of racist remarks.
1 could not help murmuring to myself “Uh! Ju.st like I said - sad.” After a week. I
could not resist revisiting issues in my

previous letter.

On the front page of the

hurls spear at
of court." This alone conjured

Herald it reads “Squatter
messenger
reflections

on

racial incidents in the local

press, the whole problem of land and the
government’s response to the plight of the
ordinary Zimbabwe black citizens turned
squatters in their birth right country under
the post independence democracy and the
uncertain position taken by the foreign and
powerful NGOs. most vocal on democracy
but peacefully quiet over the land question

told,

was. we were

that

separated two
fundamentally different social systems. In
truth, there only ever was one system. It
operated on both sides of that wall, having
spread to every comer of the globe over the
last two or three centureis. I mean by this
our world-wide money economy: global
capitalism.
This tenth anniversary was widely
reported by the world media. 1989 was said
to have been a "turning point" in hi.story.
marking the "collapse of communism" in
Europe. In fact, all that it signified was the
predictable failure of trying to run
capitalism through the institutions of the
state
what is called ‘.state capitalism’ - in
an age when national boundaries have
become increasingly irrelevant - not to say.
structure

a

-

obstractive

to

-

the needs of international

majority, of what socialism will mean,
coupled with the democratic intention to
bring it about through our own efforts, thus

dispensing with the undemocratic and
principle of political leadership.
The first pre-condition of socialism has
already been achieved but not yet the
second. Nevertheless, the green shrxrts of

outdated

beginning to appear
of the world. In Africa, new
groups and political parties are now starting
to sprout up in a number of countries.with
more in the offing, having real srKilism as
a new awareness are

in many parts

their declared aim.

of your readers would like to find
about this exiting development
they are welcome to contact me for a free
information pack. Who knows"? As we
move into a new millennium, leaving
behind a century of barbaric conllicts and
grinding despair perhaps, at last, we have
something we can truly celebrate: not the
If any

out more

demolition of

capital.

Chiredzi

priest who officiated at a white couple's
wedding is barred from attending the
wedding reception in Borrowdale at the
request of the couple who specified that only
white priests and white colleagues could
attend. A black man is shot by a white patron

since the fall of the Berlin
it symbolised and

Wall yet the myth that
sustained still stands. It

Real communism

or

socialism

these

-

structure

terms

that have for

stands for

disunite

originally meant the same thing something radically different: a
moneyless, classless, stateless world
comtnunity in which everyone would have
free access to the wealth produced by
society and would voluntarily contribute to
the production of that wealth. For socialism
to come

about presupposes two

things:

firstly, the technological capacity to
produce enough for all and. secondly, a
basic understanding on the part of the
facia

simple, straightforward and fair. But

is it?

settlement and
while

agricultural land in Zimbabwe
than

more

ten

million

other

Zimbabweans continue to be congested in
the communal areas. As if this is not enough,

according to the Zimbabwe Mirror. (3-9
December 1999) some top civil servants rent
government

farms ranging in size from 20

hideous concrete

so

long served to divide and

us.

Robin Cox
The World Socialist Movement

(Southern

Africa)
1 The

Square,

banner.
Redruth

England TR16 6EQ
abuse which amounts to bad.

instead of giK)d

the government is
circumstantially forced to prosecute its
desperate, needy, deprived innocent citizens
in the interest of those it fought to remove
injustices - what shame?
What a
as

governance

At independence, until now. the white
community has maintained and jealously
guarded their almost two thirds share of total

some

but. rather, those walls in the mind

contradiction"?
Wake up
The

Zimbabwe! This is our country.
we have for ourselves in the

only place

entire universe. We stand to benefit more in

exercising socio-economic justice than listen
to the democracy parrots of the West who
have no shame in contradicting them.selves;

it is and most critical of the

hectares to 2178 hectares for as little as

government’s land acquisition and reform

between $12.00 and $792.00 per annum
while people such as the Nemanwa

and indeed those of our fellows who have

“squatters" and many others have nowhere

out

if left

as

programme.

Obviously, the 750 “squatter" families
Masvingo. like in many parts
of the country, have no legal recourse to their
at

Nemanwa in

eviction because the eviction orders were
handled through the "impartial courts of law
under

a

democratic constitution which allows

equality of all before the law. This is prima-

to

build
The

a

home.
rebound effect of such skewed

distribution of land by race and class
affiliations has been confrontation between
the state and the landless majority. In this
case,

the

use

of democratic laws become an

fallen prey to their usurg
for these hypocrites.

and greed to speak
That spear could

have killed the innocent messenger

honestly doing his job.

of court

This is how these

contradictions make nonsense of our systems
and abuse our loyal servants.
Allan

Mushonga, Harare

Lettsrs should b© sddressod to*
The Editor, P.O Box MP111, Mt. Pleasant, Harare, Zimbabwe, or write to,
Letters must indicate the writers full name and address, and may be edited

4 Deary Ave., Belgravia, Harare, Zimbabwe
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Cover Story

Africa in the new millennium:
Looking to the future through the past
Ihho Mandaza

iVica leaves the millennium just
ending with little to look back
upon except that satisfaction of
victim of a history in which one has

A
a

just survived. Therefore, Africa enters
the next millennium with such

a

great

(historical, economic, political, cultural
and social) handicap that it is only on
the basis of sheer

hope - and perhaps,
only faith - that any one can hold out
the possibility of a real recovery in
which the continent can recapture the
vitality and independence associated
with it during the five millennia that
preceded the last two just gone by. Africa's hopes and prospects in the new
millennium will have to be assessed and
considered .squarely against the back-

ground of, and in relation to, the last
millennium in particular, and in the
context of at least the last 5(K) years during which the continent has been subjected to forced occupation by foreigners, systematic dispossession and slavery, colonial domination and exploitation, and continued neo-colonialism.
And if the last two millennia are based
on the date since the birth of Jesus
Christ, then

no

dence make

African

can

with confi-

honest and

objective
distinction between Christianity and
colonialism, including tho.se of its antecedents in the form of the European
expansion and the slave trade.
an

Afroasiatic Roots of Classical Civilization Vol. I: The Fabrication of Ancient
Greece 1785
1985, (1987) - by Martin Bernal, a North American-cum-Hebrew Scholar. One of the objectives of

derdeveloped Africa, the AfricanGuyanese scholar and activist, Walter
Rodney, states that “colonialism found

Bernal's study is, of course, to explore
the African roots of that classical civi-

the hoe".

-

lization that characterized so-called
Ancient Greece and Ancient

Egypt;

and, in doing so, to demonstrate how
.so-called latter day “Caucasian civilization"

sought to de-campaign and de-

bunk that classical civilization

of its

new

In this

regard, there is

However, references

as

Rome, Egypt and Athens, the king-

doms of Eastern and Western Africa,
and the empires of Central and South-

Africa. For those really interested
in a closer examination of that "glorious" African past, there is that excelern

lent

study

-

Black Athena

:

The

in the international division of labour;

wards and how this contributed to
to the

“gloripast" are helpful only if Africans
can
thereby enhance their knowledge
and consciousness of why and how they
have become .so historically disadvantaged, while simultaneously strengthening the resolve to overcome these
problems and build a new future for
Africa. The beginning in such a process of self-discovery and re-assertion
of Africa's right to its own history and
the requisite position in the internaous

tional division of labour is

to

acknowl-

edge and emphasise the close correlation between the vicissitudes of the last
5(K) years

in particular and the current
political and economic crisis in Africa.

"technological anest”, “technological
stagnation" and even “technological
regression" in pre - colonial Africa; and
the European slave trade which accounted for the millions of Africans
who either perished or were taken

abroad

as

part of the trade in the period

1450 to 1870 and, therefore, constituted
a
basic
factor
in
African

underdevelpment. As Ahmed Sekou
Toure wrote in 1962,
"The relation between the

degree of
of Africa and the
length and nature of the exploitation
they had to endure is evident. Africa
remains marked by the crimes of the
slave trade: up to now her potcntialities are restricted by under-population”.
destitution of peoples

THE AFRICAN CONDITION
tion

term African condiAfrican crisis refers to the outof those historical, political and

or

gether contributed to the emergence and
development of the modern day geopolitical concept known as Africa. Otherwise, there is nothing inherently
Afrikan about Africa, largely a retlection. in almost every sense of the word,
of the image of those who have plundered, colonized and denigrated it. One
of the most significant outcomes of the
colonial experiences in Africa was technological stagnation and distortion of

was

these key factors had
already defined the continent's position

Africa) from the fifteenth century on-

home of the human

tion that included under it such centers

teenth century,

(imperialist and colonialist)

enteiprise.

come

species or that,
three millennia ago, she
the crucible of a classical civiliza-

So that even before the arrival of
formal colonialism in the late nine-

European mercantile expansion (into

no room to
boast the fact that Africa is the original
some two or

Africans with the hoe and left it with

part

as

Therefore, the
THE PAST IS THE PRESENT

the African economy. Somewhere in
his celebrated book. How Europe Un-

socio-economic factors that have to-

THE LACK OF A NATIONAL
BOURGEOISIE
The loss of

political power and independence under colonialism had such
devastating con.sequences on the economic front that even the 30 years plus
of post-independence have not even begun to overcome. As Albert Memmi,
the Tunisian scholar, states in his book.
The Colonizer and the Colonized,

"The most serious blow suffered

by
being removed from
history and from the community. Colonization usurps any free role in either
war or peace, every decision contribut
the colonized is

Continued
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Cover Story

ing to his destiny and that of the world, and all cultural
and social

responsibility”.

This is illustrated in many aspects

of African life today

notably in the absence of an anchor class - a national bourgeoisie - which, under different historical circumstances, might have developed out of feudal Africa. This
has been an important determinant of Africa's economic fate
but most

present and the future.
Throughout most of the world, the emergence of feudalism represented an important stage in the economic, techno-

in both the

logical, cultural and political development of any society.
Africa was no exception. The destruction of feudalism was
the raison d’etre and es.sence of European colonialism in
Africa. In such sub-regions as Southern Africa, the destruction of African kingdoms and other feudal states meant also
the systematic economic dispossession of the people, their
land and wealth; seldom, if ever, to be recovered even

under

post-colonialism. Therefore, colonialism meant a system of
economic subjugation in which Africans found themselves
variously as peasants, urban workers and an assorted middie class of .school teachers, nurses, clerks and petty traders;
largely at the .service of the colonial masters, prohibited from
and unable to compete with the latter in any sector of the
economy and, in most cases, completely landless and without ownership of the means of productions, deprived of the
potential to participate fully and equally in the post independence economic dispensation in which capitalism - and globalization
is the order of the day.
The absence of the national bourgeoisie as a possible
anchor class in African society accounts for the dependent
character ofthe.se middle classes
including former school
teachers, peasants/urban workers-cum-freedom fighters,
petty bureaucrats, professionals and other members of this
economically vulnerable class of people - that inherit political power at independence ; completely dependent on
either the State or international capital, for sheer survival
or for class aggrandizement. This, in turn, explains the
nature of the African condition : the dependent and hostage status of the post-colonial state itself; an economy
that is not only dependent but virtually still-born in terms
of its potential; and, therefore, also technologically backward, and the very weak link between scientific research
and development. In both political and economic terms,
-

-

but also in technical terms, this is what is

neo-colonialism par

described

as

Development Report is quite explicit
globalization and economic liberalization: Globalization is proceeding largely for the benefit of
the dynamic and powerful countries; and liberalization has
more often than not been accompanied by greater inequality. The loss to developing countries from unequal access to
trade, labour, technology and finance was estimated by the
Hunum Development Report 1992 at US$4 5(X) billion a year.
10 times what they receive annually in foreign assistance.
With respect to the projected results of the Uruguay Round
of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) over
the period 1995 - 2001. the least developed countries stand
The recent Hunuin

in its assessment of

and Sub-Saharan Africa,
this on an Africa that is
already in crisis is not difficult to imagine.
Therefore, one can project a note of hope only at the risk
of being romantic, especially in the absence of an
implementational plan for these recommendations. All the
lose up to US$600 billion a year,
US$1.2 billion. The impact of all

to

same,

This needs to be reformed so that it becomes more re-

sponsive to the democratic movement now so vibrant
throughout the continent. This will require both a technocratic element that will constitute the core of the service de-

livery system, and an informed political process in which
also independent minded and self less leaders. Clearly,
the development of higher education, even if stunted in many
are

of

we are

growing vulnerability to exogenous “marrepresented in part by the World Trade Organization and the dominance of the Bretton Woods institutions. the debt burden, and the scourge of poverty and HIV/
AIDS at a time when Africa appears almost helpless to save
liberalization, the

ket forces”

itself.

6

as

countries, and the emergence

of entrepreneurship

-

of such sub-regional groupings as .SADC,
ECOWAS, COMESA, EAC, etc, will enhance the potential of both the African Economic Community and the
ment

Organization of African Unity (OAU), as the economic
and political basea for the African recovery, and thereby
improve Africa's position in global affairs.
•

Reparations for Slavery and

Restitution and

Colonialism:

Only a strong and confident Africa could give reality to
issue which has clearly become overdue. But the billions

of dollars to be

reco\

ered under

an

African Restitution and

Reparations Scheme would provide a viable foundation for
while simultaneously developing a

the African recovery

stronger sense

tempted to accept that there have been some improve-

here and there, the problems still remain quite fundamental in nature. In some respects, there have been enormous reversals as evidenced by the decline in political and
economic capacity with which to deal with globalization and
ments

our

including the possibility of a national bourgeoisie - will
help to enhance the technocratic and political capacity
of the state, at the national, sub-regional, continental and
international levels. Clearly, the growth and develop-

an

In conclusion, there would appear to be no immediate
solution to the African condition, the African crisis. So, while

The State:

•

excellence.

CONCLUSION : A BLEAK BUT NOT
HOPELESS FUTURE

following if it is to
hope of beginning the recovery in the next millen-

Africa will have to attend to the

have any
nium:

•

of Pan-Africanism across the continent.

The New International Economic Order:

(mainly)
global problem with profound global
causes and, therefore, requiring a global solution. This should
begin with the return to the debate on the New International
Economic Order (N\EO). especially the following; the need
to rectify the uneven and unequal terms of trade and technology transfer between developed and developing countries; and the need to establish the foundations for a fair and
democratic global order.
Indeed, the African crisis has both an internal and

external dimension,

a
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Cover Story

The 3rd World at Seattle:

worthy display of
maturity
Allan

orn

B
with;

a

of and

four years ago,

Trade

the World
Organization (WTO) has

become

a

world force

to

reckon

powerful and worthwhile effort
for the big developed Western

nations. It has become

one

of the

West’s vehicle

through which the West
have continued to expand, develop and
protect their economies to prosperity
through the plunder of 3rd World
economies which they begun during
colonization.
If

Mushonga

States of America

founder members of the

continue

Their

developed and
from the spoils of
the plunder which dates back to
slavery.
Colonial
and
occupation
to

prosper

administration served these purposes

right. Upon the collapse of orthodox
occupation and administration,
which involved setting up colonial
administrations and running them to
colonial

benefit

the

home-base,

not

have missed their

mechanisms had to be established to

maintain hold

the Seattle

memories

home-ba.se.

on

new

former colonies and

hence retain the Bow of

spoils to the

agenda.
agenda

The Seattle

raw
materials to feed into industries

Commonwealth of Nations). Clearly
the aim was and still is to maintain hold,

back home;

in one way or the other, on the political
and economic life of all former

was organized
globalization.
This is very important to note because
it conjures up a lot of important
questions such as; what is
globalization? If it means opening our
societies up for everyone from every
corner
of the glob why should

colonies

Zimbabweans find it difficult to

on

this issue. The basic aims

of colonization

around the theme of

Britain decided

were:

to seek sources of

to

cheap

seek lucrative markets for

home

products most of them
cheap raw materials

made from

and

to

the British

on

Commonwealth

(ii)

issues would

glaring

presence at Seattle. Let’s
examine the so called new issues on

history is anything worth
refeiring ti), then it should refresh our

(i)

organization.
deception is imburded down in
the vast resources they invest in
research on the third world to identify,
classify and clearly articulate doctored
versions of what they define as 3rd
world problems for the 3rd world in
trade and economic development.
Even anybody who did not know these

(now

her benefit.

the

Trade, peace

the British

obtained from the colonies and

governance are
centre issues to the Commonwealth

sold

because the founder masters, who laid

fail to

eggs in these former colonies eannot
afford to see their growing nestling

merchandise

exorbitantly to the colonies

and;

(iii) to create and maintain

a

socio-

economic pressure unloading bay
where labour and population
pressures could be released and
absorbed to keep home countries

relatively calmer, respectable
appearing more

and hence

humane,

civilized

and

democratic.

'i'he.se

the

reasons why it was
parcel out African
themselves at a conference

were

security and good

vanquished or even have their inherited
and economic superiority
compromised in the new post
independence dispensation. The
social

concern

of the Commonwealth is

therefore not the 3rd world

peoples and
welfare. It is chiefly their children,
their money and their welfare.
The World Trade Organization

worthwhile to

(WTO) is another

among
such as the Berlin Conference of 1884.

focused world

The West wanted to determine among
themselves who retained what portion
of the boot.

Europe and the United

S.M’EM .| VNIIAR\
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more

extended and

imperialist organization
that, like all other similar organizations,
manipulates the values of charity, trust
and good will to further the ulterior
motives of the big, dominant and

should the

access

society for example? Why
poor nations of the world

access

world markets for their

especially in the
developed world? Why should the
rules of world trade operate against the
3rd world as they do now? Just these
few questions indicate that the notion
of globalization is a fuss intended, like
all

the others, to benefit those
individual nations who originate them.

It is clear that the

global village is not
It is highly uneven and
hierarchical, comprising the 3rd world
as supposed to be
village subjects, and
the developed countries, the royal
family from whom the village
paramount chiefs, chiefs and subegalitarian.

chiefs

come.

But unlike most of the

chieftainships in Africa, where in

most
7

Seattle
their cheap raw materials. Raising the
issue of the environment, in the
context

of poor

environmental

friendly technology in the 3rd world
and making rules which would
segregate 3rd world products on the
non-adherence

of

basis

environmental standards
elimination of

ensures

to

the

competition from the

3rd world merchandise

on

the world

market.
The

about

concern

labour

standards and remuneration in 3rd

world export sectors of the economy
is equally diabolic. The intention is
to

raise the

production costs of all

commodities which constitute 3rd
world export consignment and hence
render them exorbitant and hence

the world market to
developed world,
who
using
their
advanced
technologies, can produce the same
products cheaply and sell them at
competitive prices.

incompetitive

on

the benefit of the

Therefore, the Americans and
their
to
on

compatriots have every reason
setting up of rules

advocate for the

these issues and

are

ready to

use

any means to ensure that the
world sign any agreement to
effect. Already Bill Clinton

Using US grip on essential medicines patents, Clinton says

“desperately

needed drugs” will be made available to the developing world once the developing
world has offered concessions on labour and environmental issues.

Americans

arguing that "Third

the villagers are mainly
descendents from the chiefs clan or

World economies based

connected to him

extraction industries should

cases

by marriage, these
global chiefs preside over aliens
whom they can chose to treat in any
way that benefits them. This is the
sad part of globalization usually
rationalized and clothed in the

seemingly sound argument that "we
belong to the human race." If it
were so, why did we have slavery,

all

colonization, forced labour and

exploitation?
Against this impossible background,

continue
the

new

were

to

have

issues for WTO at Seattle

environment and labour matters.

are

on

primary
produce

their timber, minerals or crops
without harming their rich natural

3rd
that
has
begun
the
campaign
and
manipulation of circumstances.
Using US grip on essential medicines
patents, Clinton says "desperately
needed drugs” will be made available
to the developing world once the
developing world has offered
concessions
appear

"increase wages and
improve working conditions of their
export sector workers.”
What noble ideas, but why should
anybody cry louder than the
bereaved? What mercy? Clearly
the.se are the tears of a hungry hyena
watching dogs feed on a carcass. We
have already observed that developed
nations depend on cheap raw

cri.ses in the 3rd world,

poor countries to

materials from the 3rd world.

markets.

continue to

We

bosses? If Britain and America could
revenge on the land redistribution and
resettlement programme funding

promised to Zimbabwe in the 1980s,
what will force them to comply to
anything today? The position is aptly
summed up by Ritchie Jones,
Somalia-based

have also noted that these

international food

nations

the British

giant
prefer the 3rd world to

"Now.

The United States of America is

lucrative
destination of their merchandise. If

the leader and the strongest supporter

the 3rd world is left free to extract

the US

According to the
Mirror, December 10-16. 1999, the

they will flood the world markets with

8

serve

their vast natural

as a

resources

it

means

labour
and
This would

attractive given the health
especially the
Aids pandemic, but who can be sure
about these promises from the big

environments.” Americans also want

Along side them I would discuss the
long e.stablished and controversial
debate on liberalization of world

of these issues.

on

environmental issues.

as

head

of

an

rights delegation,

Charity Action Aid thus
poor countries struggle to

against these powerful forces,
dangles a small carrot in one
hand and waves a big stick with the
other (Mirror, December 3 - 9, 1999).

survive
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Seattle

Third World heads of governments resolved at CHOGM that they would reject
labour and environment issues if considered part of trade terms to be negotiated at Seattle.

Controlling 3rd world productivity and competitiveness in world
trade is the basic rule of the game.

Getting them to open up while they
close up is the tactic. Liberalization
therefore should not be understood in
a

generalized

means

that

-

sense. It precisely
the 3rd world must open

up their economies to foreign
investors and traders, even when their

their

agenda.
In
focus were
globalization, environment and labour
issues
the new agenda for WTO.
-

Third World

heads of governments

resolved at CHOGM that

they would
reject labour and environment issues
if considered part of trade terms to be
negotiated at Seattle.
Hunger, disease in the absence of
US controlled essential

compete, with

drugs, general
suffering resulting from continuing

3rd world national governments

economic decline resultant from IMF

abdicating their responsibilities of
protecting their weak established and
emerging industries and of subsiding
farmers adversely affected by high
world agricultural inputs prices, while
the developed world continue to
support and protect their investors

and World Bank

own

even

industries

cannot

What then could the

more.

Seattle World Trade

ministerial
November
achieved

reforms forced

imposed economic
only these 3rd

not

world heads of nations

to

resist, but

a

lot of
to

sympathetic civil organizations,
demonstrate against the agenda,

with Public Citizens Global Trade
Watch

(PCGTW)

championing

demonstrations downtown in Seattle.

Organization
meeting (from 30

For the first time, 3rd world country
leaders did what is right; protecting

3 December) have

against the prostitution of their

-

given this background?

economies and societies.

In the

fight

more strongly
brothers and protect

against the big
each other from
these bullies by supporting each other
through regional cooperation.
The suspension of the negotiation
at Seattle on Friday, 3 December 1999,
only means those with hidden agendas
are going back to their drawing boards
to

refine their tools and tactics. This

is

already clearly asserted in WTO

Director-General, Mike Moore’s press
release statement.

objectives remain unchanged. To
negotiate the progressive

continue to

liberalization of international trade.
To put trade to work more effectively
for economic development and

poverty alleviation.

trading system plays for our member
governments in managing their
economic affairs

cooperatively. To
organize the WTO on lines that truly
represent the needs of all members”.
Reading behind these objectives and
expressed determination in the context

context of Seattle, any

because

were

Western bullies bulldozed their way

of

finalized at the Commonwealth

3rd

The Heads of Government from the

through would have amounted to a
parent abdicating responsibilities and
hence failing as a parent. Be that as it
may, the victory at Seattle is only a
redrawing of battle lines. The 3rd

3rd world had the WTO

world

the

battle

lines

Heads of Government

Meeting

(CHOGM) in Durban, South Africa
between 12 and 15 November 1999.
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as

part of

who stood

now

need to be

more

united and

To confirm the

central role that the rules- based

It would be wrong even to suggest
that the 3rd world could have yielded

3rd world leader
by the way side while the

“Despite the

temporary setback in Seattle, our

current

trade relations between the

world

and

their

developed

and

the
power
imbalances, one can only advise the
3rd world that experience is the best
teacher. If they are capable of learning
they have learnt their lessons already.
counterparts
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News in
Africa

-

the last three

months

Brief

SADC

IN

it will have the forex to pay for imports.
we will watch matters closely over

'Brief

But

the next few months and review

policy
accordingly.” Zimbabwe now shares the
higher-risk slot with states such as
Nigeria,
Kenya,
Gabona
and
Mozambique

Angola
Oil
1 October 1999

Kenya:

Kenya's Roman Catholic

Church has blamed President Daniel
arap Moi for blocking important
constitutional refomis and has warned
of imminent civil strife. In

a

strongly-

worded

pastoral letter released on
Wednesday, Roman Catholic bishops
accused Moi of being the main
stumbling block to the entire
constitutional reform process and
warned that Kenyans have become so
desperate they may soon opt for civil
strife.
1 October 1999
Zimbabwe:

Tanzanian President

Benjamin Mkapa is expected to arrive
in Harare today where he is scheduled
to give a guest lecture in memory of
the late chairman of Zanu (PF), Cde

Herbert Chitepo at
Zimbabwe

the University of

18 October 1999

Egypt:

profit,s

looted,

Namibia

REPORT CL.\I!MS

LUANDA: A
British

damning report by the

Nljom.x

lobby

group Global Witness has
accused oil multinationals, international

banks, and key Angolan officials of
contributing
to
the
country’s
"humanitarian
and
development
catastrophe.”
The report released recently argues
that "the international oil and banking
industries are the key factor in this
equation of corruption and opacity. An
oil bonanza is underway in the deep
waters off Angola’s coast, which could
soon turn the country into sub-Saharan
Africa’s largest producer. But in terms
of Angola’s social indicators, the
conflict-scarred country is one of the
world’s poorest.
The three decades of war

against Jonas

Savimbi’s diamond-financed rebel

UNITA, repre.sents "only part
problem,” the report said. "The
tragedy of Angola is that we have a
culture that promotes the acquisition of
wealth no matter the consequences for
the people
The problem Angola is
dealing with is not only Savimbi, it is
movement

of the

WINDHOEK:- "The

Swapo governplans to eradicate poverty from the
face of Namibia,” Sam Nujoma the 70year-old president said after leading the
ruling South West Africa People’s
Organisation (SWAPO) to a huge
election victory. SWAPO won 76
percent of the parliamentary seats, well
above the two-thirds majority needed to
change the constitution. Nujoma, who
ment

ran

for

a

controversial third term after

his party removed a two-term limit from
the constitution last year, garnered 77

percent in the presidential race.
However,
many voters were
sceptical of his pledge to create 50 000
new jobs over the next five years in a
country burdened with a 35 percent
jobless rate since independence.

DRC

...

Egypt’s latest crackdown

on
the banned Moslem Brotherhood

suggests President Hosni Mubarak
remains determined to prevent the

much

more

serious and much

more

complicated.”

from regaining a foothold in
politics, analy.sts said yesterday.
group

DRC

JOINT COMMIS.SION CRE.XTES
FIX E COMMITTEES

South Africa

KINSHASA:-

Insurer

20 October 1999

h.xlts cox er for

NEXX EXPORTERS SENDING

Mozambique: Campaigning got off
to a low-key start yesterday for
Mozambique’s parliamentary and
presidential elections to be held on
December 3 and 4.
20 October 1999

.Angola: Senior Angolan opposition
party member Mateus Simo was
on

the

outskirts of the
men

capital by a group of
amted with Russian weapons, a

party spokesman said. Simo, finance
secretary of the Democratic Party for
the

Progress of the National Alliance,
overnight on Friday.

‘was killed
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JOHANNESBURG:- Credit Guarantee
Insurance

Corporation, South Africa’s
largest insurer of exports, has halted
cover for new exporters sending goods
to Zimbabwe, while rates for existing
clients will increase by an average of 66
percent from this month (January).
Executive director Mike Truter says

Zimbabwe’s

foreign exchange shortages
and the suspension of its World Bank
and International Monetary Fund loan
agreements persuaded Credit Guarantee
to downgrade the country’s rating from
category two to three. "Everyone has
some

cause

to

be

worried

about

developments in Zimbabwe and whether

The

joint Military
implementation of
peace in the Democratic Republic of
Congo has set up five committees to help
end cease-fire violations and strengthen
rapport between the belligerent forces.
Commission

murdered outside his home

sets touch

(iO.XLS FOR NEW TERM

on

the

Zambian President Frederick Chiluba
said in Lusaka that the committees

were

fomied at the end of the commission’s

meeting in Harare, Zimbabwe.
He told the US ambassador to the

UN. Richard Hollbrooke, that Zimbabwe
was chosen to head the committee on
the withdrawal of foreign troops from
Congo while Uganda heads the one
dealing with the disannament process.
Zambia chairs the committee that
will monitor

\

iolations of the 10

July

cease-fire agreement while Rwanda
heads the one to handle aspects of the

disengagement of all armed forces
currently in Congo.
S XPE.M J.XNIIARX
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News Briefs

Rest

THE

of

Africa

arrangements’ approved by the July

United Nations

20 November 1999

Brief

in

OAU summit in
The

Meles

Algiers.
country’s prime minister,
Zenawi, rejected them in a

Uganda: The Iranian government has
requested Uganda to meet its costs as
earlier agreed to enable them embark
on the oil refining process in Uganda.
The minister for cooperatives from
Iran, Haji Morteza. was speaking
during a meeting with the mini.ster of
state for trade, Vincent Nyanji.

NEW YORK:- UN

Kofi Annan has said the world

Secretary General
body has
to tap its decades - old experience in
Africa to make its engagement in the

complement the OAU’s framework
agreement to resolve the Ethiopia -

Morteza.

continent

out

20 November 1999

with Africa has intensified since he

AnN.-^N

says

Africa

more

UN

MUST ENG.AGE

EEEECTivEt.v

issued

effective.

because

of

their

colour,”

report on Africa in 1998.

Eritrea border conflict which broke
in mid-1998.
Meles

said

he

rejected the

arrangements on the grounds that
they fail to ensure Ethiopia’s

energy and new ideas,’ Annan told the
General Assembly during its debate on
causes of conflict and the
promotion of

prepared
to
guarantee
its
sovereignty,’ Meles reiterated.

relief

conflict

to

HIV/AIDS, African and non-Africans
alike have invested their efforts with

durable

and
development in Africa.

sustainable

peace

Sudan

ments,

unless the document is

He contended that the technical

arrangements ‘were drafted by some
parties who were not part of the
OAU framework agreement from

Mr

26 November 1999

made to

new

debt

prevention to confronting the crisis of

Mohammad Faisal,

charge d'affaires of
Pakistan High Commission in Dar es
Salaam told ‘Daily Mail'.

The arrangements were

sovereignty.
‘Ethiopia will not kneel down to
any pressure imposed on the country
to accept the technical arrange-

‘From

Pakistan has

strongly
denied reports that 30 Tanzanians in its
jails serving pri.son terms after being
convicted of drug trafficking are being
victimised on racist grounds,
“I
wouldn't deny that Tanzanian arrested
in pos.session of illegal drugs were in
Pakistan jails, but I strongly deny that
the said [Dcrsons lue being discriminated

a

interview with state television

recently, the highlights of which
were published in the official press.

He said international engagement

Tiinzania:

rare

.

the start’.

•

Sudan news agency reports
S^ RIAN SI PPORT “AGAINST
imperialists”

Rwanda

Soutb Africa: South Africa’s

vigilante
king defended himself against murder
charges yesterday and said his form of
street justice was the best way to halt
the country’s descent into criminal
lawlessness. Monhie John Magolego,
founder and leader ol' the Mapogo-aMathaniaga (Colours of the Leopard)
said his group was expanding and
would continue

brand of

to mete out

its

own

punishment to critninals.

27 November 1999

KHARTOUM:- The

Syrian Justice

Minister, Husayn Hassun, affirmed that
the Syrian people and government
support the Sudan in the face of the
imperialist campaign, which targets the

security and unity of the Sudan. In a
Suna, the Syrian Minister
said that Syria welcomes the agreement
achieved between the government and
the opposition in Djibouti, affirming that
his country backs the unity of the Sudan.
statement to

He

hailed

the

constitutional

and

economic

Rwanda:

Rwanda and South Africa

have
in

agreed to strengthen cooperation
the pjomotion of agriculture,

developments in the Sudan,
pointing out that they will enable the
Sudan to play an important role in
achieving Arab unity.

livestock, education, investment,
commerce,

transport and works

between the two countries.

Ethiopia
Ethiopia

DRC: President Laurent-Desire Kabila

opening session of
the Supreme Court of Justice at the
Palais de la Nation this morning.
Several magistrates, who were admitted
to the court,

took the oath of office in

the presence

of the head of state.
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finally rejects

OAU’s ‘Technical
Arrangements’

RUSSIAN-

MADE COMBAT HELICOPTERS.

KIGALI:- Rwanda has

bought a
ultra-modern and
helicopters to
increase its fighting capacity. The
choppers have been supplied
directly by the reputable military
equipment complex at Kazan.
Russia. According to the authoritative
aviation
publication
“Flight International'’, Russia’s
Kazan Helicopter Plant has already
shipped several Mil Mi-8MTV
transport choppers to Rwanda.
They are also known as Mi-I7MD.
fleet of proper,
lethal combat

This

variant

incarnation

30 November 1999

chaired the solemn

Rw ANDA

is

of

the

latest

the

Mi-8Hip.
“Sunday Vision” has learnt that
Rwanda’s new acquisitions are
fitted with a hydraulic ramp and
wide doors

on

both sides of the

ADDIS ABABA:- After months of

cabin

studying mediation efforts to settle its
border dispute with Eritrea. Ethiopia
has finally rejected the ‘technical

under two minutes amidst hostile

making them capable of off
loading 36 combat-ready troops in

fire in the thick of battle.
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World

THE

Mozambique: The negative impacts
of globalization could not be countered
without addressing the issues of global

including transparency,

accountability and equity amongst
nations. Deputy President Jacob Zuma
said addressing the SADC summit in
Maputo.
1 December 1999

Iran

TO

DRCongo

TEHERAN:- Iran denied a report that
it has sold Scud missiles to the
Democratic

Republic of Congo (DRC).
"The matter is denied categorically,"
an Iranian spokesman, who would not
be named said. The Washington Tmes
reported that US spy agencies had
detected Scud B and Scud C missile

Tanzania:

The

presidents of Kenya,
Uganda and Tanzania took another key
step towards establishing a regional
common market when they launched
the

African

East

Community
But the watered down

yesterday.
treaty failed to set

a

timeframe for the

removal of trade barriers.

DRC over the past
several weeks and that Iranian military
systems in the
officials

were

The newspaper said it was
first time that Iran had exported

United States
Five Ci

ban exiles acqi itted

Castro

Uganda: The army commander, Maj-

plotted to assassinate Fidel Castro,
quashing the first U.S. attempt to
convict anyone for trying to kill Cuba’s
communist leader. The jury of eight

Jeje Odongo, narrowly survived
death yesterday in a car accident,
which left 11 people critically injured.
Gen

women

2 December 1999

and four

men

acquitted
that they

delivered its

verdict midway into its second day of
deliberations. Afterwards, one juror

A number of Eritreans,

Asmara’s preparation for yet
and bored of the

atrocities

being committed by the
dictatorial regime, are fleeing to the
Sudan, two Ethiopians who escaped
from an Eritrean prison have said.
7 December 1999

said prosecutors

failed to prove their
allegation; that the defendants
conspired to kill Castro during a 1997
summit on Venezuela’s Isla Margarita.

men

could have faced life in

prison.
conspiracy charges were

Jose Antonio Llamas, a director of the

Nelson Mandela, said on Sunday that
today’s South Africa is not the
democracy she fought for and denied
she did anything wrong in the fight
against apartheid. "We still have a
very long way to go,” she said in an

national television. "For

long as our people are as poor as
they are and for as long as they do not
as

fought for.”

resources

of

our

influential

Miami-based

Cuban

American National Foundation;

Angel
Manuel Alfonso; Angel Hernandez
Rojo; Francisco Secundino Cordova
and Jose Rodriguez Sosa.

Kings

death

WASHINGTON:- The U.S. Justice

Department has no plans to bring any
charges over the 1968
assassination of Martin Luther King Jr.,
even after a jury in a civil case found
that the civil rights leader’s slaying was
the result of a conspiracy, a top official
said recently.
Deputy Attorney General Eric Holder
said the Justice Department’s 15-nionth
investigation into King’s death should
be completed within weeks, with its
results released to the public.
‘I would not want people to think that
on

the basis of the work that

we

have

done that there is the likelihood of any
kind of criminal trial,' Holder said. '1
would not

criminal

owner

paid to

New

Zealand’s

King’s murder.

stopped short of saying the
Justice Department investigation would
disagree with the jury’s verdict.
‘I think we’ll have to just wait, and
we’ll let the report speak for itself,’ he

New Zealand Greens

AUCKLAND:-

arrange

Holder

over

CAIISE POLL l PSET

a former cafe
who has claimed to have been

against Lloyd Jowers,

said.

the democracy I

in a wrongful death
by the King family

came

civil lawsuit filed

New Zealand

fledgling Labour-Alliance government
12

CRIMINAL CHARGES

gunman.
The verdict

Mandela, ex-wife of former President

the

No

supporters at a crowded U.S.
courthouse in San Juan. If convicted,

from the defendants, all of them anti-

Cleared of

to

USA

Castro activists, and cheers from their

The decision elicited tears and defiance

South Africa: Winnie Madikizela-

access

known.

expect that there would be any
prosecution out of our report.'
A Tennessee jury recently declared
that King's assassination was the result
of a conspiracy, and not the act of a lone

the

have

were

criminal
plotting to kill

country, it is not

the

prolonged counting forced her to delay
naming a cabinet until final numbers in
the 120-seat, single-house parliament

FOR

SAN JUAN: A federal jury
five Cuban exiles of charges

on

government is not under threat,

the
the

2 December 1999

interview

upset the incumbent National MP to win
While Clark's

the seat of Coromandel.

Short-range missiles

football stadium.

war

Greens co-leader Jeanette Fitzsimons

President

Benjamin Mkapa signed the treaty at
a ceremony in the Sheikh Amri Abeid

another round of

a

in Kinsha.sa to assemble

them.

Daniel arap Moi of Kenya, Uganda’s
Yoweri Museveni and Tanzania's

Eritrea:
sctned by

delayed announcing its
surprise win by the Greens
in a key seat altered the composition of
parliament. The centre-left government
of premier-elect Helen Clark was
anxiously awaiting the outcome of final
vote-counting in a number of seats after
cabinet after

denies selling

ScT'Ds

Brief
said it had

Iran

1 December 1999

governance,

in

Numerous official

investigations
concluded that the late
who confessed to the
killing but later recanted, assassinated
King and that he was not part of a larger

the years all
James Earl Ray.

plot.
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Main Feature

The Assassination

of Wezi Kaunda
Tiyaonse Chisanga Kahwe

Wezi Kaunda, the United National Independence Party (UNIP) Lusaka Urban District Chairman
and third born son of Zambia's founding President Kenneth Kaunda, is dead. He died in the
intensive

unit of Lusaka's

University Teaching Hospital between 04.00 and 06.00 hours on
Thursday November 4’’', 1999. He had been brutally gunned down outside the gate of his house
in Lusaka's Kabulonga residential area at about lO.OOhours the previous night. He was buried
almost a week later on Tuesday November 9''', 1999 at Old Leopards Hill Cemetry in Lusaka.
He left behind his wife Deirdre Irene Malian aged 28 years and their three children; Tengwera
Ann a girl aged five years, Chizunia Ngwawezi Brukutu a boy of three years old and Tapiwa
Dz.idz.ai a six month old baby girl.

W

ezi

care

almost 48 years old when he died. He
on December 24'", 1951. at Lubwa Mission in Cbinsali District in the Northern Province
was

was

born

of Zambia.
He started school in 1959 at

Chilenje Lower Primary

School in Lusaka. In I960, he moved to Kasisi Mission

Primary School within Lu.saka were he stayed until 1965
when he completed standard six. For his secondary
education. Wezi went to Saint Francis Catholic College in
Kitwe on the Copperbelt Province. He then moved to Saint
Canisius Secondary School in the Southern Province where
he completed form five in the early 1970s.
Upon completing school, Wezi went for officer cadet
training at Kabwe Military Academy in the Central Province
of Zambia. Upon successful completion, he became a
commissioned officer in the Zambia Army and within a few
years rose through the ranks and ended up on the rank of
Major. While in the army Major Kaunda was attached to
the Engineering squadron in Mufulira on the Copperbelt,
wbere he specialised in landmine clearing.
In 1978 Major Kaunda voluntarily left the army and
enrolled at the University of Zambia as a full time student
in the School of Humanities and Social Sciences. The

following year, he transferred to the school of Law and
obtained his Law degree three years later on December 18,
1982.

Upon successful completion of his Law degree, Wezi
majority of Zambian students had his first
opportunity to study abroad. He proceeded to York
University in England were he did his Masters Degree and
then enrolled as a Doctor of Philosophy student at the same
university. Wezi however never got to finish his Ph.D.
programme He suspended his studies and came back home
to contest a parliamentary by election in Malambo
like the

.
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Wezi’s widow Deirdre Irene Malian

(28) and their three
children,Tengwera Ann (5), Chizuma Ngwawezi (3) and Tapiwa
Dzidzai a six month old baby girl during mass at the Cathedral
of the Holy Cross
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hour, and Wezi and Deirdre

just sent the driver back home with the

about

instructions that he should wait there

headed back home.

appointed to the position of
Deputy Minister for Home affairs. He
held this position until UNIP lost power
to the Movement for Multi Party
Democracy (MMD) in November

until he hears from Wezi.

1991.

him to send back the driver to

they had driven out of
yard Deirdre phoned home
to tell their maid that they were on their
way back and that she should lay the
food on the table so that when they
arrive they should find their supper
ready.
When they got into Bishop Road

parliamentary Constituency in Eastern
Province. He

won

the election and

was

later

Wezi however

was one

UNIP members of

of the few

parliament who

survived the elections. And

so

he

continued

being a member of
parliament until November 1996 when
UNIP boycotted the presidential and
parliamentary elections.
member of

As

At about 12.00 hours, Deirdre rung
her husband

again. She informed him

that her hair had been done and asked

and

pick them

come

In reply, Wezi said

up.

that he had sent the driver somewhere

and that he would

come

and

pick them

asked his wife to

home.

gate for them.

Few minutes before 13.00 hours,

Wezi

committee of UNIP (MCC) at the

mood. He

party’s national congress of 1992
where his father relinquished the Party
presidency to the Late Kebby
Musokotwane. In 1995, he voluntarily
gave up his position of MCC by not re
contesting it on account that his father
who had come back into active politics
was running for the presidency of the

on his father feeding him. He
therefore wanted to feed him and .settle

still

a

unsettled and

was

was

insisting

him down before he could

come

and

fetch them.
It

was

therefore not until well after

13.00 hours that Wezi drove his wife

and

won

baby back home from her friend’s
was already behind
schedule, she had barely come to leave
the baby. Within five minutes Wezi

the UNIP

Chairmanship of Lusaka
Urban, the position he held until his

drove off Deirdre, who at this time had
been joined by a friend called Judy who

death.

also

party.
In

1997, Wezi contested and

which is closer to their home, Wezi

up himself as soon as he collected
Chizuma from school and left him

rung his wife from home. He
apologised to her that he had been
delayed because Chizuma was in a bad

was

soon as

their hosts’

parliament, Wezi also contested and
won the position of member of central

While he

an

house. Because she

happens to be Wezi’s niece. He

ring home again and
ready to open the

tell their maid to get

According to Deirdre
normal practice
whenever they came home late because
they did not have a guard at the gate.
this

their

was

This time however, Deirdre failed to

get through to

their land phone. She

would dial the number but there would
be

no response at all. It was deadly
quite. There was no engagement tone
and no ringing tone. From time to time
she would say to Wezi that she was
failing to get through and that she
found it strange because as far as she
knew the cell phone she was using was
fully charged and that there was
nothing wrong with it. Never-the-less
she kept trying until they were almost
pulling up in front of their gate when
she saw no need to continue trying.
It is just about that time that things
began to happen. When they were just
about to stop in front of their gate.

following is the exact account
of events on the day of the shooting as
narrated to this author by Wezi’s

took them to his friend’s house where

Widow Deirdre.

shopping. Unfortunately this time,

Deirdre heard

when Wezi left his wife at his friend’s

behind them. She threw

The

Deirdre recalls that the fateful

Deirdre

was

expected to get another

vehicle to drive them into town for her

day,
Wednesday November 3"*, 1999 started
normally for the family. Both Wezi and
her self woke up early. As usual, Wezi

forgot his cell phone with her
and forgot to say bye to her. And so
the couple could not communicate with

drove the children to school. Deirdre

each other until well after 18.30 hours

did not stay long at home. The
was intended to be a busy one for

and found her home.

too

There

was a

lot to be done

as

she

day
her.

Wezi drove off she and the

were driven by the family driver
her friend’s house where she was

baby
to

in the

going to have her hair done. Thereafter
she intended to get into town to go and
do some shopping.

evening when he finally returned

Deirdre

was

preparing for the baptism that weekend
of their six month old baby Tapiwa. As
soon as

hou.se he

have

come

because

back

home much earlier

that

particular evening they
had an important business appointment
with a German couple. However. Wezi
explained to her that he had been in a
meeting which he had forgotten to tell
on

her about. He

asked her to

ring the

screech it's wheals

glance
in time to see a small white
car turning into their street from the
main road (Bishop Road). Wezi too
appeared to have been attracted by the
sound because he too threw a glance
a

behind just

at

thought that Wezi should

a car

it

more or

his wife

.

less at the

Within

same

time

short time the

a

as

car

driving at normal
speed passed by and stopped about 50
metres away from them. At
that
moment Deirdre jokingly remarked to
her husband saying “Don’t tell me it is
another break down”. She joked that
way because almost every other day
which

was

now

there could

phone. He asked her to

release the driver because he needed

Wezi and Deirdre sent their children

pattern was so frequently repeated that

bed and drove off to meet the

Wezi called his street "Break Down

At about 09.00 hours, Wezi

her

on

her cell

called

send him somewhere. Deirdre. who

to

still having her hair
done told him that she had sent the
driver on an errand and that as soon as
the time

at

he
to

came

was

back he would send him

tried to

over

back she
call her husband on his cell

him. When the driver

came

phone but there was no reply, so she
14

to

German

couple.
meeting took place at the
couple’s home in Lusaka’s Roma
Township along Kakola road. The
Township is roughly about four

be

which would

couple to apologise for the delay and
to tell them that they were on their way
coming. Without wasting much time.

a car

conveniently break down along the
road and very near

their house. The

Avenue".

kilometres from where Wezi and

one back door
Hew open with
someone literally Hying out, hands and
feet in the air and landing on his back
in the ditch. Even at this stage Deirdre

Deirdre lived. The

did not

The

meeting lasted for

Within

on

a

short time,

the white small

see

any

car

thing suspicious. She
S.\I‘EM JAMl.VRY 2(MM»
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thought that the guy who had thrown
himself on the ground must have been
drinking and was just drunk.
More

or

less at the

time

same

another person came out of the car. He
strolled across the road and back again

and

quickly walked towards Wezi and
Dcirdre's car shouting "Hey you! Get

out

of the car! Get

was at

this stage

out

of the car! It

that Deirdre sensed

danger and clang to her husband
exclaiming "God, what is happening".
Wezi however remained extremely
calm. As the

them

man was

getting

Wezi leaned forward

nearer

if to
shield his wife from the assailant's
view and gently started pushing her
to

,

outside the

other

car

with

one

as

hand while the

trying to reach out to where
he usually kept his gun. For some
reason, he did not pick up his gun. As
he was pushing his wife out of the
vehicle he whispered to his wife “Get
out quick. As quickly and as quietly as
you can. Please Just go. What ever you
was

do, what

ever

To the

assailant

you

hear don't .scream".
he

said

loudly

“Alright! Alright! Okay! Okay! Take
it easy! I am not resisting! Throughout the assailant kept repeating himself
“Hey you! Get out of the car! Get out
of the car! And Wezi would reply
“Alright! Alright! Take it easy! I am
not resisting! And to his wife who was
not moving an inch and was abr)ut to
scream, he finally said “Just go, we
have got children. We can't both die.
Whatever you hear, whatever you see
please don't scream. Remember the
children." It was at this stage that
Deirdre remembered opening the door
and dropping off the car quietly and
lying flat on the grass. When she
looked up again, she saw him being
dragged out of the car by his collar. At
that moment while still lying Hat on her
belly Deirdre began to push herself
backwards away from tbe car and
along their brick fence for cover while
at the same time looking on.
As soon as her husband was pulled
out of the car and while they were still
standing she heard gunshots from what
appeared to her to be an automatic
w'eapon. She recalls that those first
round of shots was followed by dead
silence. For a good number of seconds
no

one

moved and

no

one

said

anything. From were she was and
having been blocked by their car.
Deirdre who could only see their legs
including,Wezi's whose leg she saw
as almost
leaning in the ditch besides
SAI'KM .|.\M ARV
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the

After

while

pairs of the
with one of
the assailants almost coming round the
car to where she was
hiding.
car.

a

legs started moving

some

away

Deirdre recalls that when this
fellow almost

came

round the

car

everyone including her .self appeared
to have been taken by suiprise. For at
that moment Wezi

spoke out in a very
voice. He said “Look! Just take
the car! I have told you 1 am not
stern

possible because she feared that the
might come back. But Wezi
had been shot and very badly too. Very
calmly he said to her “No dear I am
not okay. Get help." And it was at that
as

assailants

that Deirdre

moment

husband

saw

that her

actually covered in blood.
wasting time Deirdre
began to bang on the gate calling her
maid Joyce to open it. When the gate
opened she ran inside went straight to
the phone and called her brother who
assured her that he was right on the
way. She tried to call a few other
numbers but could not get through. So
she ran outside again, realising that she
was

Without

resisting! Just take the car! Just take
the car and go! 1 am Major Kaunda! 1
have nothing against you! Just take the
car and go!" When Wezi .said the.se
words the person who was coming
round the vehicle suddenly stopped in
his tracks, he ran back, jumped on the
driver's seat and violently reversed it
to a point direetly opposite where
Deirdre was hiding.
The fellow jumped out of the car
and started shouting. “You think we
don't know you? We know you!" and

breath.” So she took

then to his friends he shouted “1 told

after which he said to her “ Go into the

shoot him properly! Now can
you shoot him properly! Come on

top of the fridge there are keys. Get

shoot him

the

keys and bring the

he

so

within

you to

properly!" Turning to Wezi
again said “We know you! We
know you!. At this stage a different
voice said “He can ies a gun! He cairies
a gun! Have we
got his weapon! He
carries

a gun! Then the first voice
repeated the command “Shoot him
properly! Come on shoot him
properly!" After this Deirdre heard the
second and last round of gun shots after
which the cars pulled out and left.

When the

cars

left Deirdre looked

around and when she could

not see

Wezi she got up and began to scream.
She thought they had taken him with
them. So she called
and

out

“Wezi! Wezi!"

towards the gate.

To her
surprise, he answered “I am here ." She
saw him get up. He had been left
lying
along the flower bed next to where
their vehicle had been. For support, he
had one arm on the ground and another
one resting on his knee. Deirdre
explained to this author that the way
her husband got up and having heard
so many gun shots she
just concluded
that they had been firing in the air. In
her own mind there was no way he
would have been shot so many times
and be able to sit up like that.
ran

Overwhelmed with
she

him

some

form of

saying “Thank

joy

God.
Thank you God", and then saying to
him “Get up Wezi. Get up. Get up. Are
you okay? Get up. Let us go. She
wanted him out of that place as quickly
ran to

you

had left her husband alone.
When she got

back to him he told
get the car. Baffled she asked,
“Which car becau.se our car has just

her

to

been taken."
her “No

Very calmly, he said to

Dee, take

a

said "What?" and he

yard

.

There is

a

a car

breath." The wife

repeated “Take a
deep breath and

a

parked there. On

car out." And
few minutes she had

managed to bring the car out. Together
Joyce her maid Deirdre attempted
to help her husband get into the car but
be stood up on his own and sat in the
with

front passenger seat.
When she got into the car her
brother George arrived. She asked him
where

they should go and he suggested
they drive straight to the University
Teaching Hospital. He then offered to
drive Wezi to the hospital himself, but
she refused saying she wanted to driver
her husband herself. So they moved in
a convoy with her brother
leading the
that

way.
When

they got to the hospital and
pediatrics section
Wezi told his wife that they were
heading the wrong way and that they
were
supposed to go to the casualty
wing. Since Deirdre did not know the
hospital well it was Wezi himself who
started giving her directions. When
they finally reached the casualty. Wezi
again calmly said to her “That is the
casualty. Just go and park right in
front." After parking he said to her
“Switch off the ignition. Go inside and
get help." And Deirdre did just that.
When the stretcher was brought
Wezi once again stood out of the car
by himself and sat on it.
As he was being wheeled in the
police arrived almost instantly and
drove towards the
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began to ask questions. Among other
things they wanted to know was the

registration number of the vehicle the

choir groups
mourn Wezi.

took turns to sing and

government against

warned the MMD

thinking that they have a monopoly

Particularly visible at the funeral

over

the

becau.se UNIP
easily mobilise an army of

use

UNIP leaders and cadres who had

too

could

provinces and who
perceived as having come to
mourn Wezi genuinely. Such UNIP
youths in particular maintained vigor
and vigilantly turned away and
sometimes physically roughed up
anyone they had reason to suspect was
not a genuine mourner. Suspects

own

of weapons

with and it was
Wezi who told them the number. When

were

traveled from other

it's

they got inside Wezi requested that
they call his immediate elder brother

were

Mirror, November

assailants had

come

as they were trying
figure out what the number was it

Waza Kaunda and
to

Wezi who told them.

was

When finally he was being wheeled
into the Theatre for the operation Wezi

literally
running besides him on the stretcher
“When anything happens, please
always remember I love you very much
and I love the children very much.
said to his wife who was now

Make
must

sure you tell them that. They
know that.” And Deirdre said to

him “I know that. That is what I want
you to tell the children on your own. I
will not pass on the message. You are

going to be okay. You will come home
and you will tell them that.” However,
Wezi insisted and said “Listen to

what

saying. Don’t take things for
granted.” This was their very last
conversation Wezi was pronounced
1

am

dead

a

Independent newspaper the
Post, described his funeral as having
been the highest attended ever since the
An

death of the entire Zambia National

officials in 1993

(the Post, November 10"', 1999). A
government paper the Times of Zambia
also reported that Wezi’s funeral was
one of the longest processions to be
witnes.sed in recent times. It la.sted from
about 08.30 in the morning to about

On the actual day of burial UNIP
youths led by UNIP Lusaka Province
Women’s League Chairlady Ms.
Exilder Chisenga almost ran riot.
Bearing Wezi’s portraits and placards
accusing the MMD government of
having assassinated their colleague and
comrade and chanting anti MMD
slogans, they ran a stretch of about four
kilometers from Ambassador Saint

body was being
prepared for burial to the Cathedral of
the Holy Cross.
Even though Wezi was the son of
where the

Kenneth
his

own

right

explained in a recent interview

her

late

church

organisations and some traditional

husband

had

put

everything in politics and made it his

came

President of the United
Democrats

(National

up

6-12"', 1999).

Party for

(UPD) described him as a

dependable friend and national leader
who had a burning desire to see Zambia
develop for the good of all her people
(Zambia Daily Mail. November 6"',
1999). Pastor Nevers Mumba of
Victory Ministries and President of the
National Citizens Coalition (NCC)
maintained that Wezi

of the

was one

promising and disciplined
politicians in Zambia. He was strong
and principled. A sent soldier who
lived simply and gave everything up
for his country and whose death had
brought great anger.
There appears to be very little doubt
about who killed Wezi and why he had
most

to

die. Pastor Nevers Mumba him.self
a victim of an assassination

once

said at Wezi’s funeral that the
political parties in
Zambia was growing alarmingly to the
level of murder(The Post. November
attempt,

division between

10, 1999). Prominent Lusaka Lawyer
United Party for National

and

Development Chairman for Legal
argued that
ordinary thieves would not have picked
Affairs Sakwiba Sikota

up a target likely to be difficult
known to be always armed and

who is
with

a

military background. He also rejected
the suggestion that some one from
UNIP could have done it arguing that
there was only one party he knew
which showed ruthless

aggression (The

Post November 5'", 1999). The Post

life. His immediate elder brother. Waza

Newspaper boldly stated that Wezi's

and

death and other similar criminal acts

Kaunda described him

determined

as a

strong

politician who often risked
good of the country. The

previously have been carried
by agents of the Zambian

executed

his life for the

out

National Mirror wrote that Wezi

government (The Post,
1999).
Another

prepared for any eventualities,
and in the thick of things would be seen
leading hundreds of UNIP cadres in
demonstrations. The paper further
stated that Wezi rarely displayed
cowardice in exposing the misdeeds of
the MMD government. The paper
seemed

recalled

how,
he

Parliament

before the

there. Choirs from various

disciplined and

leader (The Monitor,
November 5-11, 1999). His widow

confidential

stayed at the funeral and spent nights
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a strong,

sympathisers from

the funeral house. Hundreds of others

person.

dedicated

trooped in and out of

friends and other

side Zambia

own

Monitor wrote that Wezi was in his

Deirdre

out

Kaunda, he never-the-less

He was a strong
willed and popular politician in his own
right. An Independent Newspaper the

was

that

All the six days that Wezi’s body
lay in state were a hive of activities.
Hundreds of mourners from all walks
of life who occasionally included

characters within

Kenneth Kaunda.

17.30 hours in the

1()’\ 1999).

known MMD leaders
some

both the deceased and his father

veteran

evening. Diplomats,
politicians opposition party
leaders and ordinary people all turned
up to pay their last respects. The
Cathedral of the Holy cross where the
requiem mass was held was filled to
it’s fullest capacity. Thousands of other
mourners stayed outside unahle to get
in. According to the Times of Zambia,
because of the huge number of people
body viewing alone took more than
six hours (Times of Zambia, November

some

the UNIP top leadership who for a long
time had openly shown resentment for

Ann

few hours later.

Soccer team and it’s

included

and cadres and

if worst

as

a

member of

presented highly
government documents
house over a plot to

November 10"'.
independent
wrote that

newspaper; The Monitor
Wezi’s killing had all the

signs of a
political assassination. That both the
victim and the timing of his death
tended to dispel the notion that he was
killed by common criminals (The
Monitor, November 5-11, 1999).The
Monitor also wondered as to why
Zamnet communication system linking
Zambia

through Internet to the rest of
all of

assassinate his father and how the then

the world had to break down

speaker threatened to lock him up for
stealing classified documents. The
paper further recalls how in 1997, he

sudden and remained so

throughout

(The

Monitor,

Wezi’s

funeral

November 12-18"', 1999).

a

Zambia's
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politician Mainza Chona said
independence and democracy had
many enemies who in their fight are
quick to resort to violence and physical
veteran

that

elimination and that Wczi had been
killed by such enemies of peace. UNIP
cadres chanted

anti

government

slogans and carried placards that
clearly stated that Wezi had been killed
by State agents of the MMD
government. The Kaunda family too
harbored

no

illusions. His teenage

nephews and nieces said in a joint
statement that was read during the
reguem mass that their uncle had died
because of his beliefs, principles,

dedication and love for his work and
nation. Wezi’s eldest brother Panji
Kaunda said that the

killing of his

brother would not deter the Kaunda

family from participating in politics
and that they would not consider
seeking asylum even in the face of the
strongest threats (The Post, November

Wezi’s parents: Mama Betty Kaunda and Dr. Kenneth Kaunda. Mama Kaunda
maintains that she knows who killed her son and it’s no common criminal

8'", 1999).
Wezi’s mother Mrs.

Betty Kaunda

said that she knew who had killed her
son and that it was
certainly no
common

Kaunda

criminals. His father Kenneth

reportedly said that his son had
by his enemies who wanted

been killed

neither him

nor

his

son

to continue

with

politics.
The motive for the

killing is not far-

fetched. Of late, Zambia appears to
have embraced the hitherto unknown
culture of

political killings. Prior to
two
prominent
politicians Baldwin Nkumbula and
Ronald Penza died in very mysterious
Wezi’s

death,

circumstances. Others who have died

There was the discovery and exposure
by Wezi of a highly classified state
document plotting to assassinate his
father. The helicopter incident when
the state allegedly wanted to kidnap
Kaunda and take him to the Copperbelt
by chopper. The poisonous scratching
of his left hand by unknown people at
the Mushili public rally in Ndola. The
tear gassing by the Police of the UNIP
Headquarters at Freedom House

plotting to assassinate his father. He
had, reportedly, prior knowledge
of the infamous Kabwe shooting of his
father and later actually produced
names of the
intelligence operatives
that had been assigned to do the job.

which

intent and purpose

He also indicated to the South African

appeared to have been trapping KK

Media that it was his fore knowledge
that saved his father from being killed
in the latest attempt on his life in which

to

all

within Freedom House. The actual

or

shooting of him and another opposition
Roger Chong we in the Central
province town of Kabwe and finally
the spraying with bullets of his Toyota
GX land cruiser right outside the gate
of his Kabulonga home.

Those familiar with post
1991 Zambian politics will appreciate

share of intimidation and death threats.

the

From time to time he

in

highly questionable circumstances
include a Lusaka Lawyer Richard
Ngenda and UNIP Lusaka Province
Chairman Peter Lishika.
Wezi’s elimination
less

a

was

more

Wezi

must.

enormous

determination MMD

leaders have

displayed in wanting to
keep Kenneth Kaunda out of politics.
They have done everything possible
and left

no

stone

unturned. MMD

began to sharpen it’s knives against
Kaunda in early 1995 when he
announced that he was rejoining active
politics. A year later in 1996, MMD
dominated parliament passed a
legislation
which
effectively
eliminated Kaunda from the 1996
Presidential race. Rather than end

there, actual
to

leader

have been taken
have him eliminated altogether.
measures
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that there

too

has had his

were

giving the

as

direct

publicly stated
plans to eliminate him.

At certain times he could

far

own

be killers and the

even

go as

of his would
registration numbers
names

of their vehicles. And often the state
would dismiss him as a mere publicity
seeker

.

In any case, rather than his father,
it was Wezi who actually turned out to

be the real threat. It has been said and

correctly so that Wezi was actually his
father’s political pillar. First and foremo.st he was his father’s safety. He had
an ear

to

the

ground which enabled him

constantly alert his father of an
impending danger to his life whenever
there was one. As noted already he was
the one who exposed a highly
to

confidential government document
also

his vehicle

was

sprayed with bullets

outside his gate.

Secondly, Wezi was a very
effective grass-root level organi.ser for
UNIP with a clear vision of success.
He worked systematically and
tirelessly. As Lusaka Urban District
was always either in the
field organising the party or.in his party
office planning field activities. He was
strong, firm and loyal to UNIP. He
clearly was one person who no amount
Chairman, he

of money

and promises of personal
glory and influence would have
bought.
His strength of character and
growing popularity certainly worried
a lot of
people. He was young. He had
the political stamina and popularity.
Unlike his father MMD
done
from

would have

absolutely nothing to bar him
contesting the presidency of the
17
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His father’s

political pillar: Wezi gives his bearded father Kenneth Kaunda a revolutionary
later’s release from prison in June 1998

welcome outside Freedom House on the

Republic of Zambia if he had chosen
to. Every one of his enemies knew that
Wezi

State

in

House

would be

Kenneth Kaunda himself and hence

probably the necessity to take the
precaution.
People who feared that Wezi would
succeed his father

never

knew the real

opportunity
close to him and to share
deepest thoughts about politics and
leadership in both UNIP in particular
and Zambia in general. Indeed, the last
time such views were exchanged was
barely about three hours before his

Wezi. This author had
to

an

be very

brutal assassination. This author was
with him in his very last political

meeting that day.
Wezi

never saw

himself

as

either

president of UNIP or president of
Zambia. No doubt, he
to

UNIP and

Zambia. He

was

committed

good governance in

was

worried about the

weak and divided state of UNIP. He

18

deteriorating
of the Zambian people.
He worried about the rapid erosion of
human rights in the Zambian nation but
unlike many politicians, his motive for
political practice and participation was
not to seek high office. His concern was
to help put things right and he always
elected to do so by assuming humble
positions of leadership.
Wezi was also fully conscious of the
dynasty talk. He would flatly refuse to
take up any senior position in UNIP

in the party are elective. The vote is
by secret ballot. People in UNIP have
been and will always be free to vote
for anyone they want. With or without
Kenneth Kaunda's blessings people
will ultimately elect a person of their

that he did not want anyone
to think that he wanted to succeed his

children of a precious
father, old parents of a beloved son and
the nation of a true and genuine leader.

was

state

concerned about the
of poverty

on account

father in

a

dyna.sty fashion. On the same

was shot Wezi said in a meeting
that he would not contest the post of

day he

Secretary General of UNIP if his father
Kenneth Kaunda was going to contest
the presidency of the party. We thought
wrong. Kenneth Kaunda even
if he wanted was incapable of creating

he

a

was

dynasty within UNIP. All positions

own

choice. If the choice would have

turned out to be Wezi, that would have
been the

people’s choice not Kaunda's.

But

he is dead, hounded out of this

now

by political devils. Heartless
and women prepared to rob a

world
men

young

woman

of

a

dear husband,

innocent young

Political devils in
an

con.solidate their

and
*

Christian country

innocent life in order
personal influence
political glory.

ready to take
to

a

Tiyaonse Chisanga Kabwe is a
Lecturer in the Department of
Development Studies, University of
Zambia, Lusaka.
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Feature

Zimbabwe: The Road
to the new Constitution
Emeka

T

he process of constructing a new
constitution for any country,
much less

one as

important

as

Zimbabwe, is an extremely arduous and
delicate task, but also because Zimbabwe
has

a

special place in the history of the

modern Commonwealth.
The

Unilateral

Anyaoku

positive deliverance of its victims from
ignorance, superstition

the scourge of
and .squalor. .
When

colonialism

civilization towards

Declaration

of

succeeded

slavery, that too, in its turn was
presented as a duty of Christianity and
a race

still in the

infancy of mankind and without the
blessing of the art of good government
and of spiritual progress.

Independence by the Smith regime on
11 November 1965, precipitated the first
meeting of Commonwealth Heads of
Government outside London in Lagos,
Nigeria, in January 1966. In the course
of that meeting. Heads of Government

occasion, however, there is

reinforced their determination

for

-

to

support

effective international sanctions

against

the Smith

regime.

The Commonwealth went

key

a

role

in

play
supporting the
on to

transformation of Zimbabwe into
racial

a non-

democracy.

It

in

No other continent has suffered

from

much

the

pontificators of others.

so

and

On this
no cause

concern.

It is the

people of Zimbabwe and

their government that have decided of
their own volition to embark on this
prcK'ess of constitutional reform. And
what better time to reflect on the

achievements and

Harare,

solicitude

shortcomings of the

that the
Commonwealth in 199! established its

past and to chart a new course for the
future than at the end of a millennium

guiding principles through the adoption
by heads of government of what became

and the

known

to

was

as

the Harare Commonwealth

Declaration.
The Harare Declaration outlined the

fundamental

political values of the
principally as:

Commonwealth

democracy and dcniocralic in.stitutions

fundamental
equal rights
and opportunities for all citizens
regardless of race, colour, creed or
political belief.

tell Zimbabweans what

should be in their constitution. There is
well-founded

suspicion in Zimbabwe
whole, to anything
smacking of superior wisdom from
and in

Africa

as a

outside.
Like much else in African

history, it

goes back to the days of slavery
the horrors of the slave trade

when
were

presented in Europe and America
SAPKM .lANUARY 20(MI

as

come

friends of Zimbabwe,

invited by the Commission not to
preach about the merits of democracy
to

Zimbabweans, but

as

the Chairman

indicated in his letter of invitations, to

definitions of

constitution which 1 have

come

the

is by Thomas

one

I find the most apt

across,

as

a

government, but of a people
constituting a government, and a
government without a constitution is
power without right... A constitution
is a thing antecedent to a government;
and a government is only the creature
a

comes

from above.

from below and not

In

practice, this means
consulting the people in drafting as well
as in approving of the constitution. 1 am
greatly encouraged to learn that the
Constitutional Commission has toured
the

length and breath of Zimbabwe,
sounding out the opinion of ordinary
people and consulting widely with civil
society organisations. Everything must
be done to encourage every Zimbabwean
to be part of this process of determining
the fundamental law of the land.
The

question before the people of

Zimbabwe is how the constitution of the

country can be made to underpin and

protect the national interests of all
Zimbabweans.
The

Harare

Declaration

A constitution is not the act of

of

regard, it is vital that the

safeguard multi-party democracy and
a

Paine:

say from the very beginning that
it is not for me or any other outsider for

a

Those of us from outside have

Harare

Of the many

me

to

one?

Draft Constitution for Zimbabwe.

and honest government;
human rights , including

that matter

a new

exchange ideas and experiences and to
provide comments and a critique of the

which rctlect national circumstance, the
rule of law and the independence, just

Let

beginning of

In this
constitution

constitution.

processes
national

Commonwealth

refers

to

circumstance.’

qualification is

within

the

Commonwealth.

Constitutions and institutions must

A constitution is, therefore,

therefore be tailored

histories and identities.

essentially
people deciding how they are
governed. It is not about the
government or anyone else telling the
people how they ought to be governed.

This

recognition of the
different historical experiences, and
diverse cultural and religious identities
a

about

a

democratic

and institutions ‘which reflect

to

these

varying

It is up to the people of Zimbabwe to
decide for themselves, for example,

whether

an

executive

presidency

or

19
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.

.

.

.

Abel Muzorewa

Morgan Tsvangirai

Margaret Dongo

opposition must not seek to couple constitutionalism with a readiness to exploit unconstitutional means to gain power.
and make it difficult

forjudges in good

cabinet government is more suitable to
their national circumstance; which

the recent

passion for democracy
throughout Africa is based partly on the

conduct to be removed from office

particular kind of electoral system to
adopt; and whether they want a

belief that

for the terms and conditions of their

a

democratic system

of

altered

or

their

government offers the best possible

service

Nonetheless, 'respect for national
circumstances,’ does not mean that there

safeguard for human rights.
Zimbabwe is a signatory of the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights
and the African Charter of Human Rights

disadvantage.
This brings me to the issue of
accountability. The concept of those who
govern being accountable to the people

is

and Fundamental Freedoms, both of

is at the heart of every democracy.
Without accountability, there is really no

centralised

or

decentralised admini-

stration.

less

a

demanding path to democracy

for Zimbabweans
nor

or

indeed for Africans;

undemocratic

that

government are tolerable provided
can

of

forms

they

conform to the outward appearance

democracy, such as the holding of
stage-managed elections.

of

There
which

are

certain essential attributes

are common to

all democracies

regardless of national circumstances.
Democracy and democratic processes
and institutions in this context

mean

the

holding of elections at regular intervals
under conditions which guarantee the
free expression of will by the people in
the choice of their representatives.
The two most important of these
conditions are free speech and free

speech means the right
of the population and groups within it to
criticize the performance of the
government and to espou.se alternative
policies by various means, including
through the press, without fear of
association. Free

retribution.

Free association includes

other things, the right to form
pressure groups and political parties to
pursue the interests of their members,
including through peaceful assembly and
among

demonstrations.

These and other

fundamental freedoms must be

protected

by the constitution if democracy is to
tlouri.sh..

Secondly, it is fundamental to every
democracy that human rights are

promoted and protected by law. Indeed,
20

which provide a comprehensive
the kind of fundamental rights the

list of
people

wish to be specifically
spelt out in their constitution. May ljust
add one thing as far as fundamental
human rights are concerned: that is, there
is little value in having rights, which are

of Zimbabwe may

not

enforceable.

It is essential in this

regard that the constitution provides a
mechanism to make fundamental human

rights

and

freedoms

Judicially

enforceable,
A third cornerstone of
the rule of law and the

the

democracy is
independence of

judiciary. The law must apply
equally to everyone, including the
government and its agents. And, while
a clear separation of pow ers between the
legislative and executive branches of
government is not necessarily a
prerequisite for democracy, it is almost
universally
accepted that
the
independence and impartiality of the
judiciary is fundamental to every
democracy. The judiciary are not only
the guarantors of the sanctity of the
constitution, they also serve as an
important bulwark against the abuse of
power by the other branches of
government. A democratic consti tution
must therefore provide specific measures
to guarantee their inde- pendence and
impartiality. Such measures could
include providing judges and other
judicial officers with .security of tenure

to

be

to

It is society's insurance
policy against those who form the
government at any given time.
Corruption and lack of accountability in
public life have been used by nearly all
coup makers in Africa and around the
world to justify the overthrow of elected
governments even through the ensuing
military regime may turn out to be more
corrupt and less accountable. The
separation of powers between the three
branches of government, and especially
the independence of the judiciary are all

democracy.

classic mechanisms to hold governments
to account between elections. However,
the constitution may

additional

need to provide
just and

measures to ensure

honest government.
Some African countries have created

specific anti-corruption agencies, while
strengthened the powers of

others have

national audit offices to scrutinise all

public expenditure and to report directly
to parliament and to the people.
Throughout the
machinery of
government, transparency must

be the

order of the

day.
Beyond the essential ingredients of
a democracy which I have outlined in
very broad terms, a democratic
constitution

should be

seen

as

a

liberating document which not only
limits the powers of the state and its
institutions but guarantees

the kinds of
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liberties and freedoms that will make the

pursuit of happiness and self-fulfillment
a reality for the people.
1 have in mind
especially the issue of women's rights
and equal opportunity for all citizens
irrespective of gender, race, religion or
ethnic background. Equal opportunity
for all is
ensures

a

mark of true liberation.

It

that the benefits of economic

development accrue to the
to

many and not
the few and that all citizens have a

chance to live up to their potential
to achieve self-fulfillment.

Democracy is

more

than just

a

and

form

of government and a set of formal
mechanisms. It needs to be embedded
in

Part of the solution lies in the

also help if the leader of the largest
opposition party in parliament were to
be given a status by state protocol
Parties that have won elections must be
commensurate to that position. These
allowed to rule but they must not rule in
measures together could provide an
such a way as to appear to be gathering
incentive for political leaders to accept
for them.selves all power and intluence
the function of a loyal opposition.
within the state, thereby denying the
Thirdly, ways need to be found to
rights of the opposition parties.
preserve the dignity in retirement of
those who have served their country in
Similarly, in discharging their duty of
the highest office. Where a Head of
opposing the government and holding it
to account, the opposition parties must
Government retires or is not eligible to
remain loyal to the institutions and
run for office again, the state should as
a matter of
interests of the country and must not seek
right provide that person with
to couple constitutionalism with a
a pension commensurate with his or her
readiness to exploit unconstitutional
former status, and where appropriate,
means to gain power. In particular, they
with security protection.
must not be so determined to win power
The cultural, ethnic and religious
as to become collaborators or agents of
diversity of African countries should not
external groups whose aspirations may
necessarily militate against the survival
be subversive of the true national
and progress of democracy. It is the
interests of the countries concerned.
deliberate exploitation of this diversity
by individuals and political groups
seeking or exercising power that has
very often proved to be a threat to
democracy.
I looked out of my car
may

development of a new democratic ethos
among the major political players.

a truly democratic and civil culture.
Indigenous civil society organisations in
the form of religious and communal
associations, professional groups,
women’s organizations, trade unions,
student
groups and other non
governmental organisations have a
vital role to play in this. They serve
as a check on the power of the state
and also provide opportunities for
What
I
call
self-fulfillment that are truly
constructive
window at Heroes Acre and it pluralism goes beyond mere passive
independent of state patronage.
Without independent social and
toleration of difference to the
suddenly daWtlcd
OH me lu U
economic institutions, personal
establishment of policies, practices
.
.
^
ambition is likely to be concentrated
and programmes by the government
graphic WUy that
on capturing the state itself, thus
thoUSailds of pCOplc foUgllt and
promoting peaceful comaking it dilficult tor those who have
i
^ ^
existence and understanding between
won power to surrender it.
The
aiCU in t/llS COUlltVy againSt
different groups and communities
constitution must ensure that the
ininoritV rulc and racial
within the state. This may mean
institutions of civil society do not
^
j •
r
c^^'tsidering a more deeentralised
survive on sufferance but as of right,
OpprCSSlOn aild in SUppOrt OJ structure for the state; giving local
so that
civil society ean exist
communities more say in the running
deitiocracy, freedoiii aiid
of their own affairs through strong
alongside, and under the protection
of the state, rather than in opposition
elected local government; and giving
llUinail dignity.
to it.
consideration to adopting an
On the issue of measures in
electoral system that ensures more
55
proportional representation designed
response to the specific ‘national
...

•

circumstances’ I would like to offer
you a

No government

in the world is likely

surrender power willingly; but in
democratic societies governments accept
to

the verdict of the

polls and the timetable
periodic elections provided for in the
constitution or electoral law. They do
so partly because they share with the
opposition parties an overarching
national loyalty, above and beyond their
political differences and conllicts of
interest, but also because accepting
for

electoral defeat does not condemn them

permanently to the political wilderness
or

exclusion from all

fulfillment because of
air

means
a

of self-

‘winner takes

policy. The question then is how
this degree of mutual trust between
political rivals, and between electorate
and government can be established in
African conditions.
S.VPKM ,|.\NUARV 2000

favour

to

But there

number of observations.

are a

number of institutional

and technical arrangements

that could
help in bridging the gap between
government and opposition. Mention has
already been made of the importance of
ensuring that the laws pertaining to the
conduct
of elections are truly
independent of the government of the day
and provide for a level playing field for
all the political competitors. Experience
within the Commonwealth suggest that
an independent electoral commission
with the requisite financial and
operational autonomy helps considerably
in enhancing public confidence in the
also

electoral process.
There may be

merit in the state to
providing the main opposition leaders,
especially those in parliament, with
adequate and adminsitrative support to
carry out their functions effectively. It

a

more

inclusive

parliament.
As I drove into Harare, I

looked out

of my car

window at Heroes Acre and it
suddenly dawned on me in a very
graphic way that thousands of people
fought and died in this country against
minority rule and racial oppression and
in support of demoeracy, freedom and
human dignity. I hope therefore that in
embarking on this process of
constitutional reform you will take
account

of the lessons of the last twenty

and be guided by the need to do
justice to the high ideals of all those
living and dead who fought for the
liberation of this country. I wish you
all well in you deliberations.
years

Chief

Anyaoku is the outgoing
General of the

Secretary

Commonwealth.
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The

Dynamics of
Constitution-Making
Processes (Part 1)
Nathan .M.

Introduction
Some African countries

resolved
are

engaged in

the process of constitutional making.
Some countries such as South Africa,

been the

Byamukania*

by the con.stitution. This has
case in Uganda.

The Case

of

Uganda

society. When the government
eventually succumbed to their demand,
the same civil society is now up in arms
crying foul about the whole process.
The Constitutional Commission, com-

tion

prising of 400 commissioners, was

Uganda Constitutional
comprising of 20
members, was nominated by the President considering different interests in
the country, to plan how to involve
people in the exercise, collect views
of the people and produce a draft constitution. A law was put in place to define its mandate. According to Section
3 of the Uganda Constitution Commis-

the process

while others such as

Kenya, Tanzania, Nigeria and Zimbabwe have not. In all these processes the
are various and
marred with contradictions.

dynamics

usually

for example, constichange had been a persistent

In Zimbabwe,

tutional

demand for several years,

mostly by

the civil

formed to collect views from the

people that would form a basis for the
new

constitution but the

same

Consti-

tution Commission is
about its

being questioned
legitimacy and others have

reduced the whole commission of 4(K)

only two people. Prof. Jonathan
Moyo and Dr Ibbo Mandaza. Some

to

in Zimbabwe have been
projecting Professor Moyo and Dr
.Mandaza in such a way that if the draft
constitution eventually comes up, it
newspapers

(from 1988-1995).

A technical

Commission (UCC),

sion Statute, 1988, nomination to

is

was

Uganda, this
surprising but is a function of the
general dynamics and contradictions
not

that

are a

characteristic of constitu-

making process in most African
countries. There will be areas that all
tional

will agree on while others will be and
remain controversial. Mechanisms of

resolving controversies have to be
sought but they will not necessarily be
22

The Uganda

then debated and

a new

constitu-

promulgated by a Constituent Assembly (CA) which was composed of elected members and ten
presidential nominees. It is important
to note that the then parliament did not

tion

turn

was

itself into

a

Constitutional Commission
The emergence of the National Resistance Movement (NRM) Government

Uganda's political landscape in
an enormous impact on
Uganda's search for constitutional order. The new government sought to
reverse the trend of despotic autocracy
with a culture of human rights, good
governance, rule of law and constitutionalism. One practical step in this
direction was the appointment of The
Uganda Constitutional Commission in
accordance with the Uganda Constituon

1986 had

tional Commission Statute No. 5 of
1988 to review the Constitution, make

a new Constitution and
Draft Constitution. It was
hoped that the character and content

proposals for
prepare a

of the
the

new

Constituent Assem-

bly for purposes of constitutional niaking. The CA was elected for the pur¬

constitution would retJect

objectives it

was

intended to

achieve.

Ob,ieutives

UCC

from other countries like

“great men". In view of the experiences

and it dissolved after that

The process

membership by the president on the
UCC would consider high integrity,
intellectual capacity, special qualifications, expertise and experience as well
as suitability.
The draft constitution

will in effect be the views of these two

of the Constitution debate and

enactment

purpose.

of constitution making in
Uganda emerged out of our troubled
history in the area of constitutionalism.
There was a popular view to have a
people’s constitution. A con.stitution
where every Ugandan, in and outside
of Uganda, would have a stake. There
was a general desire to address everything that had gone wrong in the country since independence in the new Constitution. It was therefore important
to make the process so popular and participatory to the extent that it took
seven years to have a new Constitu-

Uganda and Ethiopia have completed

pose

of the proposed

CONSTITITION

a firm basis for
and stability
(ii) Sovereignty of the people
(iii) Consensus politics as the basis for
decision-making

(i)

Establishing

peace

(iv)
(v)

Democratic governance

Popular participation in Covernance

(vi) Regular free and fair elections
(vii) Accountability/transparency in
the conduct of

(viii)Separation of

public affairs
powers

coupled

with checks and balances as the
basis of Government
SAPEM .lANUARY 2(MH)
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Uganda President: he took 20 commissioners and 7 full years to have

(ix) Independence of the judiciary
and establishing effective
istration of justice

(x)

admin-

sic human

(ii)

rights

National

Unity and National

Consciousness

(xii) Promotion of socio-economic de-

velopment
(xiii) National independence and Territorial

integrity

(xv) Fostering Regional African and
International co-operation.
Uganda Constitutional Commission which was composed of 22 Commissioners headed by The Hon. Mr.
set

about its task of

soliciting for views from members of
public after being launched on 4th
May 1989. This was by no means an
easy task and the UCC identified an
appropriate method of conducting this
the

exerci.se.

METHODOLOtn
The

methodology was geared towards
collecting as many views from people
of all walks of life as possible. The
methods were through use of ;
(i) Publicity and information materials: The Commission’s work
was

publicised through extensive

SAPEM JANUARY 2(M)0

to

the country in addiairing of education

over

radio and televi-

District Seminars: These

were

organi.sed in order to .seek the
views of the general public
through the holding of public
meetings, debates, .seminars and
workshops.
(iii) Seminars for Institutions of
Higher Learning: This w as a follow-up to the district seminars.
There

was

a

need

to

make the

youth active participants in the

The

Justice B.J. Odoki

all

tion

programmes on
sion.

Promotion and protection of ba-

(xi) Promotion and consolidation of

tours

constitution

(ii)

making

process.

Seminars for Special Interest

Groups: The groups identified inprofessionals, workers, security forces, the private sector,
women civil servants and
youth
organisations.
(iii) Privately organised seminars:
The Commission encouraged the
organisation of seminars and
workshops by any group or body
as
long as it was in line with the
furtherance of its objectives and
eluded

functions.

(iv) Essay competition: This method
was to
encourage and gauge the
interest of the youth in the constitution

making exercise. The

a new

constitution

following categories

were

iden-

tified:

(a)

(b)

Upper primary school ( Primary 5 to Primary 7)
Lower secondary (Senior 1 to

(c)

Upper Secondary (Senior IV

Senior III)

Senior V)
Post secondary institutions

to

(d)

(University Undergraduates
and the students in national

colleges).
categories had its own
topics and four prizes, one of which
wa.s for the best essay in the district.
(v) Receipt of Memoranda: Members of the general public were
invited to express their views on
what they thought should be in
Each of these

the

new Constitution. The Commission received memoranda
from a cross section of the coun-

try and from abroad. The total
number received

was 25,547
memoranda, reports and oral sub-

missions.

(vi) External study tours: Commissioners undertook visits abroad to

acquaint themselves with the

po-

litical .systems

and constitutional
arrangements in a number of
countries, in addition
di.scussions with

holding
Ugandans living
to
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Zimbabwean President: he needed 400

Countries visited in-

abroad.

eluded: The United

(a)

Kingdom,

United States of America, Ger-

organised a number of dewere attended by representatives of political parties, religious leaders, cultural leaders,

The Salient Issues

stitution and made

(c)

(d)
(e)

(f)

broad agreement on .some of these issues while others were contentious.

general consensus on some
including the following: Sovereignty of the people;
Fundamental rights and freedoms
including special provisions for
the rights of women, children, minorities and other disadvantaged

There

not)

All the above,

Electoral System (plurality vs

are

proportional representation)
Representation of the Army in
Parliament (whether they should
directly be part of the political
process or not)
Political system (Movement or

ters

Multiparty)

was

was a

Innovations
The framers of the draft constitution

did select

some

innovations that had

not

of the previous consti-

(a)

(b)
(c)

Leadership Code of Conduct
Inspectorate of Government
National objectives and directive

marginalised groups;
(iii) Direct election of the President

(d)

principles
Safeguards for amending tbe

maximum of 2 terms in

(e)

issues

(i)
(ii)

and/or
with

a

been in any
tutions. These

constitution

office

(iv) Strong independent judiciary and
legislature to check the Executive.
Contentious issues
The UCC, in the process of consider-

ing views and formulating a draft, did
some instances to identify the
existence of a clear pattern or trend on
certain issues. The major contentious
fail in

issues
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were:

-

were:

(f)

Recognition of the army and
other security organs as integral
organs of the state and society.
Environmental Protection

The Commission which had been in

place for approximately four years
compiled and submitted its Report ineluding a copy of the Draft Constitution to His Excellency the President of
the Republic of Uganda on 31st December 1992. The Draft Constitution

a new

constitution.

Conclusion

wanted them and those who did

brought to
There

Constituent

a

Unitary)
Traditional leaders (Those who

groups.

The process outlined above
the fore a number of issues.

by

Assembly that debated the draft con-

professional as.sociations, youth
women

and the Constitution Commission Re-

port were followed

Swahili)

Forms of government (Federal or

mission

and

constitution

(b)

(vii) Constitutional Debates: The Combates which

The national language (Luganda
or

India, Denmark and Ice-

many,
land.

commissioners and approximately 6 months to draft a new

notwithstanding, there

still accusations from
of the

some

quar-

Ugandan public, especially

opposition, that in spite
commissioners, they allege that in effect the draft constitution was drawn by "the four wise
men”in that UCC. They allege that
some aspects of the Draft Constitution
were just "smuggled in" by some commissioners. They question how they
were selected. They wonder why the
president picked on them not others
and whether they were the only ones
who had the qualifications and so on
and so on. All these are probably questhe unofficial

of the twenty

tions and

concerns

mocracies.

that

come

with de-

They will be found in Zim-

Tanzania or any other
they usually, and should,

babwe, Kenya.

country but

enrich rather than derail the process of
constitution making. Processes of con-

making must address people's
and lead to a system that
regulates the relationship between the
state organs and the people (citizens).

stitution

concerns

*

Byamukama now works
Research Officer at the Uganda

Nathan M.
as a

Human

Rights
Kampala, Uganda,

Commission,
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Art, Sport and Culture

iJ^RICAN

Sapem Sport

tSoCCER
cScHEDULE
Hosts:

Ghana/Nigeria
Egypt

Holders:

Disabled Ping Ponger Targets Sydney 2000

Tiik 22ni) African Cup Of Nations
The

country’s most outstanding athlete at the just concluded Africa/Middle East table tennis

championship for the disabled in South Africa, Tajudeen Agunbiade, has vowed to win at
least three gold medals at the Paralympic event of the forthcoming Sydney 2000 Olympic
Games.

Agunbiade. who returned to the country recently alongside other members of the country’s
12-man contingent, said that with his performance in his first major international outing, he
is convinced that he will win more medals at the Sydney Olympics next year.
The athlete who emerged the highest individual medal winner with 3 gold and I bronze
at the competition staged in Johannesburg, stated that he hopes to be the first Nigerian
disabled athlete to win a gold medal in the table tennis event at the Olympics.
He disclosed that the country’s chances of winning laurels at the table tennis event of the
Sydney 2000 Paralympic games are bright as he and his colleagues distinguished themselves by sweeping almost all medals at stake. Nigeria emerged overall champions in the
competition winning 10 gold. 4 silver and 4 bronze.

2000
1998
The

Champions

Tournament

-

Egypt

will be held in Ghana

(Accra ife Kumasi} and Nigeria (Kano
&

Lagos)

Play-off rounds: qualifying rounds;
preliminary rounds - Fkbruary 2000
Group B: Feb 2
South Africa
DR

Congo

vs

vs

Algeria (Kumasi)

Gabon (Accra)

Group C: Feb 1

Egypt
Pele

campakjns for

SA 2006 World Cup

Zambia
Brazilian

World

event.

“I think that it is Africa’s turn
the continents

save

vs

Senegal (Lagos)

Pele has

strongly supported South Africa’s desire to host the 2006
Cup.
According to press release from South Africa’s 2006 World Cup bid Committee, Pele
who has just been voted as the millenniums footballer, said South Africa needed to host the
tournament as this is not the first time that the country has shown willingness in staging the
.soccer star

Burkina Faso (Kano)

vs

bid

as

after 2(K)2. the World

for Africa,” he told journalists

Cup would have been held on all
from around the globe ahead of the World

Cup 2002 preliminary draw in Japan.
Pele’s backing of South Africa’s bid now brings to three internationally recognised
football personalities following the endorsement from FIFA president Sepp Blatter and former
president Joao Havelange.

Group D: Feb 3

Nigeria

vs

Morocco (Lagos)

Tunisia

vs

Congo (Kano)

Quarter

finals

Feb 6
Winner

Group A
Group B Accra

vs

1 Runner-up

Winner

vs

2 Runner-up

Group B
Group A Kumasi
Feb?
Winner

Group C
Group D Kano

Ladies

Winner
golfers in handicap hitch

The Zambia Ladies’ Golf Union (ZLGU)’s

participation in the next year’s All-Africa golf
championship in Uganda in April is facing a major hurdle- high handicapped Zambian players. Only single digit handicapped
players are allowed to compete in the championships
division and only two women golfers in Zambia meet the standards.
According to ZLGU president Miriam Chiyonga. Zambia want to enter three players in
the competition and may have to persuade some golfers to play down the handicaps. She
said the union had advised the players to practice more and bring their handicaps to a single
digit to widen the pool from which it could pick the players.
"We are watching them and their progress but they must play down their handicaps to a
single digit number if they are to be part of the team.” she said. At the moment only Hilda
Edwards, who is akso ZLGU vice-president (South) and Ndola’s Tara Allin have a single
digit handicap at six and eight respectively.
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Group D
Group C Lagos
Semi

vs

vs

3Runner-up
4 Runner-up

finals

Feb 10

Winner I

vs

Winner 2 Accra

Winner 3

vs

Winner 4

(Lagos)

Third-place play-off
Feb 12: Accra Final

Feb 13:

Lagos
25

I

Master of Policy
Studies Degree

SAPES TRUST

The Southern African

Regional Institute for Policy Studies (SARIPS) is offering 40 students from Eastern and Southern Africa
Policy Studies, targeted at working persons involved in policy formulation,
analysis and implementation from government, private sector and non-governmental organisations.

a

two-year part-time Masters Degree Programme in

Thk Progr.wime
■

Offers

a unique and practical regional learning experience in Policy Studies which prepares candidates to face the challenges
confronting Eastern and Southern Africa in the 2E' century.
Is accredited by the universities of Fort Hare (South Africa), and Zimbabwe and Dar es Salaam.
Consists of 155 days residential period spread over 2 years. This comprises lectures, tutorials, examinations and policy

■

■

seminars in Harare, Zimbabwe.
■

Entails

I

Starts in

Coi

RSES

■

Economic

■
■
■

■

reading assignments, and policy project work done out of residence.
September 2000 and ends in August 2002.

Offered

Analysis and Development.
Policy Making.
Governance and Policy Making.
Regional Integration and Co-operation.
Gender Issues and

Research Methods.

Electives

(select one)

I

Environmental

■

International Relations

I

Sectoral Economic

■

Social

Policy
Policy

Policy

Disserevtion/Policy Research Pro.iect
■

Participants will be required to submit
months of obtaining 5 course credits.

a

25 (XH) - word dissertation/research policy project to be completed within six

Qcalifications

Applicants must have:
A good first degree

■

■

■

S(

At least three years of policy relevant work experience
A working knowledge of English, as it is the language of

instruction.

HOI.ARSHIPS

Whilst the SARIPS may

assist in seeking funding for the programme, it is the responsibility of the student to secure funding.
Programme costs for the entire two year period are: tuition and Fees (US$8 000); Travel and Subsistence (US$8 000) and Policy
Project/Dissertation research costs range from (US$1000-US$4000).
Applic ation
■

letters

Must be

accompanied by copies of certified degree transcript and certificate, birth certificate, curriculum vitae and contact
two referees (Applications with incomplete documentation will not be processed).
Should be submitted before 30 January 2000.
Application fonns are available upon payment of a non refundable fee of US$20.00
Late applications may be considered after payment of a non-refundable fee of US$30.00
Applications and any enquiries should be addressed to:
details of

■
■
■
I

The Academic

Registrar: 5ARIP5
P 0 Box MP 111. Mount Pleasant

Harare. Zimbabwe
Tel;

26^-04-736306/252962/252963/252965

Facsimile: 263-04-752735
E-mail:

fredi^sapes.primenet.co.zw
Cpa^sapes.primenet.co.zw

<
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labour markets in Africa

Rolph

van

I

n

the

period since the early I98()s.

African

countries

have

been

implementing structural adjustprogrammes
under the
supervision of the International
Monetary Fund and the World Bank.
The programmes were designed to
move African countries away from the
state-led model of development which
they had followed in the first two
decades of independence towards a
fully market-driven system of

der Hoeven

mcnt

Economic Indicators

34

allocation of

intellectual
drive

resources.

context

for this reform

offered

of 1981 which

Currency Checklist

SADC

Directory
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towards

3b

getting prices right and
liberating the forces of the market as
well as private initiatixe in order both
to revive exports and improve the
incomes of the rural agricultural
populace. Berg's main arguments were
taken up by the W'orld Bank which
commissioned his report; they were
also extended by Robert Bates whose
innuential study on agricultural policy
in sub-Saharan Africa ga\e concrete

empirical backing to most of his
propositions. With the publication ol'
Berg Report and the study by Bates
S.XPKXt .lAMIARV 2(MI0

economic

context

of

structural

adjustment reforms in Africa. A central
tenet of the public choice school was
the role of rent-seeking in the spawning
of policy distortions in Africa and the
structures of neo-patrimonialism in the
resistance to successful market reform

implementation.

The broad

by the Berg Report
argued that the reason
why African economies were in
difficulty and were unable to fulfill
their promise was the dominant role of
the state in the political economy. Berg
argued the case for African economic
policy-making to shift emphasis
was

the birth of an entire “political
economy" industry rooted in public
choice approaches and dedicated to
understanding the political, social and
came

It is ironic that the

issued

at

about the

Berg report

same

was
time that the

Organisation of African Unity had, at
its extraordinary Summit in Lagos in
1980, taken stock of the declining
economic fortunes of its members and
decided to

adopt a plan of action aimed
overcoming the problems. The socalled Lagos Plan of Action that was
adopted by the summit retained the
at

broad state-led model of accumulation
that

had
underpinned
postindependence efforts at economic
development. More than this, however,
it laid out a detailed programme of
accelerated and increased regional co-

operation

on

the

continent,

emphasising the importance of this
approach to the prospects of African
countries for sustained

development.
Lagos Plan of Action
placed emphasis on the role of adverse
external factors such as declining terms
ol' trade accompanied by falling
But where the
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primary commodity exports and the
rising energy costs associated with the
two oil shocks of the 1970s, the Berg
report completely

disregarded the role

of external factors in the onset of the
African crisis, focusing attention
instead on internal policy factors and
the ways in which they served as
disincentives to economic growth.
Structural
which it

adjustment, in the way in
presented, was designed

was

to overcome

the domestic economic

policy constraints that had militated
economic
African
against
development. As is already well
known, great emphasis was placed in
the design and implementation of the
programme on the liberalisation of
prices, interest rates, exchange rates,
trade and investment. Furthermore,

subsidies

withdrawn,

were

cost

introduced, state
agricultural marketing boards
dissolved or privatised, and public
enterprises slated for reform either
through commercialisation or
privatisation. Across Africa, as part of
the project of state reform, employees
were retrenched in large numbers.
Yet, nearly two decades after the

recovery measures

introduction of structural
African countries

are

adjustment,
yet to experience

Meeting of World Bank Executive Directors
programmes have also taken their toll
the social livelihoods of Africans,

on

the so-called vulnerable groups

any significant movement towards
economic recovery and sustained

not just

development. From being initially a
programme designed to be a temporary

erstwhile middle class whose ranks
have been severely depleted to a point

diversion

from

the

task

of

development, structural adjustment has
become the very fulcrum around which
efforts are now made to organise
development. To be sure, some
countries have experienced nominal
growth rates of between 4 and 5 per
cent but these are not only just
marginally above the rate of population
growth, they are also too low in real
terms to make a decisive impact on the

developmental prospects of countries.
In fact, the growth rates of the best
African adjusters are still little more
than a shadow of the average rates of
growth which African countries
recorded during the 196()s and early
1970s, the hey-day of the state-led
model of accumulation. This is entirely
ironic given that a key claim of the
Berg report on which part of the case
against state-led model rested was the
lie that post-independence Africa
experienced economic stagnation or
very low rates of growth on account
of the interventionist economic policies
that were pursued. The adjustment
28

and children

women

-

where

-

but also the

commentators

some

suggested that it is

no

have

longer in

existence.
In

responding initially to the
performance of the
adjustment programmes, the approach
lacklustre

of the Fund and the Bank consisted
more in blaming implementational
slippages by African countries and less
in questioning the validity of the
assumptions that underpinned the
adjustment package in the light of
observed reality. African governments
were repeatedly accused of failing to

adhere

to

the

reform

process,

commitments, and, in
some cases, abandoning the reform
process altogether. This stop-go-stop
approach to reform tended, according
to the Bank and the Fund, to complicate

backsliding

on

the task of reform since it amounted to
a

postponement of the hard

decisions

first

place to win acceptance of the
adjustment
programme
were
revamped to try to ensure adherence
to the prescribed policy measures.
Suggestions from African officials
and intellectuals that the adjustment
programmes were wreaking havoc on
the real sectors of the economy and
the social and political fabric of
countries were lightly dismissed as
nothing more than the special but not
unexpected pleadings of vested
interests and privileged groups whose

rent-seeking/neo-patrimonialist ways
were being severely threatened by the
market reform agenda. It was only
when external voices, notably from
UNICEF and the ILO, began to
validate
of the
Bank
to

some

of the African criticisms

adjustment framework that the
and the Fund started to respond

the

concerns

that

turn

emboldened the quest

Africa for

an

within

alternative to the

adjustment policies of the IMF and the
World Bank. Perhaps the best known
of these

was

the African Alternative

Framework to Structural

African countries to

(AAFSAP) that

"political will" and “commitment", the
conditionality and cross-conditionality
clauses that had been employed in the

been

expressed. These external voices in

that needed to be taken. To

compel
show the required

had

limited

Adjustment
promoted, with
by tbe Economic

was

success,

Commission for Africa which had
been the main source of technical
SAPKM .lANl ARV 2000

ESÄP
advice for the development

of the
Lagos plan of Action.
In the guise of responding to the

1980

concerns

raised about the social and

other costs of

adjustment and the
incompatibility of adjustment with
representative forms of government,
the Bank and the Fund introduced

that were purportedly
designed to mitigate the .social costs
of market reform on the poor and
vulnerable and to improve the
structure of governance on the
programmes

continent. In fact, these programmes
served little purpose more than to save
the

adjustment programme itself for

adjustment programmes. Significantly, his critique not only echoes
the essence of many of the arguments
which radical critics of the adjustment
framework and process have made but
also touches

on

some

of the

core

assumptions of the programme and the
entire question of ownership.
Interestingly, an influential voice from
within the Bank has become part of
the pleas for a post-adjustment
blueprint for development. Yet,
nagging questions persist which
would need to be addressed if the

arguments for moving Africa beyond
adjustment are to be meaningful. To

the IMF and the World Bank. This was

admit

that

of

some

the

wild

market

the poor
the social
funds that
were set up and the grafting of the
relief programmes unto the adjustment

experimentation

commitment to funding
dimensions of adjustment

liberalisation that was undertaken in
the name of adjustment was both
reckless and damaging to the real
sectors of African economies is one

framework without that framework
it.self being reviewed. And although it

thing; to be prepared to take
responsibility for this and then put in

especially

so

given

with

is true that in countries such

as Uganda
expenditure of
the governments has gone up, it bears
pointing out that these increased
expenditures were achieved on the
baek of very massive public sector
employee retrenchments, itself a social
problem. Furthermore, the bulk of the
social expenditure increases is
accounted for wages and salaries to the

and Ghana, the social

detriment of services and their

Also, both in Uganda and
are currently being

delivery.

Ghana which

stories in the
beneficial social sector effects of

celebrated

as success

adjustment, the question of popular
access

one

to the services on

offer is

a

real

given the host of cost recovery

measures

that have been introduced.

To admit that

some

of the wild experimentation with market lih-

eralisation that

was

undertaken in the
name

of adjustment

both reckless and

was

damaging to the real
sectors ofAfrican
economies is one thing;

Beyond seeking to save structural
adjustment by disclaiming its adverse
consequences,

appropriating

any

55

developments in Africa (however little or

positive

socio-economic

new
Chief Economist and Senior VicePresident of the World Bank, Joe

accountable.

adjustment measures, and appearing
to be responsive to the need to respond
the unintended social consequences
of the reform process, a new chapter
to

would appear to have been opened in
the quest for African economic reform

signaled by the statements of the

Stiglitz. In several high profile
speeches delivered over the last 12
months, Stiglitz has pointedly admitted
to major errors in the design and
implementation
of
structural
SAPKM .lANl ARY 2(Mm

and also

But

beyond the question of how to

avoid moral hazard in Bank and Fund

policy prescriptions, there are several
important issues associated with the
basic ingredients of a post-adjustment

economic

recovery and development. Some of
these issues relate to the role of the state

in the economy, the pace of
liberalisation agenda and how
relates

to

the

circumstances

the
this
of

particular countries, and the ownership
of the reform process. These are not
easy questions to tackle but it seems
clear on the basis of the experience of
the adjustment years that highly
is
intrusive
conditionality
counterproductive and cannot be a
substitute for genuine policy ownership
by African countries. This in turn has
implications for the policy design and
implementation process, since
governments would have to pay closer
attention to internal political and policy
negotiations that would give legitimacy
to the reform agenda that is adopted.
Unfortunately, the extent to which the
Bank is willing to respect domestic
ownership is severely compromised by
continuing reliance on conditionality
and the principle and logic of
selectivity which its Africa Department
has been promoting. Furthermore, the
question of the role of the state in
making some of the crucial social and
infrastructure investments which

are

crucial for national economic well-

being but which are not of immediate
interest to the private sector needs to
be taken into account. It is in this
context

that many

have been
to

African intellectuals
making the case for the state

resume

a

critical

role

in

the

accumulation process. Ordinarily, this
would appear to tally with the Bank’s
views

recognising the state as a
key player in the political economy.
But more than that recognition, and
setting aside the Bank’s practice in this
area, it is pertinent to underline that the
recent

critical issue is less whether the state
has

a

role and

we are

place mechanisms for making amends
preventing this kind of moral
hazard from repeating itself is another
thing. Clearly, costs have to be
associated with the advocacy of faulty
policies that fail to live up the promise
of their authors. To put it in another
way, mechanisms have to be devised
for making the Bank and the Fund

transient) and attributing them to the

African

for

strategy

the type

of state
talking about. Africa certainly

needs much

simply

more

more

creates

that

than

a state

an

“enabling”

environment. In the end, theoretieians
and

practitioners of development

would have to

fact that the old

come to terms

with the

approach of developing

and

applying a one-size-fits-all policy
reform model to African countries is

both outdated and
in

some

inappropriate. For,

countries, the critical reform

are at stake may even have
nothing to do with the goal of
getting prices right that became the
prime obsession of the authors of the
orthodox structural adjustment model.

issues that

little

or
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Labour

Economic Reforms and
Labour Markets in Africa
Ralph

van

der Hoeven

This article discusses the evolution

of adjustment policies, followed by some
general considerations on adjustment policies arguing that the results of
adjustment policies often depend as much on the initial conditions in which a
country finds itself as on the context of the policies. A final section draws some
conclusions as to what can be learned from the adjustment experiences arguing
that there is need for a different interpretation of adjustment policies taking
into account much more than hitherto the existence and functioning of labour
market institutions and social dialogue.
Thk Changing Nature

element is the reform of trade

of

to

Adjustment Programmes
Structural
be

adjustment programmes can
defined as a set of policy changes

or

reforms which combine short-run

stabilization

measures

and

long-run

These mea.sures
applied sequentially or
simultaneously; they often overlap

adjustment
are

measures.

either

each other and different elements of the
programme have different objectives.
The set of stabilization policies

usually consist of the following
elements:

fiscal

policies aimed at reducing the
public budget deficits through tax

-

increases

as

well

as

reduction of

public expenditures;
policies reducing the
money supply either directly or
through interest rate policy;
wage and price policy to control
inflation in support of the above
policies (orthodox programmes) or
replacing thcvse partly (heterodox
policies);
exchange rate policies to reduce the
balance of payment deficits.
Structural adjustment programmes
policies contain policies to make
product and factor markets operate
more
smoothly by eliminating
“obstacles” through removing price
-

monetary

-

-

controls and subsidies
process

30

of liberalization.

through

a

One key

strive for freer trade.

policies

Further,

a

restructuring of the public sector and
privatizing of publicly owned
enterprises to reduce the fiscal deficit
and to make enterprises more
profitable is also part of a structural
adjustment programme.
The above description makes it
clear that it is much

more

difficult to

delineate

adjustment policies than it is
policies. For
example, one could question to what
extent a change of trade policy regime
is part of “normal" policy and to what

to

delineate stabilization

it is part of an adjustment effort.
It is here that the classification as to

extent

what is part

of a structural adjustment
programme and what is not becomes
complicated. It might therefore be
useful to briefly discuss the evolution
of adjustment policies over time to
better understand what it is all about.

Since the

inception of structural
adjustment policies, four generations
of adjustment policies can be
distinguished:
The first generation of adjustment
programmes were aimed at stabilizing
the economy after internal or external

shocks.

The

major thrust of these

programmes was to utilize the same
instruments as industrialized countries
had been

applying all along since the

1950s to combat

a

balance of payments

deficit.

Key measures included
containing fiscal deficits by reducing
government expenditure, making real
interest rates positive, applying wage
restraint for public sector workers and,
to the extent possible, for private .sector
workers
coupled with a real
devaluation of the currency to stimulate
exports and discourage imports.
Reliance on these policy instruments
characterized programmes of the early
1980s which were designed, especially
in Latin America, also to deal with the

growing debt crisis which had become
evident by the problems in Mexico in
1982,
The

second

generation of
adjustment programmes, which dealt
more explicitly with issues of growth
and capacity, was introduced in the
mid-1980s. This second generation of
adjustment programmes came to the
fore
because
policies merely
emphasizing stabilization in the
economy did not succeed, in most
cases, in bringing about growth.
At
best, the balance of payments gap was
a consequence, several
undergoing stabilization
programmes were caught in a vicious
circle of slow or negative growth and
large debt service payments, which
inhibited consumption and investment
growth and compressed imports.
Fairly early in the 1980s, it had been

reduced.

As

countries
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Labour
realized that

adjustment programmes
only sueceed if they took into
account concerns for growth beyond
merely attempting to stimulate the
export sector through devaluation.
Initially it was thought that growth
could be stimulated by liberalizing the
economy. Restrictive policy regimes
created distortions in product, capital
and labour markets which hampered a
free flow of products and production
factors, which in turn would hamper
growth. However, later on, more
attention was given to investment and
increase in productivity, as it became

adjustment

clear that liberalization of

consultation.

would

markets, at

times when stabilization

policies were
carried out, meant that growth
opportunities were delayed. At best,
stabilization laid the basis for improved
growth in the future, but estimates of
the turnaround of the economy were
extended from 1-2 years in the

early 1980s to 4-8

years

in the latter

programmes contain some
form of social safety nets, although

there is still

a

great deal of discussion

whether social

safety nets also
provide the poor, and those mostly
affected by adjustment programmes,
on

with sufficient tools to

overcome

poverty on a sustainable basis.
A fourth

generation of adjustment

programmes deals therefore not only
with the effects of adjustment on

people and institutions, but is trying to
go further by seeking to include people
and institutions as actors, thereby
promoting
participation
and

responsible for stabilization, leaving
out those responsible for development
and social policies. It is therefore
deemed important to bring adjustment
programmes back into the realm of
national policy-making with the
objective of economic and social
development, not only for the people
but also by the people. To achieve this
was amongst the central concerns of
the

Monetary Fund, for example,
an

Enhanced Structural

Adjustment Facility (ESAF) for
poor countries which allowed them
to receive support over a period of
up to three years with repayment
stretched out over a period of ten
years,

in contrast to its regular

credit trances which

reimbursed
years.
A

over a

were to

be

period of 1 to 2

third

generation
of
adjustment programmes started to
focus explicitly on social concerns.
In response to the ILOs High-Level
Meeting on Employment and
Structural Adjustment in 1987 and
UNICEF’s plea for “Adjustment
with

a

introduced

Dimensions

its

“Social

of

Adjustment’’
programme in 1988. This brought to
the fore the notion of social safety nets
and compensatory programmes in
order to help or to compensate those
groups of the population whose living
standards were adversely affected by
the adjustment policies and would face
a decline in living standards, either
because of

services

a

or

decline in government
because of increased

unemployment. Since the 1990s, most
SAPEM JANUARY 2000

for

Social

The Bretton Woods institutions

are

controversy. The reasons for renewed

currently trying to apply the third
generation of adjustment policies, often
through combining growth-oriented
programmes
with
so-called
compensatory programmes. Even in

attention

those

To what extent this is

actually happening in practice is,
however, still a point of great
participation and
consultation were that adjustment
programmes had been designed mainly
to

cases

where the governments,

with

support at international financial
institutions, seek to implement a third

generation

a

considerable

programme,
a
tension
exists

between the rhetoric and the actual

In the past a

lack of
foreign inflows could be
explained by an
anti- enterprise attitude of
African governments, but
the reform process,
including the free
convertibility of currencies
has removed much of the
anti-private sector bias in
policy making.

Human Face’’, the World

Bank

Summit

Development which took place in
Copenhagen in March 1995.

half of the 1980s. The International

introduced

World

by central banks, mini.sters of finance
and international agencies, which was
based on the earlier conception
(especially during the first generation)
that adjustment would be a 'quick fix’,
setting countries back on the track
towards sustained growth once and for
all.
However, when adjustment
programmes came to include concerns
for growth and social development, the
drafting of the Policy Framework
papers, setting the stage for adjustment,
were still dominated by those who were

policies.

The Bretton Woods
acknowledged the
need to move to the application of
the
fourth
generation
of
programmes. However, as they
themselves readily admit, they find
institutions have

it difficult

to

achieve this.

Some Lessons

from the

Current Adjustment
Programmes
What kind of lessons
from this
facts

can we

learn

sobering collection of

in the

countries

under

review? Does this

imply an open
all adjustment

rejection of
Or
are
further
policies?
adjustments and deeper reforms to
be made in order to stay on course,

as

some

commentators want us to

believe? To

this

question one
perhaps needs to look beyond
adjustment and look for explanations

of

and

answer

solutions

to

Africa’s

marginalisation and its lack of foreign
inflows.
In the pa.st a

lack of foreign inflows
explained by an antienterprise attitude of African
governments, but the reform process,
including the free convertibility of
could be

currencies has removed much of the

31

Labour
the form of macro-economic

anti-private sector bias in policy
making. Another argument for
absence of foreign investment might
have been the high price for labour,
making exports and especially labour

reversals not an easy

some
correlates between the existence of

do

intensive exports, not competitive on
However, labour

institutions to deliver these tasks and

bottlenecks.

the levels of economic

economic reform

markets have shown

but

the world market.

enormous

wage

flexibility and African wages, taking
account of the depreciation of the
currencies, are amongst the lowest of

These

institutions

adjustment programme?

Several

reasons can

be advanced

(see e.g. ILO, 1995 and Collier
1995). One reason is the fear for

policy reversals.
undertaken

Since policies

under

structural

might be

or

have institutions which

fulfill such tasks (like

(like Botswana and Mauritius) seem
to be able to make their institutions

perform such multiple roles.
Przeworski and Limongi (1993)
argue that democracies are a
necessary but not sufficient condition
for institutions to perform such
functions and argue that the true
nature of democracy is to have
institutions where classes of different

opinion and different interpretations
of economic developments can argue
with each other and

can

adjustment programmes are often
induced by the international financial
institutions, foreign investors fear

for

that reform

economic variables

policies may be undone
adjustment programme is
finished. Nigeria’s, and to a lesser
extent
Kenya’s, erratic trade
liberalization policies in the 1980s
are
good examples.
Another
frequently noted problem is that
although policies pursued may be on
the right track, institutions to
implement the policies are often
lacking. Privatization without an
independent judiciary and competent
accountancy practises may well lead
to a system of crony capitalism,
once

the

which favours neither workers nor
honest entrepreneurs.
It is increasingly realized

that for
policies to be credible and to be
workable, institutions

are

needed to

policies.
These
institutions will provide mechanisms
to decide on possible trade-offs
between different groups some of
which may be hurt and others which
shape

such

will benefit, to

monitor the proper

implementation of the policies, and
provide some binding constraints
to make frequent and erratic policy

to

32

development,

Turkey
Argentina) while other countries

might have caused
foreign investors to bypass most

structural

of course difficult tasks

that
is
by no means
straightforward. Countries with a
relative high level of GDP lack such

or

only the countries we have examined
in detail but also a country like
Ghana, which has applied perhaps for
the largest period of all African
countries, the various elements of a

are

for institutions. There

cannot

African countries which include not

trade reform etc. (van

makers.

the world market (ILO, 1995).
What then

option for policy

find

a

basis

compromise. Savvides (1995) in
explaining economic growth in
Africa finds that “in addition to
we

find the

degree of political freedom to be a
significant contribution to economic
growth" (p.449).
Democracy thus provides a basis
for accepting institutions which
foster consensus building and can
provide at the same time binding
constraints for policy implementation
such that “the ship of state is not
moving up and down the waves
without a strong rudder.”
However

the

inclusion

of

institutions as a major variable in
explaining economic growth leads to
the so-called dilemma of “path
dependency” to the extent that initial
conditions influence the growth path
of a country leading to a situation
where institutions cannot develop
because countries do not grow

sufficiently, and they don't grow
sufficiently because they lack proper
institutions. As various authors have

argued, the so-called new growth
theories still do not deal easily with
these
issues,
since
policy
recommendations are frequently in

stability,

der Hoeven

but
question of how to

1995, Aron 1995, Taylor 1997),
not

address the

institutional

the

overcome

Problems of how
and economic

can change
therefore unresolved.

adjustment

institutions are

The question becomes how
adjustment policies influence the
development of institutions and more
importantly how should adjustment
policies be changed in order to allow
creation or development of institutions

(b)lierazton

in the direction described above?

By giving primacy to “correct”
policies, and the urgency to implement
the “correct" policies, many structural
adjustment programmes neglected the
question of whether current
institutions were capable, technically
as well as politically, of preparing,
implementing and sticking to such a
set of macro economic policies (ILO,
1995). Moreover, “correct" policies
often
destroyed existing and
frequently ill functioning institutions.
As Aron argues “The act of

completely destroying institutions
with a view to beginning a new set of
institutions, may simply bring about
permanent loss in capacity and
massive postponed adjustment costs"
(p. 112). The deterioration of working
conditions in various civil services in
Africa

are

indicative of

destruction of institutional

a

virtual

capacity in

certain African countries and make

implementation of reform policies
more difficult (Brautigam, 1996).
Rodrik (1996 p.ll) in a recent
overview on understanding economic
reform policies writes “ One of these
concerns
concerns

(which need clarification)

the distinction between:

(a) macro economic policies aimed at
economic stability,

monetary

such

as

fiscal,

and exchange rate

policies and

policies aimed at
growth, such

structural reform and
as

the removal of relative

price

distortions and the reduction of
state

intervention"

-

“maintaining

the distinction reminds

us

that the

S.M’KM ,l\Nl ARY
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what constitutes

(c) Evolving norms of behavior that

appropriate structural reform is
based on much shakier grounds

will support and legitimize new
rules is a lengthy proeess and in

consensus on

than is the

for

macro

consensus on

economic

the absence of such

the need

stability.”

norms

reinforcing
polities will tend to be

point also made by Velenchik (1997)
in a recent survey of industrial
change in Zimbabwe). Also Azam
(1995) when describing a research
agenda for Africa writes:

unstable.
In

explaining successful reform
policies both in terms of economic,
and employment growth Rodrik (1996
p. 11) singles out countries which have
developed during the reform process
capable institutions and continues: “It
is reasonable to suppose that at least
part of the explanation has to do with
some of the special initial conditions

(b)it

(d) while economic growth can occur
in the short

with autocratic

run

regimes, long-run economic
growth entails the development of
the rule of law and the protection
of civil and political freedoms.

“Although minimum wage
fixing legislation has a bad
reputation among economists, like
any artificial
price fixing, it is
worth further examination in the

light

of

theoretical

current

research.” “The minimum wage is
not fixed exogenously and its

A further

the

prior to their economic trade off. Two

question is to what extent
development of labour market
regulations can contribute to a more

effects thus

the

such conditions stood out” ”...

effective institutional framework for

diversity of the roles it might play
is extremely wide” (p.79).
Toye (1995) argues against
dismantling
labour
market
institutions and regulations too
quickly and argues instead for
wage employment and incomes
policies which are “macro”
compatible and for labour market

that the East Asian countries showed

a

much

reform

better educated labour force than
would have been

In the neoclassical

the
perhaps
importantly, in all of them
expected

on

writings labour

market institutions and labour market

basis of their income” and
more

policies.

the distribution of income and

wealth

around

1960

was

exceptionally equal by

crossstandards.”

country

Governments did not need to

contend with
groups
act hoc

powerful income
and did not need to apply
redistributive policies but

could

concentrate

on

development and supervising the

By giving primacy to ‘‘correct
policies, and the urgency to
implement the “correct”
policies, many structural
adjustment programmes
neglected the question of
whether current institutions

bureaucracies.
There is thus considerable

evidence that economic reform

processes need institutions which
deal with trade offs, human

can

capital development, income
redistribution and the social
consequences of adjustment
while providing a positive climate
for growth.
The

need

for

capable, technically as
as politically, of
preparing, implementing and
sticking to such a set of macro
economic policies.
were

well

.

55
regulations are often seen as hindering
for economic deve- lopment. Most
discussions

on

negative.
However there

changing trend
Tzannatos

institutions and the belief .systems
for successful reform since it is the

shape choices.
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actors

that

market

and labour market actions tend to be

such

organizations.
is essential to change both the

labour

institutions, labour market regulation

economic reform is the creation of

mental models of the

its determination.”

“Therefore the

institutions which allow to solve
inherent conflicts.”
idea of

The basic

compatibility does
point towards a superior policy
making process, which has
proved itself capable, in fortunate
circumstances of reconciling the
legitimate aspirations of labour
with the limits on them set by the
macro economic conjuncture.
This process is variously known

as

macro

“social dialogue” or “social

compact”. “Although in many
developing countries existing
labour regulations are still an
impediment to productivity
increases, it does not follow from

stronger

institutional development implies
according to North (1995, p.25):
(a) political institutions will be stable
only if they are supported by
organizations with an interest in
their perpetuation. Therefore an
essential part of political/

will

.

depend drastically on
bargaining process that leads to

Bank
cases

seems

among

(1996) in

this that

deregulation of the labour

market with unfettered discretion of

over the conditions of
labour is the objective of which

employers

adjustment
aiming.”

programmes

should be

to be a

economists.

a recent

World

argues that in many
labour market regulations

study

have not hindered economic reform

and that labour markets

are

rather

flexible, despite regulations.

(A

Rolph

van

de Hoeven is based

at the ILO in Geneva. This article

is an abridged version of a paper
presented at an ILO workshop on
SAPs and Social Dialogue in
Africa held in Harare September,
1999.
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Economic Indicators

ECONOMIC GROWTH RATES IN SADC (1991-1997)
Country

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

Angola

-2.5

6.9

-24.7

2.5

11.2

12.1

5.9

Botswana

8.9

6.3

-0.1

4.1

3.1

7.0

6.9

Rep. Of Congo

-8.4

-10.5

-13.5

-3.9

-0.6

1.3

Lesotho

0.7

3.5

4.0

12.9

9.1

12.7

3.5

Malawi

7.8

-7.9

10.8

-11.6

13.4

12

5.3

Mauritius

4.3

6.4

4.9

5.3

5.6

5.8

5.0

Mozambique

4.9

-0.8

19.3

4.4

1.4

6.4

7.9

Namibia

7.4

8.2

-1.9

6.5

4.1

3.0

3.0

5.6

-6.8

4.2

5.3

-3.2

7.2

3.7

Seychelles

South Africa

Swaziland

Tanzania

Zambia

Zimbabwe
SAPES DATA BANK
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Economic Indicators

Currency Checklist
Rates

on

Selected Countries

10 November 1999

Official
£

Parallel
$

(FFr)

£(FFr)

$

Aljjeria dimir

(10.68)

67.32

(12.69)

80.00

Angola re-adjusted kwanza

8.8m

5.4m

9.0m

6.0m

pula

7.48

4.60

franc

(97.53)

614.44

(185.71)

1,170.00

7.30

4.50

9.20

15.00

(100.00)

630.03

(27.30)

172.00

Egypt pound

5.58

3.44

Ethiopia birr

12.95

7.98

Gambia dalasi

19.23

11.84

5,009.76

3,085.00

Kenya shilling

121.30

74.70

Liberia dollar

1.62

1.00

Lybia dinar

0.77

0.48

5.31

3.30

(987.14)

6,219.00

Malawi kwacha

73.88

45.50

Mauritius rupee

41.12

25.32

Moroco dirham

(1.57)

9.90

21353.50

13,149.50

154.92

95.40

164.00

101.00

8.59

5.29

3,086.70

1,900.80

4,200.00

2,600.00

Botswana
Burundi

Congo

-

K franc

Cote d'Ivoire CFA franc

Djibouti franc

Ghana cedi

Madagascar franc

Mozambique metical
Nigeria naira
Seychelles

rupee

Sierra Leone leone
Somalia

shilling

South Africa rand

1,100.00
9.91

6.10

415.72

256.00

n/a

n/a

1,289.38

794.00

1,299.24

802.00

(0.19)

1.20

Uganda shilling

2,439.91

1.502.50

Zambia kwacha

4,092.24

2,520.00

62.11

38.25

Sudan dinar
Tanzania

shilling

Tunisia dinar

Zimbabwe dollar
n/a

nol

availiable
SAFES DATABANK

—

no

parallel market

French IVane

rales

The

a

euro

has

appear in hraekets.
fixed value of F'F'r6.,‘t and therefore also has
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Key Business Contacts
XT

-K-

Namibia

The Chief Executive Officer

Swakopmund Hotel and Entertainment

Namibia

VValvis

Centre

P O Box 3304

Swakopniund

Fact File

Walvis

Tel: 264-64-40 0800

Bay Export Proce.ssing Zone
Management Company (Pvt) Ltd
Bay

P O Box 616

Tel: 264-64-20 5095/7

Fax: 264-64-40 0801

Fax: 264-64-20 6132

email:

Agricultural Bank of Namibia
Private Bag 13208

The

Windhoek

POBox 2715

•

swakop®stocks.com.iia

Head of State
President Sam

Nujoma

The

Capital City
Windhoek

Managing Director

Namibian Sea Products Ltd

Tel: 264-61-23 8540

Walvis

Fax: 264-61-22 2665

Tel: 264-64-20 3497/9

Bay

Fax: 264-64-20 3498

Currency
Namibia dollar (N$)

=

100 cents
The

l>anguage

Manager
Development Fund of Namibia

The Director

English

P O Box 3045

International

Windhoek

P O Box 4400

National

Languages
Afrikaans, Oshiwambo, German,
Herero, Natna/Damara, Lozi,

Freightway Namibia

Tel: 264-61-22 3170

Windhoek

Fax: 264-61-22 4571

Tel: 264-61-24 9400

email: devfn@iafrica.com.na

Fax: 264-61-24 9403

email:ifn@iwwn.com.na

Kwangali and Tswana

H'inter: GMT
in

Secretary
Ministry of Works, Transport &

Bose

Communication

POBox 11096

The Permanent

Time:
+

I Hour (1st

Sunday

April to I st Sunday in September)

Summer: GMT +2 Hours

Private

Bag 13341

Windhoek
Tel: 264-61-23 2586

Windhoek

(September to April)

Advertising

Tel: 264-61-208 9111

Fax: 264-61-23 2586

Fax: 264-61-22 8560

email: faunabos®iafrica.com.na

Business Hours

Monday to Friday: 8;()0am

-

5:0()pm
The

Saturday: 8:00am
4:00pm - 7:00pm

-

1:00pm and

Sunday: 9:()()am -LOOpm and
4:00pm - 7:00pm (only certain
outlets)

The Investment Centre

Ministry of Trade and Industry
Bag 13340

Private

Windhoek

Tel: 264-61-283 7335
Fax: 264-61-220 278/254 600

email: nic@iwwn.com.na

Chief E.xecutive Officer

Managing Director

Shell

Exploration & Production

Investment

Manager

Old Mutual .A.sset Managers

Namibia B.V.

P O Box 25549

POBox 710

Windhoek

Windhoek

Tel: 264-61-299 35(U

Tel: 264-61-23 9846

Fax: 264-61-299 3520

(Namibia)

•

Fax: 264-61-22 4710

Managing Director
Metropolitan Life Namibia I,td

The

The

Managing Director

Industrial & Commercial Vehicles

P O Box 3785

P O Box 2748

Windhoek

Windhoek

Tel: 264-61-23 9140

Tel: 264-61-22 2217

Fax: 264-61-24 8191

Fax: 264-61-22 7348

The General

Manager

The Chief Executive Officer

City Savings and Investment Bank

Off-Shore

Meat Board of Namibia

Private

P O Box 38

P O Box 63

Windhoek

Windhoek

Windhoek

Tel: 264-61- 239 032/283 7111

Tel: 264-61-23 3180

Tel: 264-61-22 1087

Fax: 264-61-231 001

Fax: 264-61-22 8310

Pax: 264-61-22 1555

email: info®>nammic.com.na

email: csib®’solariuni.iw\vn.com.na

Development Company
Bag 13397

emai I: ode
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Independence

It was only 42 years ago that
decolonisation process really started in
Africa. Ghana for some reasons is

considered

by most Africans as having
blazed the trail for independence,
though before the independence of
Ghana in 1957, Ethiopia, Liberia,
Egypt, Morocco, Tunisia, Libya and
Sudan were already independent. At
the time of the euphoria, the hopes of
many
people were that with
independence, Africa will able to solve
all its problems. The crying motto at
the time was; Seek first political
freedom, and all else will follow. It
believed that

SAPEM .lANUARY 2000

unity and solidarity, will
illiteracy, will
diseases and provide housing,

abolish

schools and universities, and raise life

expectancy. But independence has not
fulfilled all of Africa’s dreams. Instead
the continent has witnessed

a

.series of

killings and assassinations,
hunger and starvation, refugees and
internally displaced persons, natural
and man-made disasters
all causing
damages of enormous proportions to
the African .society. It is true that some
of the problems were inherited from
wars,

—

figment of Marxist imagination
Archie Mafeje
The value of

survival in servitude,

survival itself is at stake.

Thk Ei'ph()ri.\
New Neo-liberalism is not

forty

years after independence, the African
is still with a hoe. But while under

in national

eradicate starvation and

was

independence will bring

colonialism, but most of them
Africa’s

own

were

creation.

The Army Enters ‘Ikulu’

(State House)
founding meeting of the
Organisation of African Unity in 1963,
the delegation of the military regime
that overthrow President Olympio of
Togo was refused admission becau.se
At the

it

came

into

unconstitutional
not act

as

power
through
But that did

means.

warning to possible coup
places. Africa has seen

makers in other

37

Review

65 coups in the last four decades, with
some 30 heads of state and government

having been killed.
At the 1964 OAU Summit in Cairo,
a

resolution

was

passed calling

on

African states to

recognise colonially
inherited borders, yet 16 border
disputes have erupted involving 32
-

countries. Africa has
wars, some

until

of which

seen

arc

also 15 civil

still going on

now.

In 1967 at the

signing of the OAU
Convention on Refugees, it was hoped
that the number of refugees would
dwindle in the continent, but today
Africa is the only region of the world
that has the biggest number of refugees.

of the

Month

Somalia was one of the only two
countries (the other being Morocco)
that abstained from the 1964 OAU
resolution on border questions, only to

and show its

come

gold,

manganese,
The Democratic

uranium and platium.
Republic of Congo

alone is endowed with vast cobalt
reserves,

industrial diamonds and

Africa's uranium potential ean
satisfy all its projected energy
requirements for years to come. The
continent presently consumes only
one-sixth of its current oil output, and
by itself would have ample reserv es to
last for many decades. All this wealth

copper.

lies in

a

continent where infant

1 ()()()

moitality rate is 145 deaths

per

births;

measles,

where

tetanus,

whooping cough and diptheria
annually kill over 400 ()(K) children in
Nigeria and 100 000 children in Congo

war

with

District,
Ogaden
with itself

Kenya over the North Front
and with Ethiopia over the

region. Nigeria

was at war
Ibos in Biafra

the

when

It would be remembered that at the

time the banks

were overnowing with
petro-dollars, and were more than
willing to off-load them to whoever
wanted them at very low interest rates.

This

of the

counsel

"wise"

was

religiously followed by the African
states.

The result

were

was

that the African

threatened with

countries found themselves

course,

indebted. Since most of the borrowed

genocide. But. of
great destruction and

devastation occurred in Southern
Africa where

ideological differences,

animosities,

ethnic

apartheid
hegemonistie plans and big power
rivalry combined to put the region's
socio-economic advance to

Pov erty in the
Midst oe Plenty
Africa has vast reserves of chromium,

why it

reasons

abstained when it went into

loans from the western donor countries.

to

a

send it back to barbarism.

and Rwanda

halt and
Burundi

epitomise the cheapness

of life in Africa and show that when it

Africa

crimes,

to

comes

can

siupass

some

into use in the
productive sectors of the economy to
produce more wealth, there were
serious problems when it came to
repaying the loans. As M'Baya has
aptly put it: "Debts entered into for
purposes of financing development
money was not put

Hitler, Pinochet and

underdevelopment."
In the 198()'.s these countries

Somalia be

explained?
A people of the same religion and the
same ethnic background who speak the
same language, yet kill each other more
ferociously than in the PalestinianIsraeli War! The clan rivalry can be
explained only in terms of the
allocation

can

of

and the

resource,

the

at

Economic Commission for Africa, the
continent
more

region
of

control

the

are
the

all fighting for
diminishing

The shifts in alliances with

resources.

interest rates

long story
today African countries are
constrained by debt to the extent that
they spend U,S 35 cents to $2 on debt
.servicing for every dollar that they earn
overseas.
According to the UN

The Aidedes (both
father and son) and the regime in the

secessionist

as

is that

interest

resources.

time

same

soared. The short end of the

usurpation of the control of the sources
of those

were

caught in a squeeze when debts became
due

But how

transformed into debts for

were

leaders in

Pol Pot.

heavily

paid out US$2()() billion in

rate

in 1983-1991.

This

was

than the entire debt it owed in

1982.

And the debt has been

soaring.
By 1992 it stood at US$289 billion,
representing 959f of the continent's
GDP. These eountries cannot pay their
Some of these countries have

More than 259f of the

external forces (the Soviet Union,

debts.

population has no access to safe
drinking water, and a third of the
African population does not have
access to adequate food. Three out of
every 10 Angolan children die before
the age of 5. Millions of children of

apartheid South Africa, United States,
Egypt, Kenya. Saudi Arabia, etc.) that
one saw during Siad Barre’s regime
and soon thereafter can be explained

external debts four times their GNP's.

in this context.

countries have per
lower than the\ w ere

Kinshasa.

Debts

eor

Underdev

ei.op.ment

ev ery year as a result of
malnutrition-linked conditions. One

Another Sword of Democles

million

over

pre-school die

Africa, and that bears

people died in the 1984-85
Ethiopian famine, and millions more
in Mozambique and other places in the
years that followed.
Africa is a
continent where 240 millions of people
are poor, and w here 50%- of its people
live below the poverty

crisis.

line, and yet
earnings

pays over 46% of its export
to serv ice debt obligations.

Immediately after attaining its
independence in 1962. after a .sevenvear

war

with the colonial power

France. Algeria was forced to go to vv ar
w ith Morocev) over a border dispute.
38

prices

of

their

primary

commodities have fallen to their lowest
in

a

century and

half. Most of these
capita incomes
a

decade

or nuvre

They have to choose between
paying their debts and feeding their
populations, providing desks to their
ago.

the

question of peace and stability, is
problem. With the rise of the
oil prices and the drastic decline of
commodity prices, the African

school-children, fertilisers to their

the debt

peasants, chloroquine

economies

Cheryl Payer and many others have
pointed out. the dominant causes of the

were

faced with

an acute

By the end of the I97()'s, real
commodity prices were, on average,
13% lower than their levels in the
I96()'.s.

Man-made Problems

hovering
directly to

The

impo.sed

to

their rural poor.

debt crisis
cannot

are

In

w ater

any case, as

external, and Africa

therefore be held

responsible

collapse of the prices

for the debt crisis. But the commercial

foreign exchange loss of US

banks, the international financial
institutions
and
the
creditor

The
a

and other

medicines to their sick, and clean

$2.2 billion in

r979-8l.

The solution, recommended very

strongly by the international financial

gov ernments insist that these countries
and must. pay. And the Bretton

can.

borrow

W oods institutions have become debt-

I'rom the commercial banks and to take

collecting agencies. .Surprising is that

institutions at the time,

was to
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got it wrong, Comrade Albie Sachs
Ibbo Mandaza

T

HE “International Conference
on

the

Making of Zimbabwe’s

New Democratic Constitution”

being held in Harare was preceded by a
similar meeting, on the subject of “Constitutionalism in Africa”, at the Gallagher
Estate in Midrand, South Africa. There
was an

obvious

linkage, in both form and
meetings, also

eontent, between the two

because the Zimbabwean context

can

be

treated

as another case study in constitution-making, including an emphasis on
some of the key elements that need to

be taken into
for

account

in Africa’s quest

political and economic transforma-

tion.
The

emphasis on the

necessary

rela-

tionship between history and contemporary African political economy is one
often lost in debates

on

constitutional-

ism,

especially when left to constitulawyers alone. Not surprisingly.
South Africa in particular and Southern
Africa in general provide the appropritional

ate

terrain for contestation between the

methodology of political economy as
which must underpin political and
economic analysis on the one hand, and
t)ne

of the

heavily-indebted countries
they have to pay as a way of
getting a ‘certificate of respectability’
even at the expense of tremendous
deprivations on the part of large
numbers of their own people. Yet the
obvious response ought to be to
repudiate these debts.
That will cause no ripples in the
financial world. For one thing, Africa
has long repaid its original debt. For
some

feel that

the liberal

in

particular which recjuire mention here
one was rebutted
by Albie Sachs

ideology in its persistent attempt to abstract notions of constitutionalism. human rights and civil liberties
from their political and economic foun-

pletely left unmentioned in his speech

dations,

on

This

on

the other.
best illustrated in the indi-

was

in that

in his dinner address and the other

com-

constitutionalism. Minister Maduna

made the

poignant point that you could
discuss the current political and economic crisis in Africa and in Southern

exchange between the presentations
by such political analysts as Julius
Ihonvhere and myself on the one hand,
and the dinner speech by my friend and
comrade, Albie Sachs, now a judge of the

not

Constitutional Court of South Africa, on
the other. It has to be stated, however,

turies, colonialism and apartheid.

that in his

emphatic: the centuries-old process of
Africa’s
and
exploitation
marginalisation also accounts for the
continent's subordinate position in the

rect

opening address, the South Af-

rican Minister for Justice and Constitutional Development. Penuell Maduna, was

quite unusual in that, even as a constitutional lawyer himself, he dealt quite
substantively with some of these hitherto
silent themes in contemporary African

Africa in
to

particular - without reference
slavery, land alienation and displace-

ment

of Africans

over

the last three

Julius Ihonvhere

was

even

cen-

more

inteniational division of labour, and

con-

tinues to undermine the

ability to recover
political and economic
made the point that the "constiquestions” in Southern Africa

from the current

the themes

crisis. I

subsequently elaborated upon by Julius
Ihonvhere and myself in our presentatit)ns

tutional

“Overview of Constitutionalism in
Africa over the past 40 years” and “Southern African Perspective on Constitution-

questions which remain unresolved. The

alism,” respectively.
There were two inter-related themes

sent

Constitutionalism. These

were

on

but

they are highly political too,
by political fundamentalism of

induced

fanatics.

A number of

measures

proposed by structural adjustment
programmes do bring a lot of suffering
to the majority of the people, and in a
number of places have created .social
unrest, resulting in what has been
termed the ’IMF Riots’ in several

countries.

In fact the word

at

the

grassroots in

Mozambique was that
brought to the cities the suffering

are

also the “National” and “Colonial”

“new constitutional orders” in Zimba-

bwe, Namibia and South Africa repreless than total decolonization,

Continued

such

a

on

page

are
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strategy. What is important for
here is that the strategy is

us to note

not working. In fact it is
causing more
problems than it is supposed to solve.
It is pathetic to be told now, after more
than 15 years of forcing this .strategy,
called the ‘Washington Con.sensus’, on
our countries, that a search is
underway
to replace it.
More than forty African countries
are
implementing a structural
adjustment programme of one sort or

another, the cancellation of Africa’s

SAP

debt will be

big loss in a world
where, as Susan George observes, five
times that sum can easily be lost on

that RENAMO created in the rural

another.

areas.

following the scriptures to the letter can

Wall Street in

reforms will increase

undue stress.

no

an

afternoon without

Morality demands that

Africa’s debt be cancelled.

The basic

assumption of SAP is that
savings (hence
investment), productivity, and exports

—

which in turn will raise the incomes

of the

Thk Ine\ itaisi.k Road
Mar(;inai.i,saiion
The

Structural

to

Adjustment

Programmes (SAPs) or Economic
Recovery Programmes (ERP’s) that
had been introduced into Africa, as a
solution to the continent’s deep crisis,
are not

just economic policy

■SAI’KM .lANtiARV 2(MM)

measures.

working poor. SAP/ERP
requires a greater reliance on the
market forces to determine prices and
allocation of production inputs and
finance. There are so many shortfalls
in this strategy that one does not need
deal with them here.

Numerous

show

an

None of the countries

overall

countries

success.

The African

told to

emphasize on
export promotion of primary products,
privatization, user charges, etc. None
are

other than the UNDP, in its 199.5
Human

the

Devedopment Report, shows

facilities

of

some

of these

directives. “Not all

public enterprises
lose money, and not all are always
more inefficient than
pri\ate sector

studies have shown the

fallacy

firms.” says the siad report.
Professor Joseph Stilglitz,

of the intellectual arguments

behind

economist of the World Bank,

to

recent

Even
chief
now
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privatization is not always
condition of development.

admits that

to

embark

on

of the

Month

the cultivation of poppy,

marijuana, since

necessary
Since 1979 China has been able to

such crops

yields 10 to 20 times more

highest level of economic
growth without privatization.
A study of Kenya a few years ago
showed
that
several
public
manufacturing firms were performing

than coffee

or

attain the

better

on

the basis of

indicators

than

a

number of

private

sector

companies. A study of the state-owned
steel industry in the Republic of South
Korea revealed that it was among the
efficient

most

in

world.

the

Privatization may not be the only way
to reduce los.ses in public enterprises.

however, that a
country continues with the public
sector enterprises even when they are
making losses. This is only to caution
us that privatisation is no panacea, and
if it is hastily conceived or executed, it
might achieve very little. But what is
important is to admit that privatisation
is not merely a technocratic exercise
but also a political process. A number

for them
much

indicate

studies

that

many

experiences of privatisation in the
countries

of the

South

lead to

oligopolistic-monopolistic power of
the dominant groups, resulting in
market concentration, not market
democratisation.
A great

emphasis is placed

on

export of raw materials; and as part of
the drive to boost exports, governments
are

required to raise producer prices

growing and the profits

higher!
African countries trade
collapse of
industries. Again in the case of

liberalisation has led to the
local

region except
manufacturing output

in the first half of 1993

was

than in 1992, which was

19% lower

in turn 12%

felt even
in the social services.

The effects if SAP's
much

more

are

particularly in health care, education
provision of clean water.
Ghana and Uganda have been
paraded as ‘success stories’ in Sub-

and the

Saharan Africa.
than

But

Ghana’s

no

other person

President,

Jerry

Rawlings, himself who stated that
“Ghana’s

economic

programme

recovery

has not solved the

country’s economic problems as its
gains have yet to be felt in most
households and pockets.” The statistic
on Ghana show clearly that the socalled ‘success story’, in the words of
UNDP, “has not yet been translated
into

improved living conditions for the
majority of the people.” More than 10
years ago it was envisaged that, with
some luck, Ghana might, by the year 2
output

were

burnt in order to obtain more land.

One would not be

surprised if in the

future the African farmers are advised
40

that there

are

people in Africa who benefit from

SAP’s.

required food aid assistance. Over in
Malagasy, because of the incentives
given to the farmers there for
cultivation and export of corn, as part
of the export-oriented logic, forests

which it had in I960. With the

But this is not to say
no

tones in 1991, and in
than half the population

donor solution is easy

These

Top executives in the public
services, who, owing to the
technocratic demands of the SAP’s, are
called upon to attend numerous
conferences, workshops and seminars
and are also engaged as consultants and

advisors;

foreign exchange

economy;
Local agents

and

Parliament put
...

it

structural

so

a

article

Universal

well when he said;

adjustment criteria of

the Bretton Woods institutions are

perfect of Sweden but completely
outlandish for a country like Zambia or
Mozambique.
Let us stop the
massacre. For there is no country where
...

it has been successful, at least

as

far

as

are concerned.
Why?
Statistics indicate that over the past ten
the

people

yeas there has been a permanent transfer
of capital from the ptwrest countries of
the world to the richest countries.

The economic crisis of the late 197()'s

early 1980’s led to serious crisis
political legitimacy. The popular
discontent has swept away most of
military regimes and authoritarian
governments. The solidarity and unity
that was manifested during the struggle
for independence and soon thereafter
was now being questioned by demands
coming from different social groups.
The national movement has given way
to political formations with diverse,
and many times opposing, interests. As
the former Executive Secretary of the
and

of

UN Economic Commission for Africa,
Professor Adebayo Adedeji, has
pointed out, the crisis was:
conditions

on

the

continent,

characterised

by poor administration,
lack of political accountability, and the
non-participation of the majority of the
people, further reduction of the
decision-making ba.se, the confidence
crisis between the government and the
governed
The transformation of the
entire political economy into an
economy
of despotism where
authoritarianism and cleptocracy
replace democracy, responsibility of
public authority and political
empowerment, have not only negatively
impacted on individual freedoms, but
have also even marginalised individuals
in the development prtK'e.ss, the result
being that, in the heal of it all. the
population has been entirely forgotten.
...

Top executives in private business
who deal with foreign capital and
have benefitted from the injection
of

Dignity As

an

largely the result of political and social

are;

-

-

manifestations of a crisis. In

The

lower than in 1991.

food and

more

as a

Value, the President of Development
Commission of the
European

farmers abandoned the

1992,

SAP's

impose, but they only grasp the

South Africa, its

producer price mechanism, the

million metric

thus

conspicuous consumption,
creating tensions in .society.

titled Human

busy exporting pyrethrum, cut flowers

production of
expended their efforts on the
production of tobacco and cotton.
Thus even when the extent of drought
was clear and the prospect of hunger
loomed very high over the country, the
Zimbabwe Grain Marketing Board was
still exporting grain, honouring the
requirement that it balanced its books.
Zimbabwe, which was once a surplus
maize producer, ran a deficit of one

packages;

Furthermore, the political class also
continues to lead the same life-style of

in Southern African

way things are goings now, such a luck
does not seen to be dawning on Ghana!

of the

high producer prices and other

incentive

to

000, be able to attain the levels of

In Zimbabwe, because

from

Zimbabwe, which has a stronger
industrial base than any other country

for export crops. The result of that is
that countries with no food security are
and tobacco.

Large land-owners and big-tinje

and the demands

In many

This is not to say,

of

are

cotton,

a

commercial farmers who benefit

hectare of

coca or

a

-

in the

of foreign business
providing

institutions

specialised services such as hotel
and advertising agencies;
Beneficiaries
of divestiture
measures who are able to buy up or

buy into state-owned enterprises;

background that calls for
political pluralism and multiparty
It is from this
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of the whole

democracy started to be heard.
Although the introduction of
multipartism in the continent has not
come without problems and conllicts,
some have characterised the phase in
which Africa is going through at
present as the struggle for second

thus the state

was

discarded for political

liberation.

The

reason

was

in

Africa

and South Africa, as Lerumo had

of the state

as a

behind this

analysis of the functions and tasks
was just assumed at the

time that

‘socialist’
have the

once

were

in power.

made to believe that the ‘state’

state

a

developed capitalist state like Britain.
Perhaps this lack of a proper analysis
of the functions and tasks of the postcolonial state in Africa might explain
cases African scholarship
followed the whims of the African

why in most

political leaders instead of basing itself
scientific inquiry. And now. faced

on

a

The Inteleectuai, Rationale

One-Party State

FOR

situation where all African

countries,

regardless of their past
ideological stances, are confronted with
deep political and economic crises,
African scholarship fails to give proper
explanation. As Lemarchand put it:
Peasants

avoid (the

in

Africa

post-colonial
arrangement was ‘democracy’ it.self.
While the independence movement

followed the demise of the colonial rule
elitist arrangement.

The
principles of anti-imperialism and
fullest democracy on which the
was

an

a
.

.

.

financial institutions

and the donor countries
and massive support was

given through the state to
various development
projects. Things
changed with the
appearance of
Reganomics and
Thatcherite ‘people’s
capitalism’ on the

despise it. military men destroy
it and academics
ponder the short-and-long-term results.

longer
but

a
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a

no

dictatorship of the proletariat
of tbe whole people. The

state

was that the Soviet society had
already reached a stage of fullydeveloped socialism when all classes
had withered away
and class
contradiction had disappeared. The
state then was only a legal entity for
purposes of international relations.
Some of the ideologues of Africa’s
post-colonial era transplanted this
theory into Africa by maintaining that

idea

there

were

no

classes in Africa, and

.SAIM.M ,|AM ARY 2(»0(>

The

There were those like Julius
Nyerere, Leopold Senghor and
Kenneth Kaunda who

independence movement

was

rooted

gave way to a monolithic political
centre and the creation of a ‘personality

cult’. Individuals who

were

leaders

the equals were now raised to
highest mountain and were supposed

among
a

to

be endowed with all the virtues.

Such

was

the fertile

ground for the rise

of dictators and one-party ism in Africa.
Most of the African countries

gained their independence through the
dominance of one major political party.
In most cases this party was national
and pan-territorial. Former President
of Tanzania, Julius Nyerere, argued in

appealed to

Africa’s past, claiming that in precolonial societies, classes were
unheard of, and

people sat down under
problems until
they came to a consensus. But once a
consensus was achieved, everybody
was expected to toe the line.
This
argument was transplanted on the postcolonial
African
societies
by
maintaining that they too were
classless, and if political parties, in the
a tree to

it. civil servants rape

was

cohesion.

ways.

population, with a character of a
political phenomenon, what

mass

international stage.

theory of the late 196()s and early

community
rally round it. The tasks then became
nation-building and the creation of
national integration, unity and

to

the

state), urban

1970s held that the Soviet

the national movement and to

imposition of the one-party
system had been explained in different

workers

Soviet

articulating class interests, emerge. It
was possible then, after independence,
for the dominant party to portray itself

rallied around itself broad sections of

‘capitalist’, then it would
purposes and functions
a developed socialist state
or

shown, did political parties, in the
Marxist sense, that is factions

as

called itself

Soviet Union

movements

and

mobilise all sections of the

or

like the then

with

theirs too.

was

same

those of

as

a

expediency.

oppressed and exploited classes

The first victim of the

of the state. It

the

to conceal

of the state, and which forces were in
control of the state. The paradigms set

an

on

was

were

was

political parties,

class instrument

nature

Early debates on the post-colonial state
in Africa, spearheaded by Giovanni
Arrighi, John Saul, Mahmoud
Mamdani, Colin Leys and myself,
centered mostly on the class character

Africa. What those debates lacked

were no

in the Western sense, but nationalist

exi.stence of classes in Africa and the

Shivji, Samir Amin,

Hussein and others revealed

The

by Hamza Alavi, Girling and others,
when analysing the post-colonial state
outside Africa, were accepted
unquestioningly, and it was implied that
they were considered relevant for

fact that there

representing the interests
aspirations of the whole nation.
Only in a few cases, such as the Sudan

Nkrumah, Issa

the class forces that

The State

people.

But what the studies of Kwame

discuss their

modern sense, are to articulate class

interests, then they cannot exist

where
analysis
pretended to be ignorant of the fact that
one of the things that colonialism did
was to introduce classes where they did
classes

non-existent. This

are

exist, and to exacerbate class

not

divisions in

places where classes had
already appeared prior to the coming
of colonialism.
morrow
was

of

on

the

independence that Africa

classless

reality. It

To maintain

was to

turn foul

also felt,

of this

Ali Mazrui
observed, that the dangers of
multiparty system included that of
aggravating tribal antagonisms. But
was

as

what had been too often noticed in

Africa

that the one-party

regime
regime from
justifiable criticism of its conduct. As
was

shielded the incumbent
Howard

remarked

at

the

time,

"Ideological denials of economic and
political inequalities assist members of
the African ruling class to stay in
power.

Among some of the proponents of
the one-party system in Africa were
those who believed that it was possible
to

have

system.

democracy within such a
The belief was premised on
41

Review
the fact that

multi-party politics breed
trickery and dishonesty; this is
especially during the election time
when, according to Julius Nyerere,
each party
election

is led into conducting its
campaign by the ‘political'

tactics of evasion, distortion and even

downright lies about the other party's
motives and intentions.

Nor does it

stop there. Once in Parliament, as we
have seen, members of tbe opposing

parties must still observe the rules of
the party unity which, in themselves,
must inevitably stifle not merely
freedom of expression, but, indeed,
honesty of expression.
There were yet others who came to
one-party system through fear of

democracy. The idea was that under
one-partyism it would be possible to
centralise power and monopolistic
politics. It was under this group that
the cultivation of the

‘personality cult’

reached its

heights, and the holding of
alternative ideas or dissenting opinions
was

considered treasonable.

For

a

long period the one-party

system was mistakenly equated with
six:ialism; it was believed that a society

aspiring to build socialism had
necessarily to have a one-party system.
The then Soviet Union was given as
an example. But nobody cared to look
at the Soviet history, and examine the
reasons which led that .society into a
one-party state. Nor was anybody
interested in the fact that there

were

several other socialist countries

(China, Poland, GDR, etc) which had

multi-partyism recognized in their
constitutions, although the ‘leading
role’ of

a

communist party was

constitutionally guaranteed.
Socialism
The last

in

vs

Capitalism Debate

years saw fierce debate
Africa on the question of a

thirty

development path. With the exception
of Malawi, Ivory Coast and Liberia,
no African country could admit that it

building laissez ajfaire capitalism.
Many of them came up with different
versions of ‘mixed economy’ and
was

different faces of so-called ‘African
Socialism’. Some leaders, like Kwame
Nkrumah and Julius Nyerere, were
convinced
socialism to

of the relevance of
their situation; but many

others got on the bandwagon because
it was fashionable at the time to be seen
as a

‘socialist’.

could

Moreover, socialism

always be used as a way of
stopping pressure from internal
popular forces, and as a card to play
42
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of the

were
all propelled by an
interventionist state. The countries of

against East and West in the ideological
rivalry. But by the beginning of the

state

1970’s several of these ‘socialist’

late

regimes had been overthrown by the
military.
With the decline of ‘populist
socialism’,

we saw

the rise in the

seventies of ‘scientific socialism’ and
the

establishment

of

so-called

vanguard parties. Congo Brazaville,
Benini, Malagasy, Somalia, Ethiopia
and Burkina Faso, all under military
rule, declared themselves followers of
‘scientific socialism’, and in all those

capitalism, the so-called Asian
Tigers, could not have achieved what
they
did without a
strong
interventionist state. At present it is in
the countries of the North that

one

finds

the strongest presence of the state in
the economy.
The insistence,

therefore, by the IMF and the World
Bank that the African state should be
a skeleton, and its role be
limited to the maintenance of law and

stripped to

order, cannot be supported.

countries the

parties hoisted by the
regimes were called ‘MarxistLeninist’. In Angola and Mozambique

The modem African state is

where the liberation movements

creation.

came

into power

after prolonged armed
struggle, the nationalist parties were
also declared ‘Marxist-Leninist’.

All

that is

history now, because popular
discontent has swept away all those
military regimes. Though FRELIMO
is still in power, the cruelty of the war
with RENAMO, and the pressures
from the United States, Portugal, the

IMF, the World Bank and others, have
forced it to abandon its Marxist

garb.

MPLA in

Angola, no doubt because of
peculiar situation it has been thrown

the

into

result of the

as a

seems

to

war

with UNITA,

be reluctant to throw away

its leftist poses.

However, it has in its

programme replaced ‘scientific
socialism’ with ‘democratic socialism’,
and

no

longer refers itself as a Marxist-

Leninist party.
What was generally

The Developmentalist State
a colonial

organised labour, directed it to farms
and mines: compelled it to build roads
and railway lines; and specified for the
farming communities what to produce.
At independence, the colonial state was
adopted and legitimised.
Because of the expectations of the
African

masses

at

the

time

of

independence and the aspirations of the
classes in power, the state had to
be developmentalist. It took upon itself
the task of integrating into a cohesive
nation different ethnic and lingustic
groups, and engaged itself into
developing physical infrastructure and
providing social services. However,
new

it also undertook the construction of

grandoise development projects which
were

agreed, despite
different political stances, was that the
state had an important role to play in
the proposed transformation. And until
the 1980s this position was accepted
by the international financial

During the colonial period
everything: it

the colonial state did

of

no

either rural

direct benefit to the poor,

urban. Vast funds have

or

either been

siphoned out of the country
or been diverted to support the costly
demands of the ostentatious lifestyles
of the ruling elites.

institutions and the donor countries and

The IMFAVorld Bank State

massive support was given through the
state to various development projects.

The present economic crisis in Africa
has brought to the fore debates on what

Things changed with the appearance
of Reganomics and Thatcherite
‘people’s capitalism’ on the

on

The Interventionist State
was

very

crucial in the

development of capitalism. Not only
did

it

direct

research

into

the

development of science and
technology, but also increased the
accessibility of remote areas through
road, rail and sea transport. It not only
decided
also

on avenues

on

for investment but

priorities. The welfare
of the modern borgeois

programmes

differences

as

to who

has been mainly

responsible for the predicament that is
facing our continent now. It is true that

international stage.

The state

wrong. While everybody agrees
the causes of the crisis, there are

went

undemocratic nature of the
international economic system and the
natural calamities have contributed to

the

the crisis.

But what about the bad

development policies pursued by
different African regimes of whatever

political colouring? Are the donor
agencies also not to blame?

countries

The World Bank has been involved
in Africa since

independence, and the

IMF has been in forefront in the last
SAPEM JANUARY 2(MM»
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twenty five years.

The

the South. The

countries

Consensus’

a

are now

ERP's, under the

Many African
applying SAP's and
guidance of the IMF

and the World Bank, but what
in the whole continent

are

one sees

complete

failures.

paradigm of the ‘Washington
reproduces poverty,
underdevelopment and dependency.
The democratisation process taking
place in Africa at present is a positive
development. But it should not end
with

Akrica

at the

Cross Roads

The

major political achievement of
Africa in the last forty-two years since
the independence of Ghana in 1957 is
the almost complete liberation of the
African continent. With the exception
of Western Sahara, Mayotte, Diergo

Garcia and the Reunion, the rest of
Africa
has
attained
political

independence. Various studies on
general economic and social trends in

establishment

the

multipartyism and the right to elect
Democracy is allembracing, and in its human rights
criteria include the right to life, work,
education, health, peace, housing,
recreation, etc. It requires a political
culture of tolerance and an atmosphere
in which, to quote Mao, ‘hundred
tlow'ers blossom and hundred schools

thought contend'. The state cannot
responsibilities. While I

would not like

though
be
interventionist,
developmentalist and democratic.

to

Planners,

define its task, it must

economists

and

politicians in Africa need to go back
the drawing boards and devise a

democratic

development strategy.
They have to understand that
development is not the copying of the
production and consumption patterns
or

Democracy and Development:
Walking on Two Legs

replication of the experience of Japan
and the so-called Asian (paper) Tigers,

Everyone agrees now that food security
is very important in maintaining
political independence. Africa must
feed itself, and this cannot be done by
depending on the hoe and leaving the
individual peasant to fend for himself/

because the international context from

intervention

agriculture is

necessary.
the North subsidi.se their
the

of

rate

in

Countries of
agriculture at

US$25() billion

over

annually. Norway in
more

one year spends
than NKR15 billion as state

subsidy to its agriculture. The
European Union spends 60% of its
budget on the Common Agricultural
Policy. Where then is the rationale in
demanding of African countries, for
whom even food security is still a
dream,

abolish

to

suhsidies

on

agriculture?
Market forces

fashion

now,

but

seem

can

to

be the

market forces

marketise

development and alleviate
poverty? Do markets know equity? As
South African President. Thabo Mbeki

which

they emerged

different.
Democratic Development in Africa is
about bread, shelter, quinine and
'kitenge', schools and clean water,
peace and security, better roads and
state support in agriculture. It means
involving the whole society in the
definition and control of political is.sues
and the political process. It means good
was

governance.
The outlines of that kind of strategy
cannot be found in the documents of
the IMF and the World Bank. To quote
Thabo Mbeki
In

as

much

slave-master to
tactics lor

slaves,

so

treated

as

a

cannot

ask the

provide the strategy and
uprising of the
we, who are hungry and

successful

must

minors in

a

world of tidults,

also take upon

ourselves the task of
defining the new world order of
prosperity and development for all and
equality timong nations of the world.
Such a strategy is found in the African

feeds

Adjustment Programme and the Lagos
Plan of Action for the Economic
Development ofAfrica adopted by the
Organisation of African Unity, and the
recommendations of the report of the
South Commission, The Challenge to

own

Where do

offspring.

we move

from here'.’ The

ongoing soeio-economie crisis in
Africa requires a rethinking of the
formulas
that
have
guided
development in the last four decades.
SAPEM ,IANlIAR^
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The TRC

-

coming

face to face with a
historical farce
Patricia McFadden

I

knew that I should not have gone
to the hearing, as it was called, not

only because I had known that it

would be

a

humiliation of

me as a

informed

by ANC comrades that
might be a hearing into Keith's
Zweli Nyanda’s murder by a

there
and

band of white fascists who had been

in the

settler

employ of the apartheid state
policemen, and, who had been
assisted by Black men ( who were

had bred in

referred to

homelands but for three hundred years
of raeist exploitation of our bodies and

watch-men/dogs basically), two of
whom were brought to the ‘hearing’,
maybe as evidence of the complicity

souls; but because all my suspicions

of Africans in the vileness of that

farce from

regime (or maybe to make it seem
less repugnant because some Blacks

who had spent at least
two decades in the war against white
Black

woman

repression and the arrogance it
a people who would have
been paupers and beggars in their white

and

knowledge that it

was a

the very beginning were confirmed
from the moment the proceedings

began. Throughout those three days 1
knew that 1 had made

a

terrible mistake

by allowing the murderers of my
brother and his comrades to witness my
tears and my agony. I was naked in my
sorrow

African

-

as

women

brutalized,
the

naked
and

as

the millions of

men

a

life of dignity because

had been (and still are) humane. We
believed (and many of us still do) in
we

the intrinsic value of

human being; a
notion of human worth which most
Africans still lean
women)

even

a

on

(especially

as

when everything is

screaming at us that we need to let that
myth go, and start facing the reality of
living in a fundamentally unequal,
rabidly Black people/Black women hating pre.sent day world.
I had gone

to Pretoria to attend the

on the murder of my
brother Keith on the 21" of November,

TRC

hearings

1982, in Swaziland, because neither of
my parents could or were willing to
attend.
Initially, when we were
44

as

askaris

-

which

means

'■f
]

had been used in the violation), the

centuries of pay-back

of revulsion and a
resurgent sense of burning hatred in
all of us as a family. It was like a
wave which engulfed us all wherever

1 know that the

feeling

was one

we were

parents

-

I in Zimbabwe, and my

and siblings in Swaziland.

I think it

who had been

raped, pillaged and denied

right to

as

was a

manner,

from

us

who loved him

so

a depth we had not
imagined while he lived. It was also
a sense of vengeance and vindication
that what they did would no longer

tenderly and with

remain in the dark

-

the darkness of

apartheid barbarism and supremacist
arrogance. They would have to speak
about it, even if we knew that they
would lie and that their whiteness
would nonetheless protect

them and
probably allow them to go free
(although they will carry the
responsibility of their brutality for
ever, and so will their offspring,
because

this debt will demand

may not say so,

across

this

but that is

the fact of it whether whites like it or

and

not,

mixture of fear that

would have to

family, and
applies for

my

millions of Black families

region who

the

finally confront the
reality that Keith had been taken ,
violently and in a most horrifying
we

in

same

of

no

rainbow is going to settle

that

easily.)
My father's face reflected a sense
satisfaction that finally something
score

happening; someone would have
speak about what had happened,
even as he insisted that nothing would
come of it. After seventy years of
having lived in this region where the
white settlers ran rampant, secure in the
belief that what they did to us was
was

to

allowable

-

after all

we were,

and still

if not all
less than
human. He knew that anything less
than the trial of the wrongdoers would
be a joke, and that the joke would be

many of them, to most
of these damned interlopers,
are to

on us.

My mother nervously made calls
possibility of a hearing for

about the

months before June 14-17
confirmed.

was

She called her friends in
S.VPEM .I.VNl ARY 2()(M»
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people who had lived
maybe a day or several
during those stormy and uncertain
-

slaughtering

unarmed

women,

in her home for

children, the elderly,

times of the 198()s, when Swaziland
was the last frontier to freedom for all

destruction of what is African. And

of

us

who knew

end.

Yet

we

when

would win in the
the

dates

were

confirmed, she refused to attend; she
became ill with

pain which she said

be rheumatic. 1

suspected that she
simply could not face the terror of
looking across the room and seeing
must

those thieves of her son’s life; of

hearing them speak with emotionless
voices about how they had driven cross
the border with such great ease, aided
by their friends in the Swazi police;
how they had stalked and emotionally
preyed upon her son’s life, like
vampires who have thrived on the
blood of Africans for generations they were out to get themselves some
"kaffirs’ and it

was

like

a

whom
they imagined posed a threat to their
centuries long reign of terror and

they want

terrorists who

us to

were a

they waited, nine
count during the hearing
were

unarmed Black
men; how they had planned and plotted
for months on how they would murder
them.

They drove several times to the
a quiet suburb of Manzini, in
the heart of Swaziland, and when they
hou.se in

did

not

find them, returned to the Yen

San Hotel in the Ezulwini

It is

pride,

white

men

and

women

who have

no

shame in

defending the so-called rights
of murderers
whose body language
and words bespoke of the impossibility
of bridging the schism between Black
and white in that sad, tragic country.
-

One of them declared that he would
have killed anyone else had
in that house on that fateful

they been
night - he
did not care about the possibility that
they might have been guests of the socalled "terrorists’; woman, child,
whoever
he was on a mission
to
-

-

wipe out Black lives. Hoards of these
bandits had roamed the region.
S.VPKM .lANl'AKV
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about the TRC had been correct from
the very

word go. I had given dignity,
through my presence as a person of
integrity and principle, to a sham, a
parasitic game which was once again
being played out at our expense.
I tried to appease my sense of
failure by stating as clearly as I could
those concerned that

to

we, as

the

McFadden

family, opposed the
granting of amnesty, and that further
more

demanded to know the

we

identities of the Swazi

police and any
other government officials who had
been involved in Keith’s murder.
When this

of the
to

question was posed to each
"applicants’, either pretended not

know who these wretched

creatures

as one of them arrogantly
defiantly proclaimed, he was under
obligation to divulge that

were, or

and
no

our

pain,

,

our

our sorrow

transit to the ^new
South

relevant

was

and
Bishop Tutu
and his cortege have
tried to use to provide a
bridge for the whites to

waited until

-

South

loss which

Valley, and

just after mid-night, when
they stormed the house, armed to the
teeth, spilling their vileness and
destruction all across that complicit
little backward country. They were and
will always be soilless bullies who
boasted, even as they tried not to show
it during those three days of demanding
amnesty, because that is what I saw and
heard
Banked by their "lawyers’ -

to

day, after 1 had survived the incredible
hatred and volcanic anger in my chest,
I realised that my political intuition

information and did not think that it

so

terrified of two young,

threat

Ci

them describe how

-

everyone

pretend, with
them, that it wasn't really about
enslaving us; about trampling upon our
very right to life. Now they demand
that we give them a "hearing’ so that
they might expunge themselves of their
filth by dumping it on us, once again
for the umpteenth time over what
seems like an eternity.
And the arrogant, intolerant, white,
racist judge, who sat on the high
podium Banked by two Black men who
were pathetic in their meekness and
fear of white priv ilege, agreed with the
"applicants’ that they were "simply
doing their job by getting rid of
now

hit; to hear

of them at my
a bunch of cowards who

-

Africa’.

his

to

amnesty

application. When the lawyer for the
deceased indicated that refusal to give
all information might prejudice the
amnesty process ( after all they are
supposed to at least tell the ‘truth’
whatever that might be in the
circum.stances, and for

us,

truth would

have been

approximated by knowing
the names of police who are paid by
our taxes to
protect Swazi citizens, not
to

sell them for

a

few rands

to

rabid

racist

dogs. At this point, the white
judge intervened and confirmed the

55

murderer's claim that such information

Africa

-

his bleached South Africa, of

course, not

the

that my

wonderful
his life for. This so-called
one

brother gave
mediator on behalf of white murderers

{ the Black

men

did not speak during

the time I attended this

hearing), not

only named

my bother and his
comrades "terrorists’ in a South Africa
of 1999; he assisted the lawyers of the
murderers in the formulation of their

often

intervening on their behalf
clarify the points being made, and
giving unlimited opportunity for the
white defenders to spring to the defense
of their clients, whilst disparaging and
treating with utter and undisguised
contempt the attempts by the Indian
case,

to

woman

and the Black

man

who

were

representing the McFadden and
Nyanda families. By the end of the first

was not

relevant

to

the

hearing and that

anyway releasing such information
would jeopardize the safety and life of

the
the

person/s concerned. Well, that
most

blatant confirmation to

was
me

that the whole damned
crock of bull, to put
was no more

thing was a
it mildly. There

that needed to be said.

I recalled when my

mother had
in Harare in early June and
asked me to represent the family at the
hearing. 1 needed to say no, but she
was prepared to convince me that I was
the most appropriate person to be there.
My many years in the Movement
qualified me for the task; had I not
talked to her and my father endlessly
during the years of the struggle about
the critical importance of defending the
phoned

me

freedom of South Africa, because that
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was

the most

could do with

important thing

our

we
lives at this time of

being alive in this region. And I had
succeeded, maybe too well, because
my baby brother had also been
convinced, maybe not only by my
proselytizing alone. Maybe he had
been convinced as well by one or two
of the many comrades who passed
through my house and our family
home on the top of the Lubombo
mountains. Just maybe I was the
appropriate person to attend and face
humiliation

the

because

I

had

presented the challenge to them, and
they had done their best to face up to
it, even losing a precious son to it. And
now that the reckoning had come, I
had to accept the eonsequences of
those persuasive evening sessions on
the verandah talking passionately
about

free South Afriea.

a

As 1 listened to my

mother explain
why she and my father would not
attend the hearing, 1 recalled the
sensation of carrying my eighteen
month old baby brother on my baek
whilst trying to play hop-scotch with
other ten year olds; the sensation of
initial warmth and then the cold

the

hearing 1 attended all claimed that
they did not kill Keith; they killed
Zweli when he leapt out the window.
Several of them converged on him as
he lay on the ground with a broken
leg, and shot him many times in his
back and head, so they told a shocked
and grieving mother and sister. But
they were all fully complicit in the
murder of both men, regardless of
which one pulled the triggers.
The Swazi police, who were
described by several of the ‘ amnesty
applicants’ as ‘good friends of the
apartheid regime’ had disarmed Keith
and Zweli

a

few hours before the

attack.

My sister told me the night I
arrived from England where I was
doing a PhD in 1983, that when she
and my mother arrived at the
mortuary in Manzini, Keith was lying
in a pool of blood - and every bone
in his body had been shattered. For
years I felt a keen sense of pain, deep
inside what I think is my soul, every
time I remembered seeing him lying
dead; he had turned 21 that July, 10"'.
1983
So

of

as 1 sat through the proceedings
freeing the murderers of my

knowledge that 1

brother and his comrade, with Zweli’s

would have to stop my game and take
him inside to change him. Bitter

shivering at the horror that filled the

wetness

and the

memories to help me survive
the humiliation of the TRC. He was
sweet

a

quiet, almost solemn child, Keith.

He seldom cried
He

or

made much noi.se.

a lot and smiled often, unlike
the brother before him who had been

slept

hyperaetive and always demanding
attention at that age. ‘Keith was a
sweet, contented baby’, my mother
often says now, 17 years after his
brutal murder by the faseist dogs of
apartheid.
1 remembered the body riddled
with what seemed to be millions of

holes

-

across

he had six bullet holes

running

his forehead and his brains had

mother beside

room

and at

both of

me,

brother
fighting for justice and for the
dignity of Africans in South Africa
was

and where

the blatant raeist

arrogance and hypocrisy of it all., we
both knew that we needed to feel the
anger and the pain in order to
maintain some sort of distance from

ever

we

live, that

he

deserved to die, as the racist who

claims to be

Judge said in no
just ask for the
transeripts of that hearing and you
a

uneertain terms (
will

see

what 1 mean). 1 refuse to

a fraction of a second
that what he stood for and died for is

for even

accept

in any way

equivalent or could ever
compared to the fascist domination
and degradation of us as a people.
How could any one in their right mind
be

-

and here 1

mean one as

consider thinking

in African

a thing.
What kind of self-hatred makes an

-

even

African sit

such

platform with a rabid
arrogantly flouts his
disrespect of Africans and all that is
African; who faithfully served a
repugnant, hateful state and does not
make apologies for his ideological
bankruptcy? Since when did
on a

racist who

collusion with racist hatred of Black

people become the basis of a future
Afriean society? How could that
possibly make sense to anyone who
has even the most minimal respect for
them.selves as a person?
Once 1 realized that 1

us

was

back to

1983, with my brother’s body

the floor of that mean
plaee; mauled and
broken by the very characters who
now claimed that they had never
sprawled across
and heartless

intended to kill him; that he

was

in

being perpetrated
before us; in order to protect the
preciousness of what her son and my

the wrong

brother had done for the South Africa

insisted that both Keith and Zweli had

the lie that

was

even as

them

place at the wrong time
Eugene de Kock contradicted

as

their former

superior and

historically justified need to have
revenge at its fullest. This is the pain

consciously targeted for
by.the boer machinery for
months prior to that night in
November 1983, I just waited for it
to be over. I waited for the day when

that has been mobilised

I would sit down

that

we

both still strive for. We

were

angry and justified in the experienee
of that anger, that hatred, that

-

by the liberals

both Black and white within South

been blown out the baek of his head.

Afriea

I later heard that the swine who

of the atrocities these invaders have

actually murdered him was called
Cronje, and he had ‘re-counted to the
TRC in 1998 that he had ‘kept his
finger on the trigger until the
magazine was empty’. He pumped at
least forty bullets into Keith as he
stood, groggy with sleep and
obviously unarmed, in the bed-room
where he usually slept. The ones at

committed for hundreds of years.
It is our pain, our pride, our sorrow
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vicious lie that because my

today, to ‘cleanse’ the boers

and loss which

Bishop Tutu and his

cortege have tried to use to provide a
bridge for the whites to transit to the
‘new South Afriea’.

But I will not

allow anyone, I don’t care
transit to anywhere on my

who, to
baek. I

refuse to lie down and aceept a

been

elimination

as

I have done

now

and say

what 1 think about this
of the dreams
and hopes of hundreds of thousands
of Africans, young and old - who
gave their lives for this region in the
imagined expectation that those who
outrageous betrayal

came

after them would treasure that

saerifice and hold up high; high above
the sloth and the filth of three and a

half centuries of racist
and

spite; and

use

denigration
those lives as the

pillars for the construetion of

a
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Gender

society which puts the dignity of
African first
I

-

wonder

above all else.

if Tutu

has

ever

considered the very real possibility
that if we had enslaved Europeans,

across the oceans, sold
piece by piece and then
proceeded to brutalize them in all
manner
possible to a perverse mind
for almost four hundred years, then,
we proceeded to name ourselves
'Europeaners'
and basically
appropriated not only their space,

dragged them
them

their bodies but also their

identity as
people, and armed ourselves to the
teeth in a war against them when they
dared to fight to be free - that they
would be ready to forget about it
over-night, and we could demand
that they accept that it is their
responsibility to be conciliatory
and generous. I know that they
a

would
even

never

have allowed

criminalise and exclude
own

us to

think about it. See how

they

us on our

continent, let alone in fortress

Europe. Think again. Tutu, life is
real for most Africans. I guess

being awarded the noble prize by
a country which was among the
first European societies to sell
Africans as slaved says it all.
But

we

need to

future -say
‘reasonable

move to

the

the ‘knowers’ and
persons’ who also
happen to be accumulating wealth
at an incredible speed. Yes, that is
true, how can anyone argue with
that truism. However, that can only
happen when every African person
in South Africa and this region/
continent has safe and adequate
shelter; when every Black baby

that the Europeans consider
Europe theirs - that we can even
approach the notion of reconciliation,
and even then, with great caution.
For years I had dreamed of
handling an AK 47 and emptying it,
every single bullet, into those
monsters who had taken my brothers
life in his prime, and I relished that
dream every time it occurred, becau.se

I say

way

I have

what I feel and think because
fear of the nastiness; because

no

all I have to lose is the fear which has
been

taught to

Africans

us

thoroughly

as

generations; and
which eats away at our creativity, our
love of self, our very being as persons
over

many

who inhabit the

most

wonderous of all

continents. I have

no compunction in
declaring that 1 hate with a passion
I knew that that was all it was and
those nine men who killed my brother
and took the many lives of beautiful
probably could be. And when 1 sat
across those racists in a room so
young and old Africans across this
closed I thought I would die from the
region, with impunity.
1 think that Africans in particular
pain of even breathing, I felt a sense
cannot afford to apologies for feeling
of loss; that my dream would probably
end because now I have come face to
what all aggrieved peoples have not
face with the evil of it all.
only openly felt but have mobilized in
Most Africans do not articulate
order to get redress for the wrongs
which, in this case, Europeans
u
have committed against us. And I
want to emphasis the issue of
impunity because white settlers
I remembered the body
have rampaged across this
continent with impunity for too
riddled with what seemed to
long and that has to end - and it
be millions

of holes - he had
running
his forehead and his

six bullet holes
across

brains had been blown out the
back

of his head. I later

heard that the swine who

actually murdered him was
called Cronje, and he had

must

end now, not after the middle
have satisfied their

classes

gluttonous class needs on the
backs of the poor of this continent.
I know that 1 sound like

an

ultra-nationalist, but just as 1 felt
a

tremendous

affection in the
as

the

new

tlew low

of

pride and
depths of my being

sense

South African airforce
over

the hundreds of

thousands of

mostly African
people celebrating Thabo’s
inauguration on the 16"' of June
1998 that he had ‘kept his
in Union Square in Pretoria - and
finger on the trigger until the I became an integral part of that
society in a way that 1 cannot
magazine was empty \
explain - I know that I must say
those things which simmer in my
who is born has a chance to live;
when every Black child can go to
soul, causing me intolerable pain
this sentiment in the public that 1 am
and anguish.
school and realize her or his
I will not pretend that 1 forgive the
using, because they have no forum to
creativity so that we can move this
murderers
of my brother, not only
continent to the place it has to go to
say what they feel and think, or
if we are to survive and thrive as a
because white hegemony is swiftly
because it is impossible for me to
abrogate that right from one whose life
punitive of those who dare to say how
people in a place we have occupied
for millennia; when every African,
was so brutally taken - it would be
angry they are about the hundreds of
sheer arrogance on my part, but it
regardless of gender age, location, or
years of exploitation and oppression,
would be a lie, and about this 1 could
status will have the respect and the
although 1 know that they speak about
it
all
over
this
never lie.
dignity which we have an ab.solute
region, all the time,
right to, especially from those who
especially in relation to the myth of
have plundered and pillaged out
the rainbow which will be a farcical
resources and our bodies for hundred
liberal fantasy as long as millions of
Dr. Patricia McFadden is Gender
of years. For me, it is only after we
South Africans remain mired in the
Programme Coordinator for
are in possession of this continent as
Southern African Regional Institute
abject poverty which is so
for Policy Studies (SARIPS)
the rightful ‘owners' - in the same
perniciously pervasive of that society.
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Peace

Security

and

1.Back-roi’M) 2.Goais

The Zanzibar Seminar

Peace-Building in the
Great Lakes Region

on

3.PARm

Mwesiga Baregu and Arno Truger

of thf: skminar

In the November

SAPEM (Vol.

1999 issue of

13 No. 2) it was

of the seminar

The overall puipose of the seminar was
to enhance a policy related discourse

reported that a seminar on PeaceBuilding in the Great Lakes would be

combined with

held in order to contribute to the

relevant recommendations

continuing efforts to end the

building in the Great Lakes Region. The
specific objectives were:

the DRC and to

war in
create conditions for

sustainable peace in the region. The
seminar was ultimately held in
Zanzibar

from

October

31

November 19, 1999.
Zanzibar as a venue not

mediation

•

saying that when music is
played in Zanzibar people dance in the
Great Lakes. It was also hoped that
the organization of the seminar in
Zanzibar would support the peacebuilding processes between opposing
political parties in the islands.
The seminar was opened by
Tanzania's Minister for Foreign
and

International

elaborate

a
oriented

activities that

by various
namely, governmental, nongovernmental, inter-governmental
die level

and, non-African.
•

To

explore

ways of improving the effectiveness of co-operation among

the various African Actors

•

as

tivists in

peace-building in tbe Great
Region and thus to create a platform upon which to build a sustained
capacity for preventive diplomacy and
peace-building in the region.
Lakes

initiative and commended the

il’ANTS AM)

interaction between the various

for Peace and Conflict Resolution

the field

FACLLTY OF THF SKMINAR

Because of the

closing ceremony), the Finnish

Ambassador in Dar-es-Salaam, and

the

Director

following is
48

of SARIPS.

a report on

importance of the
actors

in

invited

participants with a
very heterogeneous background with
regard to their:
culture and citizenship;
organisation they work with (governmental and non-goi ernmental)
professional field (e.g.: politics, human rights, economics, media, mili•

•

•

•

in Eastern Africa (who akso attended
the

as

partners such as the European Union.
To promote the establishment of a network of researchers, officials and ac-

organisers, the Southern African
Regional Institute for Policy Studies
(SARIPS). the Austrian Study Center

undertaking the seminar. We should
perhaps add that the seminar should
have been opened by the late Mwl.
Julius Nyerere but his untimely death
denied us this insight and experience.
The opening session was also
attended by the Austrian Ambassador

well

and the external

between them

Co-

(ASPR) and the Tampere Peace
Research Institute (Finland), for

peace-

actors,

operation, Mr. Jakaya Kikwete. In his
opening remarks, the Minister
acknowledged the significance of such
an

on

on

could be undertaken

also consistent with the old

Zanzibari

Affairs

ways and to
of
action

recommendations

only

a serene environment for
reflection and interaction but its
was

explore

number

to

provided
choice

To

training workshop on
aiming at the elaboration of
a

we

tary):
knowledge and experiences in peace-

building;
•

and, of

course,

with regard to their

gender.

The

the seminar.

Participants in the seminar included mid-

diplomats and diplomatic advihigh level representatives of NGOs,
academics, a high level military officer,
journalists and lawyers. On the whole the
seminar participants were experienced in
peace-building activities such as factfinding, peaceful .settlement of disputes,
human rights protection and promotion
as well as other types of civilian and international diplomatic missions, including mediations, negotiations etc.
The seminar was attended by 35 participants all coming from African countries, namely from: Angola, Burundi.
Cameroon. Democratic Republic of
Congo, Egypt. Ethiopia, Ghana. Kenya.
Mauritius, Namibia, Nigeria, Rwanda.
sors,

South Africa, Sudan, Swaziland, TanzaIlia,

Uganda, Zambia, Zimbabwe.
was felt that the views and experi-

It

ences

of tho.se from outside the immedi-

region would be conducive to the
achievement of the seminar goals. At the
beginning of the .seminar, it was agreed
that all participants join the programme
in their personal capacity rather than as
representatives of their governments or
non-governmental organisations. This
encouraged free exchange ofinformation
and sharing of experiences.
The faculty was drawn from an international group of resource persons with
diverse backgrounds and experience.
ate
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Zanzibar

were

•

Human

familiar with activities in the realm

•

Governance, Democratisation and

diplomacy and peace-huilding in the Great Lakes Region.
Reading materials included a specially
compiled reader incorporating theoretical
and case materials recommended by the
resource people as well as three hooks
recently published by SARIPS/SAPES,
two on

the

war

in the DRC and

Sustainable

•

Disarmament

asked to

working groups were
up with concrete, action

were

collectively called the

democratisation of the Great Lakes

-

‘Karafuu’ recommendations after the

ok the seminar

states

major spice (cloves) produced in the
spice islands of Zanzibar.

methodology that informed the
design was based on a mixture
of lectures, working groups, exercises,
and readings.

Evaluations

were

divided into three

spread over one week:
Principal concepts of peace-building;
Major civilian functions for preventive
diplomacy and peace-building, and;
Strengthening of various actors in preventive diplomacy and peace-building.

main sections, each

mobili.sation of

-

resources

for peace

building, .security and development
mobilisation of political support for
the implementation of the Lusaka
Agreement

scheduled in order

facilitate the

integration of lectures,
working groups, workshops and readings
into a coherent whole for discussing what

to

OK THE

achieve

-

oriented results and recommendations.

seminar

•

come

CONKERENC'E
lasting peace in the Great
Lakes Region

OB,|Krri\ E.S

Furthermore, the

one on

The

•

process as

Education and Information

•

These

was

implementation of the current Lusaka
rectified by the Lusaka
process focus group.

Peace-keeping, Demobilisation and

•

Diplomacy and Peacebuilding in Southern Africa.

The seminar

Development - Environ-

ment

Preventative

4. Mktiiodoi.oov

United National will give
credibility to any meaningful peace
effort. The global organization will not
reinvent initiate another process but
rather will complement and supervise the

Rights

Gender

of preventive

•

of the

majority coming from Africa, all

With the

creation

-

of

mechanism

for

has been learned. Discussions at the end

monitoring the demobilisation,

of the seminar focused

disarmament and settlement of

on

bringing along

refugees

proposals for peace-building
region.

concrete

activities for the

Or(;.\nisers
5. Reshet.s

During the first two weeks, lectures and
place in the mornings,

It is recommended that the conference

and recommendations

be held under the

(ThE KaRAFCU

OE THE SEMINAR

Nations and the

Recommendations)

discussions took

With the seminar

while two parallel workshops were
organised in the afternoons. Lectures
primarily used the case study approach
and did especially focus on recent peacebuilding activities of national and
international governmental and nongovernmental stake holders in Africa.
The overall purpose of the workshops
in the afternoons was to provide practical training in the skills essential for ef-

a

forum for

a

fruitful

Unity.

dialogue was provided with regard to;
the exchange of experiences and

Paritctrants

•

•

•

inter-institutional

•

inter-ethnical and inter-national

•

governments of the Great Lakes

ideas;
the examination of existing ap-

proaches and convictions;

region and other countries in the
conflict (Rwanda, Burundi, Uganda,

,

understanding;
un-

!
|

DRC, Zimbabwe, Sudan, Zambia,
Namibia, Tanzania, etc.)
the donor

derstanding;
gender awareness.

ThI.S

mutually beneficial relationships.
workshops was also expected to integrate what had been learned
in the morning sessions.
During the third week participants
were asked to form five working groups
focusing on the analy.ses of situations in
three countries in the Great Lakes Region
and on two regional proces.ses which were

countries in

DIAI.OCl'E C'ONTRIItl'TED TO:

One of these

an

institutions (IMF, ADB. World Bank,

enhancement of relations between

various

•

mentioned and discussed several times
•

during the first two weeks:

governmental and nongovernmental organisations and
between various professions which
aided the interdisciplinary peacebuilding approach;
the development of ideas and projects
for peace building in the region;
conception of future programmes of

question)
regional financial

international and

-

•

community (African and

non-African donors i.e. countries
with significant ties with the

fective and sustainable conflict resolution
and

auspices of the United
Organization of African

etc.)
-

the United Nations

agencies

(UNDP,

specialized
UNHCR,

UNICEF, etc.)

|

-

civil

society in countries concerned
a parallel
forum be instituted preceding the

(it is recommended that
conference)

that kind.

Seminar on PEArE-Bi
Great Lake.s

A.

Analyses of the conflict situations in
the following countries:

1.

DRC

2.

Burundi

Outline

3.

International

B.

Uganda
Analyses of the follow ing

4.

Lusaka Process

5.

ii.DiNo in the

Metiiodoi.ocv
to commission assessment
missions to gather and analyse
information (includes consultation

UN

-

Programme for the Proposed
Regional Conference on
Peace, Security and Development in
the Great Lakes Region.

with: governments

and civil society)

Regional Peace/Security Conference

BaCKCROI'NI)

Within the framework of these work-

The absence of an authoritative third part
as a source of restraint is a major cause

preparation of a consolidated plan to
achieve
peace,
security and
development in the region (prepared
by UN specialized agencies in
consultation with governments and

of

civil

processes:

ing groups participants were asked to use
what they have learned during the first two
weeks and to focus

on

action

areas

actors, namely, governmental, nongovernmental, inter-governmental and,
non-African in the following fields:

ous
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duplicity of countries involved in the

Great Lakes conllict.

of vari'

Even countries

intervening are seen as parties to
conflict therefore exacerbating
situation.

-

a

society)

round table interaction

the
the

It is felt that the involvement

Continued

on

page
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Environment

The Environmental

Security Agenda in
Southern Africa
Sam

Moyo & Daniel Tevera*

SADC

region economies are very dependent on natural resources both through their
commodity exports orientation and because the livelihoods of 70% of
population depend directly on natural resource exploitation and consumption. This
article surveys the political, environmental and institutional context ofthe SADC region,
and then identifies an ideal methodological framework for environmental security
international

research.

I

ncreased demand for

resources

for

■I

local, national and export markets
as

well

escalating competition

as

for the control of natural
have been

resources

of

insecurity in the
region. Environmental security
problems, such as natural resource
conflicts and environmental change,
arise from multiple processes which
are manifest at various spatial and
sectoral levels. The key environmental
problems which underlie and define
environmental security in the region
include:
a) the resurgence of
a source

unresolved historical claims
national-boundaries

including the natural
are

and

resources

over

land,

which

embedded in them; b) conflict over

the definition,

security and realisation

of

rights to land, water and other
natural resources; and c) conflicting
authority and relations of governance
between the state and civil society
groupings. These problems span the
local, national and inter-state levels of
governance,
environmental

The

issue

of

security has become
pivotal in regional co-operation
strategies. This has come about as a
result of the shifting importance of the
nation-state in controlling natural
resources whose management has
effects.
The
transboundary
environmental

transboundary
processes which require attention in
this context are involuntary migrations,
and
cross-border
pollution
50

degradation, and planned cross-border
investments
including
settler
migrations.
A real threat facing sub-Saharan
Africa during the era of economic
liberalisation, which began in the
1980s is the prospect of the recolonisation
resources.

One

of its vast

natural

example of this is the

This article addresses the.se issues
first

by surveying the political,

environmental and institutional context

of the SADC

region and then by
identifying the ideal methodological
framework for en\'ironmental security
research. It also develops a regional
policy framework for studying
environmental security issues.

concession of temtorial enclaves rich

Tow.vrds .v Definition ok
Enmron.menial Sect'ritv

in mineral, forest and biodiversity
direct control of foreign

resources to

transnational

The discourse

recent

security has not produced a consensual

the

corporations. Some
major conflicts have shown that
control of river systems is a major

source

of armed conflict. The need to

prevent

the escalation of such

on

environmental

definition of the concept or a common

policy agenda to attain its goals. This
may be due to its interdisciplinary
nature, with participants ranging from

resource-use conflicts, cannot be
overstated and, yet, little research has
so far addressed the need for such a

environmentalists, social scientists and

SADC

secure

strategy.

environmental

security

the

military, all of whom interpret a
environment differently.
Various environmental security
S.M’EM JANl ARV 2000

Environment
researchers

have

used

different

methodological approaches that reflect
their diverse backgrounds. Not
suiprisingly, the contested nature of the
term security has complicated research
and policy in environmental security.
During the past two decades,
research on security has broadened
considerably for at least two reasons.
First, there is now the perception that
security entails more than simple
freedom from direct violence and

aggression, and that people are made
in.secure when they become vulnerable
to

is

!

starvation

or

disease. Second, there

increasing recognition that
environmental stress caused by global
environmental change may be a
contribution to, or possibly a cause of,
conflict and insecurity. More recently,
however,
the
emphasis
of
environmental security discourse has
shifted
to
the
analysis
of
between
interrelationships
environmental change and human
security, and issues that affect
individuals and groups of people, such
as food security, economic security,
political security and community
security. Several studies in this genre
have focused on environmentallyinduced conflict and on the ways in
an

which humans

environmental

cause

scarcity of renewable

resources.

The traditional

conception of
security has been reconfigured to
include non-military threats such as
human rights abuses, outbreaks of
diseases, resource scarcity and
environmental degradation (lUCN
1998). Environmental .security debates
now

focus

on

natural resources, and are affected

research. The research

socio-economic and

that is best suited to tackle the above

which

by
political variables
the supply of, or

alter

of alternative ways in
which human needs can be met. Much

analytic framework is one that is
transdisciplinary. The challenge is to
mobilise existing expertise towards
deepening regional research in this
field by building upon the growing

of the environmental

intellectual traditions of research

can

demand for natural
also

need

for

resources.

a

There is

comprehensive

assessment

focuses

on

security literature

the effects of natural

scarcity and how it intensifies
society. Recent work
indicates that resource scarcity and
environmental degradation are playing
a more
prominent role in the causal
network that produces violent conflict,
especially at the intrastate level. Thus,
development, which contributes to
environmental change, may also
resource

tensions in

contribute to conflict and violence.

While environmental

security entails

the management and sustainable use of
natural resources and biodiversity, it

also encompasses

issues such

as

respect for human rights, and basic
cultural and economic needs.

Ci

There is

growing unequal access to the benefits of natural resources

within this in-

creasingly market based
framework,....
55

the effects of the

CoNCEPTi AL Directions
FOR Soi'THERN AFRICA

intertwined

relationships between
politics, institutions, economics and
ecology. For example, Buzan (1983)
views environmental security as the
capacity to live harmoniously with

Environmental

security problem, however, cannot be
solved technically since its roots are

security research in
a young and eclectic
academic endeavour, quite rare in
university curricula for the natural and
social sciences. Environmental security
research in the region has, tended to
focus on ecological conservation issues

embedded in the socio-economic and

to

political arrangements of a given
society. The solution to environmental
in.security lies in the political domain.

political aspects of natural resources
management which include conflict
resolution, peace and security.

nature or to

maintain

a

sustainable

environment. The environmental

Mohammed Salih (1994) argues
recent African history has been

that

characterised

by conspicuous social

in.security

as a result of environmental
stress, economic pressures and loss of

Southern Africa is

the exclusion of the wider socio-

Furthermore, the research has focused
micro-level, sub-national and
national problems to the exclusion of

on

regional

and

global

levels

of

of livelihoods. To address these

environmental governance. Thus,
there are severe gaps in the academic

conflicts, a holistic view is needed of
the circumstances in which people use

organisation and methodological
frameworks of environment policy

means

SAPEM ,|AM ARY 20(M)

methodology

networks in Southern Africa.

Linking the terms environment and
security is analytically useful because
environmental problems are often
security issues. Yet, few studies in the
SADC
region have done so,
underscoring the need for an
interdisciplinary regional research
network comprising researchers,
policy makers and NGOs. The regional

((eb))cnomwpeting

research network could also contribute
to

redressing various methodological

gaps in the region’s environmental
research milieu. There is a need also

develop a theoretically sound
methodological framework for
building a collective regional
environmental security agenda. This
should be based on a critical analysis
of actual and perceived threats to
ecological stability and political
security in relation to the control, use
and exchange of natural resources
among the SADC states. Such a
perspective can best be derived from
an empirical assessment of crossborder conflicts and co-operation over
a range of natural resources.
Six key issues, based upon
empirical observations of emerging
patterns of environmental conflict and
programmes to manage and control
related transboundary effects in
Soutbern
Africa,
may
guide
deliberations towards an appropriate
analytic framework on environmental
security in the SADC region. These
to

are:

(a)

supplies of water/energy in
quality, regularity
pricing;
or conflicting claims to

secure

terms

and

and

of quantity,

uses

of natural

interstate

or

the

resources

at

transborder

community level;

(c) transboundary ecological effects of
natural resources management
caused

mainly by intrastate
practices leading to various effects;
(d) the militarisation and regimentation
of nature management in relation
to illegal and armed grabbing of
natural

resources

across

national

borders;
forms of land alienation
51

Environment

crossborder (joint)
management of natural resources to

The end of the cold war and

through

regional products (e.g. Tourism
packages) and the sharing of scarce

apartheid in the 1990s has not led to
improved interstate relations among
the SADC states especially towards the
development of peaceful approaches
towards addressing interstate or cross-

technical and investment resources

border conllicts

achieve economies of scale (e.g.
"Peace Parks”), the development of

transborder

sustainable

for

spatial
development initiatives; large
farmer migrations and foreign
management schemes,

concessions; and,

(f) external (global) hegemony and
control over natural resources and
their

through private cross-

use

transnational

border

firms’

supported by regional
governments; through global
governance treaties, trade and aid
investments

conditionalities

on

environmental

policy.
The proposed environmental security
research methodology should develop
analytic approaches which can capture
and

intra-state

environmental problems,

conflicts and

inter-state

both

competition which have been growing
in the SADC region. The research
approach should also support the
evolution of common regional
strategies for addressing global level
environmental
challenges and
optimising environmental development
opportunities at that level.
THE REGIONAL CONTEXT
Poi.rnc At. Context

has been shown by

as

the recent DRC. Lesotho

and Caprivi

Strip conflicts. Increasing interstate
conflict

over

natural

resources

and

pollution, and indeed the need to find
regional solutions to the improved
management of natural resources while
broadening their benefits to the poor,
suggests the urgent need for
developing a regional strategy for
environmental security.

of funding

about considerable
struggles and competition

Development

Community (SADC) has rapidly
expanded from 10 to 14 countries since
the early 199()s. One of the key tensions
that has always underlain the SADC
concept is the degree of its commitment
and

organisation to tackle both

development and .security co-operation
issues. The legacy of armed resolution
of conflicts, however, has seen the

extensive militarisation of most SADC
and the emergence of strong
securocratic management systems in
states

both the

public and private sectors.

arms trade, fuelling internal
conflicts, have left millions of small

Illegal

arms

.scattered throughout

the region.

few institutional resources

applied towards the adequate
generation of empirical policy oriented
information and well-organised fora
for policy dialogue and disseminating
relevant information and experiences.
The Economic Context
SADC

maintaining the geopolitical and

bilateral and multi-lateral donors. The

the

growing reallocation of land and
natural resources to new. mainly
private owners and u.sers, for largely
export oriented commercial purposes.
There is growing unequal access to the

both

benefits of natural

search

for

relevant

sustainable

development models, the rush to
minimise the environmental crises, and

struggle over constituencies has led
to
creative and negative
institutional
developments
in
environmental
policy making.
Numerous NGOs and Community
Based Organisations (CBOs) are
in
involved
implementing

resources

within this

increasingly market ba.sed framework,
while the capacity of the states to

regulate access to natural resources has
declined due to structural

adjustment

programmes. The regional trend
towards the privatisation of control and
utilisation of natural

resources,

and the

increasing interest of global capital to
participate in the exploitation of local
natural resources and energy markets,
has led to

new

contradictions and

conflicts at the national and

regional

level.

has much to do with the manner in

project funding is provisioned,
as with the types of skills found

The Enmronmentae Context
Escalating national environmental

among NGOs" personnel in Southern
Africa. This substantive gap in national

problems, with direct trans-boundary
impacts, as well as the increasingly
globali.sed framework within which the
environmental
agenda is set.

which
as

w'ell

level environmental

policy work
NGOs is exacerbated by the
weak, under-resourced policy making
capacities of the government ministries
among

responsible for the environment in
Southern Africa. However, the natural
resources

most

management

strategies of

governments remain

centralised

necessitate increased environmental

policy-making co-operation and
conflict management than has been the
case in the past. In the SADC region

demographic change and the
emergence of regional and global

and state-control oriented. Their focus

markets for natural resources under

fossilised around

liberalising markets has, in fact,
increased the national and regional

conflicts and
remains high in

through policing natural resources, and
mediating over the competition for
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are

economic arrangements of a unipolar
structure. The last decade has seen the

proclivity to use armed or
organised force in resolving basic

protecting property
the region.

there

NGOs. between local and
international agencies, and among

among

has thus been

The

Southern Africa remains weak because

the level of Government ministries,

at

planning approaches and general lack
of policy coherence at the national and
regional levels.
The strategic policy influence gap

African

security
policy making and advocacy in

and Zimbabwe, in the context of

sources

the membership of the

as

institutions. Environmental

institutional

growth of new

and income in the environment sector

However, most of these organisations
are weakened
by poor strategic

Southern

sustainable natural resource use. is also
evident in the weak SADC level

has. itself, brought

The

economic definition of the
Southern African region is rapidly

changing

strategies for incentives towards

region represents a
hierarchy of powers with a potential
to promote the hegemonic tendencies
of the larger and economically more
powerful states such as South Africa

Insthttional Context

environmental projects, at the micro,
sub-national and national levels.

and

resources.

The

geo-political, physical, ecological

The

permits to exploit such ’
This rather partial policy
framework, which
lacks local

licenses and

militaristic

strategies of management

competition and conflicts over the
physical control of shared natural
level

SAPEM JAM ARV
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Environment
Shared water systems,

resources.

migratory wildlife and destablishing
watershed beyond national boundaries
are some of the key problem areas. The
growth of intra-state eonflicts over
natural

resources

within the SADC

region has had significant interstate
consec]uences such as the inequitable
and control of natural

to

access

which has

precipitated
migrations, civil strife and
displacements.
resources

crossborder

En\

EOR

The

SECURITY ISSI
Southern Aerk a

IRONMENT.AL

ES

legacy of regional destabilisation

and

civil

and

war

development within

the
a

recent

globalising

framework has had several negative
and
positive
environmental

in the SADC region. The
region is experiencing various national

consequences
and

cross-border

environmental

problems such as natural resources
degradation and pollution, growing
interstate and private competition and
conllict
natural

over

the control of and

resources.

use

National

of

and

regional struggles to control natural
resources

have become central to

political
stability,
economic
development and environmental
sustainability.
For the semi-arid SADC region, the
locus of growing struggles over natural
resources is water. The exponential
increase in cunent and future national
and

regional demand for water

resources

for

domestic,

urban,

industrial and

agricultural development
has already ereated several contlicts.
The rapid expansion of the tourist
industry and export markets based
upon natural resources such as wildlife,
forest products and consumptive
biodiversity is a more recent arena of
potential transboundary souree of
conflict given the growing regional
competition to capture global markets.
Land

resources,

countries

were

which

in

alienated

only dislocated
peoples and local governance systems,
but they also increased the damage to
various fragile ecological systems,
thereby, causing environmental
insecurity. Economic depression and
drought in some SADC regions have
escalated

other natural
SADC

resources

in several

region countries, especially

Zambia

and

Mozambique.

of

of

natural

and

socio-economic

Illegal cross-border
poaching and trade in natural resources
have now become crucial strategies for
capital accumulation by the elites and
for the survival of the poor, resulting
in growing armed grabbing and
protection of such resources.
SADC countries now openly
compete for shared natural resourees.
Tapping the Zambezi waters is the
dream of most of the riparian states,
although only a few of them can muster
resources to tap this water for energy
or large .seale consumptive purposes.
resources.

Some border

resources

such

as

the

Sidhudhu Island, are being fiercely
conte.sted by Botswana and Namibia.
The attempt by some states to use
natural resources which are wholly
within their borders, such

as

the

damming of key tributaries (e.g. in
Botswana) and the abstraction of
inland delta

water resources

economic

liberalisation

in various countries in the
region, are also a potential source of
regional environmental insecurity.
An appropriate conceptual and
methodological framework for
understanding the SADC region’s
environmental
security
and
development is essential for the
aehievemcnt of balanced, equitable
and sustainable development.
programmes

POTENTI.VI. ReSE.ARCH ThEMES
Four

inter-related

policy arenas
addressing environmental security
policy problems and their regional
management have been identified.
Some of the issues raised by each
theme are regional water development
and
confliet, regional energy
development, land reform policy
trajectories, and wildlife, biodiversity
and tourism development.

(e.g.

Okavango in Botswana and Namibia),
can
be expected to have transboundary ecological and economic
effects. Already, during 1998/99 there

Re(;k)nae Water
Development and Conflict
This

have been armed interventions in

policy research theme will
identify various sites of bilateral and
regional level competition and

Lesotho and the DRC,

consultations

control of water

partly

over

the

resources.

National

sovereignty continues to
by the increased
globalisation of natural resources
management.Cross-border investments
be circumscribed

from abroad and within the SADC

from

and natural

Various transborder movements of

(Zambia, Mozambique). South African
capital has, for instance, moved
towards the eontrol of pristine land and

Transboundary solid waste problems
arising from increased trade, since the
demise of apartheid and the launching

most

people generate environmental
insecurity and conflict over natural
resources. Involuntary migration of
peoples across numerous SADC region
borders due to conflicts in Angola,
Mozambique, Rhodesia and South

scale white South African farmers

migration to South Africa,
causing the resurgence of xenophobic
nationalism, as migrants claim shares

region, especially in sectors such as
coiridors, sea ports
and mining, have
increased the foreign control of land

indigenous people during eolonial
times, continue to be inequitably
distributed and dominated by a few
land owners, while the pressures for
privatising communal lands mount.

SAPEM .lANUARV 2()0(l

Africa over decades not

tourism, transport
and agriculture,

Given the
limited local benefits of such land

transfers

resources.

and

the

concentration of land

increasing
ownership by a

few national elites, there is growing
nationalistic resentment against a trend
often

perceived

natural

as

resources

territorial and
rccolonization.

especially where governments have
facilitated such land transfers, through
legislative
change
(Zambia,
Mozambique and Tanzania) or through
bilateral agreements to settle large

area

and

over

assess

water in the SADC

their socio-economic

and

political origins and character. The
region's systems of
environmental governance at the
national and regional levels, and
various global economic and political
evolution of the

forces

which

evoke

inter-state

competition, conflict and cooperation
over

water

SARIPS

need to be examined. The

environment

researeh

will complement the
SADC and national
institutions whieh already do research
on the ecological and socio-economic
aspects of water management.
Together, these programmes, if
properly coordinated, will contribute
towards a sharper conceptualisation of
the politics of inter-state water policy
development and management,
regional cost-benefits of water
development, and the determination of
water conflict mediation strategies.
programme

existing
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Environment
Case studies of resource use
conflicts will need to be pursued at the
local and crossborder levels in order to
assess

national, inter-state and regional

policy responses. Eor instance, national
political and economic pressures to
inter-state water
resources, such as rivers, waterfalls,
wetlands and deltas, and their trans-

access

border

shared

or

ecological effects should be

economic and

reduced returns to

be examined.

The

key sectoral policies will
Emphasis will be on
socio-economic and political aspects of
land control rather than

on

the technical

security in the region can be examined.

NGOs, farmers’

is based

organisations and other

social movements in relation to stateled efforts at land

policy development.

Wildlife, Biodiversity .\m)

forces of

Tolrism Developments

conflict. The role of

field of

Reoion.al Energy Dex
Current SADC

elopmf:nt

region public and

private energy instruments and trade,
particularly in electricity, fossil fuels
(petrol/and gas) and nuclear power, as
well as the procurement and control of
finance for energy, will be examined
in this theme. The policy research
emphasis should be on political,
organisational and institutional aspects
of regional policy development, in
order
to
complement existing
engineering and social aspects of
SADC level research efforts. Regional
directions and balances in energy trade
and investment need to be assessed
within the context of

their role in

SADC

cooperation, integration and
security.
Neglect of the energy requirements
of the urban and rural poor,
women,

Policy debates over wildlife,
biodiversity and tourism have in the
past been national in content and based
upon
the narrow interests of
and
environmental
private

study in the region.

especially

should also be examined in

political stability
and economic development. The key
research questions should include; to
what degree can issues such as energy
security, affordable energy prices,
clean forms of energy supply and social
distributional aspects of energy
provision be addressed by the SADC
respect of regional

in the future?

Regional Land
Reform Policy Tra,)ectorie.s
Thi.s theme will examine how' land

constituencies in government, NGOs
and business. Technical expertise, and

financial
prowess
are
racially
unbalanced, and most people who are
victims of the negative effects of
unsustainable uses of natural resources
are

excluded in such debates.
This theme examines bilateral and

multi-lateral

of

In Southern Africa, where the

reproduction of

products for tourism, trade and
industrial development in the SADC
region. Cooperation in natural
resources trade (e.g. ivory), in market
development (e.g. tourism), .science and
the regulation of natural resources use
and their protection, needs to be studied
through a focus on the governance
mechanisms and regional institutions at
play. The cross-border translocation or
movements of wildlife, transboundary
veterinary processes, and regional
transboundary institutions of private
ownership of nature should be assessed.
Two other issues to be analysed,
include the role of foreign aid and
transnational capital in directing
environmental
policy, and the

participation of the rural poor in
purportedly beneficial biodixersity
management
programmes
like
"Campfire".

on

resource endowment
the natural resource base,

environmental and human

.security are
inextricably intertwined and cannot be
disentangled.
The
study
of
environmental security in the SADC
region is essentially an eclectic, and
multidi.sciplinary effort informed by a
variety of analytic perspectives.
Through a broad range of ca.se studies
and a multiplicity of study approaches,
the SARIPS Environmental Security
Research Programme hopes to evoh e
a

coherent theoretical framework that

is useful in the formulation of

a

regional environmental security
strategy in the SADC region. This
effort must, of course, be informed by
research efforts on wider peace and
.security issues and the .socio-economic
aspects of the SADC development
trends.
The

wildlife, biodiversity and forest

existing and potential natural

resource-use

conflicts

are

the result of

multiplicity of factors which must be
fully understood before the search for
possible solutions. However, in
addressing such conflicts, policy
makers often focus upon the immediate
causal circumstances for which they
provide technical or administrative
.solutions which are inadequate as they
address only the symptoms and not the

a

causes. These include
social, economic and political
influences upon both the management

deep-seated
of natural

resources

which

placed

*

are

Sam

and the demands

upon

them.

Moyo is Director of SARIPS.

and Dan Tevera teaches at the

University of Zimbabwe
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cooperation, competition

and conflicts in the management

policy, legislation and administration in
the SADC region have evolved tow'ards
increasingly privatised forms of tenure
and export oriented (including tourism)
uses of land, concentrated among elite
and marginalising the rural poor,
especially women who till the land but
do not own it. Comparative histories of
land control, management and struggles
macro¬

may well provide the basis within
which armed conflict and national

ecological aspects of land use. The
institutional focus of this research
should be the analysis of the role of

and

examined, in order to track national

regional cooperation and
gender in the
access to, rights, and control, of natural
resources and public goods is a
relatively new, but rapidly expanding

commodity exports.

challenges of these vicissitudes

pi'oblems of environmental security
transcend specific problems of conflicts
defined in the

sense

of militaristic

or

aggressive confrontations. Local
communities, and nations

are

in

a

struggle to sustain their basic
takes place under
challenging and often unpredictable
conditions of changing demographic
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Debate

and

View Points

New Neo-liberalism is not

a

Figment of Marxist imagination
An eye-opener for
Archie

I

agree entirely with Henning Melber
that we should not rent and rave

about these matters and that mud-

slinging should be treated with disdain.

how he

Henning Melber

Mafeje

take upon

can

responsibility

to

himself the
"train" young

Namibians. Or did he

use

"Marxist"

emotively

I

as a counter to the u.se of the
term "new neoTiberal"? If so, then I
have a chance not to abuse him but to

certain of the level of consciousness
with which he made the association

disabuse him. This is possible because
his credentials are not the subject of my

between

polemic

Nonetheless, 1
heeded his

But

1

am not at

own

which

sure

if he

noble advice. Nor

am

ideology and mud-slinging.
do

know

epistemologically
there is

all

that

it

is

that
any social science discourse
is

naive to suppose

free

connotations.

of

ideological
Consequently, 1 do not

believe that he is immune

to

the natural

tendency to perceive opponents’
intellectual
representations as
particularly unsound or ideologicallybiased, as the title of his rejoinder
indicates. There are no objections to this
since it is characteristic of intellectual

contestations. What is unusual is to
suppose that
intellectual

the association between
representations and
ideology can be established simply by
making a pot puree by mashing together
in one paragraph certain jarring phrases
from a six-paged text, as Melber
endeavoured to in his rejoinder. On the
contrary, such an exercise of necessity
requires absolute faithfulness to written
propositions and not phra.ses, not matter
how
I

that

objectionable.
can say with literary confidence
Melber’s title, "Cryptic Marxist

Defeatism"

was not

derived from

but

intellectual

rather

identifiable

projections that

emanate

from NEPRU and which he

seems to

affirm,

surprisingly enough, by
invoking the Marxist bogey and, not so
surprisingly, on grounds of expediency.
In Southern Africa where society is
totally polarised between a white Eirst
World and

black Third World, the

a

Namibian scholars

circumstances

could

their

representations be regarded
authentic voice and

as

the

affirmation of

an

the

"independence” of Namibia? This
bigger issue than it appears and has
far-reaching implications. Above all, it
has nothing to do with whether or not
there are enough black Namibian
scholars on the ground. It is a sign of
continuing white domination. White
is

a

intellectuals in Namibia
South Africa

believe that

(less

so

as

well

as

in

in Zimbabwe)

they know better than their

less well-trained black counterparts.

They, therefore,

determine the direction and the content
of future development. This process is

regarded as a reactionary
praxis that leads to an

insidious confirmation of the status quo.
To this 1 have very strong objections,
fully aware of the fact that it continues

inexorably under new stratagems
devised by white oligopolists and
implemented by petit-bourgeois white
supremacists.
In my

of

intervention I raised a number

pertinent issues which Melber,

perhaps out of desperation or in
exasperation, refers to as “pseuarguments”. 1 cannot take this as.sertion
seriously because he did not bother to
validate it in any comprehensive and
systematic manner. Yet, the questions
raised

were

answerable

in

an

Scandinavian Institute of African

raised.

or by any of the African
nationalists who are subscribers to

any

intellectual

unjaundiced reading of my text for my
text was neither cryptic, Marxist, nor
defeatist. It could have been written by
any social democrat from the
Studies

hardly

latter could be

unambiguous way, especially by
experts whose major preoccupation is
supposed to be economic and policy
analysis. I can illustrate my claim by
returning to some of the major issues

an

fact that

featured in the celebration. Instead,
German scholars predominated. In the

point raised the issue of

the right to

self-perpetuating and its dynamic is
hard to break because it becomes

not

merely a self-fulfilling prophecy but
primarily an excuse for maintaining
white supremacy.
At the University

of Namibia white
particularly
well-qualified fought tooth and nail to
keep well-qualified blacks out of
positions of power. In this struggle they
were joined
by white expatriates who,
unlike the black expatriates, did not
count as "foreigners" according to
prevailing racial perceptions. While
Melber might wish to exonerate
academics who

were not

himself, similar contradictions in
NEPRU

had nothing to do with
personalities. It is obvious that he who
pays the piper calls the tune. As far as

NEPRU is concerned, at first it
Swedes and

The first

reserve

was

the

it is the Germans.
While all this is done in the name of
now

SAPEM

or

CODESRIA publications.
In proper language refusing to accept

in knowledge-making. The
argument was that, if "Taking Namibia
to Greater Heights" was meant to be a

less

not

celebration of Namibia's seventh

to
hidden intluence is ever-present.
Whether or not Kwesi Prah and Richard
Jacobs stayed long in NEPRU, this is

anniversary, who spoke for whom? This

what

question

militants. While

is

called

defeatism but

militancy. If he does not appreciate the
significance of this, then 1 do not see
S.M’KM .lANl’.VKY 2IMMI

agency

was

raised in the view of the

foreign aid to Namibia, the desire

exert

they found intolerable as black
admitting that a neo55
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anchored in

than the broader economic and

soever

social

majority, and are
international community which is largely averse to redistri-

wax

could not speak of

help to complain about
the era of slavery and colonialism; it will
get us nowhere except reinforce our sense

questions as those of land,
and even history continue to
glare at us in the face. The resolution
of the African Crisis requires both a rectification of Africa’s history if the latter
is to be recovered fully, with a requisite
(global) attention to an African problem
which is essentially one grounded in the
last three centuries that have bequeathed
slavery, colonialism and apartheid.
such

of “victimhood”, he said.

Later, that night, I heard on the televinews how some surx ivors of the holo-

sion

successfully obtained a US$3
a possible US$9 billion as
compensation for having worked under
“slave conditions” in Hitler’s Germany.
Yet this is only one of the “victories” in a
long series of concessions that Jews have
been able to obtain out of a Europe whose
caust

university whose national role is
precisely to train young Namibians at
the tertiary level. One suspects that
the explanation lies in the conflict
between helping oneself and being a
do-gooder. Needless to say, it is
extremely patronising to think of
oneself as doing things for others in
a haaskap society.
the

Katjavivi’s chairmanship and his fellowsucces.sors.

But he knows

as

Katjavivi for good

reasons wanted to incorporate
NEPRU into the new University of

political

move was steadfastly
by the expatriates and the
donors concerned under the pretext that
they wanted to prevent black
totalitarianism at the university. What

Namibia. This
resisted

is true of NEPRU is also true of NISER

(Namibian Institute of Social and
Economic Research) and the arguments
advanced for resisting incorpK)ration into
the

university

were

the same as those of

had

billion out of

colonial set-up prevails in NEPRU,
Melber in mitigation refers me to Peter

I do that

it does not

tence:

economy

as

in liberal romanticism about the “Af-

Worse still were his
the past 3(X) years, which
he dismissed in no more than one sen-

African recovery - let alone a socalled “African renaissance” - when

well

gross anti-Semitic episodes. Even the
State of Israel itself is confirmation of

comments on

an

Namibian

history has been punctuated by such

no

rican renaissance”.

bution and transformation.
one

the

essential to any constitutionmaking exercise, particularly in the South
African context. He preferred instead to

an

Therefore,

to

economy as

demands of the Black

by

reference what-

questions of land and

Albie Sachs made

compromises that have

sought to attend more to minority interests of outgoing white settler societies

buttressed

View Points

got it wrong, Comrade Albie Sachs

You
From

and

In NEPRU

as

well

as

in NISER

perpetual guilt that the West has had
as long as the
world Jewry is able to keep it forever
on the agenda.
So, you have got it all wrong, Albie.

the
to

sustain and maintain

Africans have

as

much, and indeed even

justification than the world Jewry
to demand compensation and retribution
for the centuries of slavery, land alienation and displacement, colonialism and
apartheid. It is bad enough that the OAU
has not been able to sustain its position
in this regard. But such a “Compensa-

more,

tion Fund”, well mobilized

and

man-

aged, might indeed place Africa on a far
better economic footing than it is currently, and remind Africans that the
cause of their current plight is not theirs
alone.

(Mkandawire and Soludo, 1999,
p.37). It would appear that the
African neo-colonies are ripe for the
picking.
The second point, which drew a
strong response from Henning Melber,
is my political economy stance which
seemed to cast aspersions on neo-liberal
solutions, which I referred to
“new neo-liberalism". On this

as

the

issue

I

white

Melber

fish in

one

expatriates behaved like big
a small pond, gave them.selves
high-sounding titles, hobnobbed with
ministers and representatives of
foreign donors, and received inflated
salaries and consultancy fees all of
' which most would have never got in

actually equivocated. On the

hand, he suggested that a quest for
radical solutions (probably meaning
“socialist” demands) was old-fashioned
and advocated pragmatism instead. On
the other hand, while he seemed to
resent

the term “new neo-liberals”, he

“totalitarianism” and liberal white

defend in Namibia? In

disclaimed any responsibility for any
ideas that might have led to the
accusation. He did this by a sleight of

tutelage notwithstanding, in the case

worth

hand in that he

NEPRU.
The

spectre

of

black

of NEPRU and NISER individual

interests also played an
important role. In self-defence and in
denouncing my “old-fashioned”
rhetoric Melber argues that even in an
overall neo-colonial situation willing
vested

individuals
and

can

still do useful work

bring about positive changes. He
“training” young Namibians

offered
as one

of the virtues of NEPRU. Chris

Tapscott said exactly the same thing
with regard to NISER some years ago.
Laudable as this might be, it does not
explain why both NEPRU and NISER
refused to surrender power and join
56

own

countries. Does Melber,

like Chris

Tapscott, have a “turf” to

their

passing it is
noting that there are more
expatriates now in Africa than there
were at

the end of formal colonialism.

Under neo-colonialism
countries

are

developed
their

able to export

unemployment especially to Africa
through a myriad of foreign aid
schemes. In a revealing passage the
authors of Our Continent

our

Future

have this to say: “It is estimated that
about 100 000 expatriate technical-

simply referred to
“heterogeneity of thought” and a
“variety of interpretations” as the
hallmark of NEPRU. Implicit in these
effusions of fancy w'as that he, unlike
me, is not dogmatic. Even so, 1 am
waiting for the day when he would
recruit
in the

a

German neo-fa.scist to NEPRU
of “heterogeneity of

name

thought” and “varied interpretations".
The fact of the matter is that social

reproduce themselves by

assistance staff work in Africa,

institutions

meddling in every aspect of policy
analysis, advice, policy-making, and

adhering to certain norms and values
which come to characterise them. My

implementation and gulping up 4
USD
per
annum”

hunch is that at the present juncture
NEPRU would be under pressure from

billion
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to

the false

dogmatic than the new neo-liberals. For
instance, the supposition that in the
initial stages of growth poverty is

or

his

unavoidable is old-fashioned. Hansohm

impression given by Melber
playing up to the gallery, policy
advisers are not free-floating signifiers
who
random
give
policy
recommendations.
They choose
according to their preconceived ideas
about development and are often mindful
of the general orientation of the recipient
government. At the moment the socioeconomic climate in Namibia is very
favourable to the “new neo-liberals”.

Contrary to what Melber might think,
“new neo-liberalism” is not

abuse invented
It has

a

historical

as

well

as

referent. If neo-liberalism

term

of

substantive

was a

of disillusionment with
economics

a

by “dogmatic” Marxists.
result

Keynesian

neo-classical economic

or

theory, then it could be said that the
neo-liberalism is

a

new
culmination of that

applauded them in my
My quarrel with them was
that, having volunteered that “poverty

stagnation in Africa. This put
agenda new social demands such
as not “poverty alleviation” but
“poverty eradication”, “development of
human
capital”,
“bottom-up”
development strategies, and “equitable
access to productive resources”. While
these might strike Melber as old-

alleviation” should be treated

fashioned “socialist” demands, in fact.

and Presland admitted

as

much in their

paper and I
intervention.

part of
any development strategy and not as a
remedial exercise, and having credited
as

pronouncements by the Namibian
government with regard to reduction of
existing inequalities in the country, they
failed

to
say
what model of
accumulation would this require.

Instead, they made vague references
disapprovingly to a “very

somewhat
extended

publie seetor” in Namibia,
revealing its precise nature and
the strategic reasons behind it. One
suspected that here the new neo-liberals
without

development. Its distinguishing feature

wanted

is the unshakable belief in the absolute

was

to eat

their cake and have it. This

efficacy of the market in the allocation

particularly so in dealing with the
Southern African settler-economies that

of

exhibit the most

re.sources

universal

and in the market itself

as a

principle. This has issued in

mono-economics in which liberalisation
and

deregulation are mandatory. In
new gospel was introduced
by the World Bank through its Structural
Adjustment Programmes (SAPs) in the
1980s. It failed dismally and the 1980s
Africa this

were

declared

a

“lost decade”

on

the

continent. This called for

rethinking
among the new neo-liberals, which they
did including the World Bank.
In the meantime, as would be

expected, the failure led to loss of faith
in the policies of the World Bank and
gave an added impetus to criticisms
against its theoretical suppositions,
namely, that the market is everything and
the state is its antithesis. Of particular
concern

was

forced liberalisation and

deregulation by IMF, as both hurt most
vulnerable groups and the poor and did
not necessarily bring about growth. In

extreme

forms of

inequity in the world which are racially
determined, despite the preferred
categorisation according to “language
group” in Namibia which is not found
anywhere else in the world.
Second, while .seemingly accepting
de-racialisation of the economy in
Namibia and reduction of inequality and
poverty, Flansohm and Presland were
not forthcoming on how this could be

they are the handiwork of western
democrats led by Richard Jolly

social
since
his pioneering with Hollis Chenery (see
UNDP
Human
Development
Report, 1997). When 1 asked who owns
what and in what proportions in
Namibia, Melber considered the

question irrelevant and limited himself
to a formalistic answer concerning the
mineral wealth and marine
Namibia.

ventured

resources

in

Surprisingly enough, he

no

views

on

the land and the

agrarian question in Namibia.
Presumably, he thought that Wolfgang
Werner's representations on the issue
sufficed and yet during his tenure as
Director in the Ministry of Lands,
Resettlement and Rehabilitation Werner

loggerheads with his blaek
colleagues over land poliey.
It would seem that there is a great deal
at stake. But Melber, according to his
own admission, totally failed to grasp
the distinction I sought to make between
equity and inequality in the context of
was

at

Namibian

divided Southern African settlerconomies. Nor could the

economics. The fact that Hansohm in

did in their paper.
In resting my case

practice or on what
strategies could be adopted to realise
these objectives in an era of mono-

presenting their joint paper in Gaborone
in 1997 had no qualms in re-affirming
the World Bank dogma that macroeconomic indices are more important
than any measures that might be taken
to alleviate poverty is indicative.
Despite Melber's optimism, petty

racial

I wish to assure
Henning Melber that I bear him no
malice whatsoever but 1 reserve the right
to
interrogate his intellectual
representations and those of his
colleagues in NEPRU. By the same
token 1 would like it to be known to

him

stillborn. What makes him think that

that, though 1 belong to a
yestergeneration, I am certainly not a
fuddy-duddy and definitely not behind
any of the social scientists in Southern
Africa, whether they be expatriates or
otherwise and irrespective of discipline.
He should read my texts in the context

it will work in Namibia? Because the

of African mefu-nationalism and refrain

reformism

was

tried in Zimbabwe. It

rejected as unworkable and socially
injurious. Among those who made
frequent references to the "new neoliberalsim” were political economy
advocates of different ideological
persuasions (cf Mkandawire and Soludo.
1999). If Melber had an inkling of the

Africa it has rendered the ANC's

nor

did it

placate white oligopolists.
Reconstruction and
a

Development Plan

whites

Namibian

help to
In South

are

more

have

accommodating than the rest?
It is possible that the new neoliberals are chasing their tails. No
sooner had they paraded their mono-

himself

economics

.SAPKM .lANl'ARV 2000

the

achieved in

neither succeeded

jumped to conclusions or betrayed
so readily.
It is important to add that the African
scholars who got involved in the debate
are not
any more old-fashioned or

on

underlying
inequity be obviated by sheer
manipulation of aggregate figures, as
Hansohm and Presland unashamedly

other words, the new neo-liberal
solutions of the World Bank were

evolution of these ideas, he would not

economic

they

were

as

a

from

mistaking his «/rcr-view of things
deep-seated but
largely unarticulated African sense of
self-realisation. In the process he might
yet find more eye-openers.
in Namibia for the

universal model than

confronted with increasing

poverty everywhere in the Third World
(and now Eastern Europe) and

Archie

Mafeje teaches at the
University in Cairo

American
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The Value of

Democracy
Amartya Sen*

A country does not
become fit through

have to be judged to be fit for democracy, rather it has to
democracy. This is a truly momentous change.

time ago,

This is

quite recently, with the recognition that
the question itself was wrong-headed;
a country does not have to be judged
to be fit for democracy, rather it has to
become fit through democracy. This
is a truly momentous change.

many

thought-provoking question; so
things of gravity have happened

deny that democracy
gradually over a very long
period,
advanced
by
many
developments; from early Greek
theorizing and ephemeral practice (and
other early writings on political and
civil governance in different societies),
to the Magna Carta in 1215, to the

over

the last hundred years.

French and the American Revolutions

I want to discuss here the

in the

of the

in the summer of
leading Japanese
newspaper
(Nihon Keizai
Shimbun) wanted me to identify the
most important thing that has happened
in the twentieth century. 1 found this
ome

S

to

be

1997,

a

a

Huropean empires
French

-

that had

-

ninetCL. ‘h

The

mostly Biitish and
dominated the
.■iid. Wo

:;o

ceme to ai

witnessed two world

\V<'

wars.

saw

the rise and fall of Fascism and

Nazism,

fhe cci.tury also
the rise of Communism and

witnes.sed
a

mixture

of a fall (as in the former Soviet Union)

and

a

radical transformation (as in

China).

It also

shift from the

saw a

economic dominance of the West,
a new

to

economic balance which is much
dominated

by Japan and East and
Soutfreast Asia. Even though the
region is going through some financial
and economic problems right now, this
is not going to nullify the shift in the
balance of the world economy that has
occurred through many decades (in the
case of Japan, through nearly the entire
century). There is no lack of major
more

events to

focus

on.

But I ended up arguing that the preeminent development of the period is

the rise of

democracy. Indeed, in the

distant future when
at

what

people look back
happened in this century, they

would find it difficult

,

I believe, not

accept the pre-eminence of the
emergence of democracy as the most
to

striking development of this period.
58

not to

has evolved

eighteenth eonlury, to the spread
of adult franchise in Europe and North
Aiuciica ill the nineteenth century. But
it is in the twentieth century that the
idea of democracy got establish'xl as
the "normal" form of government to
which any nation is entitled - whether

in

or America, or Asia, or
We do not have to establish

Europe,

Africa.

afresh, each time, whether such and
such a country (South Africa, or Chile,

Congo, or Cambodia) is "ready" for
democracy (the type of question that
was prominent in the discourses in the
nineteenth century); we now take that
for granted. Indeed, it is appropriate
to assert, in this meeting in Seoul, that
the fuller emergence of democracy in
the Republic of Korea (including the
pro-democratic
powerfully
commitments affirmed by the visionary
leadership of President Kim Dae-jung)
is itself an excellent example of a step
in the direction of consolidating
democracy in the contemporary world.
In earlier times, there were lengthy
or

discussions
another

on

whether

one

country or

“fit for democracy”
(for example, the British discussed it
regularly
in
denying
India
independence). That changed only
was

yet

Dl’.MOt

RACY AND

OkVI-.I.OPMKNT

significance
democracy as a
of de\elopment - indeed as

issue of

'junstituent

an integral [lart of a good society in the
contemporary world. I shall argue that

democracy has three ilistinctly positive
contributions.

First, it enriches

individual lives

through more freedom
(involving political and civil rights).
Second, it provides political incentives
to the rulers to respond positively to
the needs and demands of the people.
Third, the process of open dialogues
and debates that democracy allows and
encourages helps in the formation of
values and priorities, and this
constructive function of democracy
can be very important for equity and
justice as well as efficiency.
Markets too have a major function
in the process of development - a role
that has been much discussed and

applauded over the last few decades.
The world has benefited plentifully
from the increase in

productivity and
prosperity that the market mechanism
has made possible. The economic
advantage of the use of markets, which
Adam

Smith

discussed

with

than two
hundred years ago, do not have to be
freshly acknowledged in the

exceptional clarity

more
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contemporary world. They are part

China) have had faster rates of

the

economic

of
understanding that
economic analysis generates, and this
lesson has been widely recognized.
However, while democracy is
important - indeed crucial - for
development and for social justice, the
success of democracy depends not only
on

standard

the institutional forms that

are

adopted (important as they are), but
also on the vigor of practice. The
opportunities created by political and
civil rights have to be seized and used
in line with our understanding of
fairness and Justice. The functioning
of democracy depends to a great extent
on

its constructive role, since its

achievements

the actions of
citizens, influenced by values and
norms.
The success of democracy
depends
ultimately
on
the
emergence,
sustaining
and
strengthening of values that make
responsible democratic practice
effective and consequential.
depend

Democracy’s

on

complex

role

What

exactly is democracy? We
identify democracy with
majority rule alone. Democracy has
complex demands, which certainly
include voting and respect for
election results, but it also requires
the protection of liberties and
freedoms,
respect
for legal
entitlements, and the guaranteeing of
must not

free discussions and uncensored
distribution
comment.

of

news

Indeed,

and

fair

elections

even

growth than many less
authoritarian ones (including Costa
Rica,

or

But

Jamaica,

a

or

India).

general relation of this kind

cannot be established on the basis

of

purposefully selective evidence. For
example, we cannot really take the high
economic growth of Singapore or
China in Asia as a "definitive proof”
that

authoritarianism does better in

promoting economic growth - any
more than we can draw the opposite
conclusion

on

the basis of the fact that

the best record of economic

growth in

Africa (in fact, one of the finest records
of economic growth in the whole

in Botswana, which
has been an oasis of democracy in that
continent over the decades. We need
world)

can

be

seen

and to consider the views of the

competing protagonists. Democracy is
a demanding system, and not just a
mechanical condition (like majority
rule),
In
we

seen

in isolation.

evaluating the role of democracy

also have to examine the claim of

some

commentators

that

democratic systems are

non-

better in
bringing about economic development.
This belief sometimes goes by the
name of "the Lee hypothesis", after the
presentation of this point of view by
Lee Kuan Yew, the distinguished
leader and former president of
Singapore. He is certainly right that
some relatively disciplinarian states
(such as a pre-democratic South Korea,
his own Singapore, and post-reform
SAPEM .|ANUAR^
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and

Security

We must also go beyond the nanow
confines of economic growth and

scrutinize the broader demands of
economic

development, including the
security.

need for economic and social

In that context, we have to look at the
connection between political and civil

rights, on the one hand, and the
prevention of major economic
disasters,

the other. Political and

on

civil

rights give people the opportunity
to draw attention forcefully to
general needs, and to demand
appropriate public action. The
governmental response to the acute
suffering of people often depends
on the pressure that is put on it. The
exercise of political rights (through
voting, protesting, criticizing, and
so

on)

can

make

a

real difference

the

political incentives that
operate on a ruling government.
to

I have discussed elsewhere the

remarkable fact that in the terrible

history of famines in the world,
substantial

famine

has

free

We

press.

cannot

we

no matter
look at the current

starvation in Sudan
Somalia
more

systematic empirical studies to
the claims and counterclaims.

There is, in fact, no

convincingly
general evidence that authoritarian
governance and the suppression of
political and civil rights are really
beneficial in encouraging economic
development, even if we identify
development merely with economic
growth (which we should not). Indeed,
the general statistical picture does not
permit any such induction. Systematic
empirical studies based on intercountry comparisons (for example, by
Robert Barro or by Adam Przeworski)
firmly contradict the thesis of any
general conflict between political
rights and economic performance.
Taking into account all the
comparative studies that arc now

find

exceptions to this rule,
or

North Korea,

of the recent famines in

sort our

no

ever

occurred in any independent and
democratic country with a relatively

whether

be

news

them, therefore, remains untarnished.

rights give people the
opportunity to draw attention
forcefully to general needs,
and to demand appropriate
public action. The
governmental response to the
acute suffering ofpeople
often depends on the
pressure that is put on it.

the electorate the freedom to obtain

relation between economic

growth
democracy - in either direction remains extremely plausible. Since
democracy and political liberty have
importance of their own. the case for
no

and

Political and civil

deeply defective if they occur
without giving the different sides
adequate opportunity to present their
respective ca.ses, or without giving

can

available, the hypothesis that there is

or

Ethiopia,

in other dictatorial

regimes,

or earlier famines in the
Soviet Union in the 193()s, or in China

during 1958-61 with the failure of the
Great Leap Forward, or earlier still the
famines in Ireland

or

India under alien

It is remarkable also that China,

rule.

which

doing in many ways much
economically than India, still
managed to have the largest recorded
famine in history when nearly 30
million died,
with the faulty
governmental policies remaining
uncorrected for a full three years while
was

better

millions and millions died each year.
The

policies

also uncriticized,
opposition parties
in parliament, no free press, and no
multi-party elections; indeed it is
precisely this lack of challenge that
allowed the deeply defective policies
since there

were

were no
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to

continue

even

when they were

millions each year.
There are important

economic

Many

recommend the

rule).

killing

incentives (which the market system

provides) while ignoring political
incentives

(which democratic systems

could

guarantee). But to ignore
political incentives is to opt for a deeply
unbalanced .set to ground rules. Indeed,
the security provided by demoeracy
may not be much missed when a
country is lucky enough to be facing
no serious calamity, when everything
is running along smoothly.

democratic institutions,

in

development. Their use is conditioned
by our values and .priorities, and
ultimately by our sense of justice.

non-extreme

the children),

or

but

serious

(especially

among

lack of completion of

land reform programmes legislated
earlier. This docility of opposition has

permitted successive governments to
get away with unconscionable neglect
of these vital matters for

public policy.

that

Democracy

with

Vision

mechanism to be itself

different ways - with or
with or without social

briefly discuss the
role of democracy in the contemporary
world, arguing that developing and
strengthening a demoeratic system is

need not choose

need not make up

-

Indeed,

their minds or give
they need to do is

follow.

This has been

lesson learned from

a

bitter

Philippine

political experience of not so long
ago. By contrast, a democracy
cannot

survive without civic virtue...

The

political challenge for people
today is not just to
replace authoritarian regimes by
democratic ones. Beyond this, it is
to make democracy work for
ordinary people.”
Democracy does create this
opportunity, which relates both to its
“instrumental importance” and its
around the world

“constructive

role”

discussed earlier.

which

not choose

as

were

But with what

well, with its

own

experienee of famine under British
60

need not make

up

ago.

market
own

-

a

without vision,
responsibility.

social commitment to

norms

the market mechanism itself.

Public debates and discussions

play

a

can

major part in the formation of

values. In this sense, the openness
associated with democracy is part of

problems of value

failures that hinder the effectiveness of
markets. The force of publie

discussion
of the correlates of
democracy, with an extensive reach, its

need

their minds or give their
consent. All they need to do
is to follow. This has been
a hitter lesson learned from
Philippine political
experience of not so long

strength these opportunities are seized
depends on a variety of factors,
including the vigor of multi-party
politics as well as the dynamism of
value formation. For example, in India
the priority of preventing starvation
and famine was fully gripped already
at the time of independence (as it had
been in Ireland

-

-

its

priorities is essential not only for
equity, but also for the efficiency of

Under dictatorial rulcy

their consent. All
to

a

is not

only

one

cultivation

people need not think

on

and

the solution of the

I have tried here to

the
-

solution to many problems, whereas it
is an instrument that can be used in

put the point

-

taking

from

past,

Fidel Valdez Ramos, the

need not think

as

Some serious harm has resulted, in the

former President of the

Philippines,
with great clarity in a
speech last November at the
Australian National University:
“Under dictatorial rule, people

they cannot be

mechanical devices for

viewed

I had

citizens.

much effectiveness

undernourishment

general issue which
flagged earlier. The achievements
of democracy depend not only on the
rules and procedures that are adopted
and safeguarded, but also on the way
the opportunities are used by the
now to

was

There

in the activism of

of

Dkmocr.vcy and the
Role of Opposition
I turn

View Points

political participants
preventing famines and in sharply
condemning governments for open
starvation, and the quickness and force
of this process made the prevention of
such calamities an inescapable priority
of every government.
And yet
successive opposition parties have
been quite doeile in not eondemning
widespread illiteracy, or the prevalence

lessons here.
technocrats
of economic

use

and

can

also

make

democracy itself function better.
Just as it is important to emphasize
the need for democracy, it is also
crucial to

safeguard the conditions

and circumstances that

ensure

the

and reach of the demoeratic
process. Valuable as democracy is
a major source of social opportunity
(a recognition that calls for vigorous
range

defense

-

not

least in Asia), there is

also the need to examine ways

and

of making it function
realize its potentials.

well,
to
The
achievement of social justice
depends not only on institutional
forms (including democratic rules
and regulations), but also on
effective practise. I have tried to
means

present reasons

for taking this issue

be of central

importance. This is
the major agenda that we face today.
to

essential component

of the process
development. The significance of
democraey lies, I have argued, in three
an

of

Nobel Laureate Amartya Sen
Master of Trinity College,

distinct virtues:
1.

its intrinsic

Cambridge, UK, and Lament
University Professor Emeritus at
Harvard University.

importance;

2. its instrumental contributions and;
3.

is
in

its constructive role in the creation

of values and

norms.

No evaluation of demiKratic form of
governance can be complete without
considering each.

However,

while

we

must

acknowledge the importance of

article is excerpted from
a
presentation on “Democracy and Social
Justice, ”delivered at the Conference on
Democracy, Market Economy and
Development in Seoul, Korea, February

This

1999
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Books

Catastrophist
Written

by Roiuin Bennett, published
by Rachel Serenzo.

in I99B. Reviewed

I

n

his last letter to his wife Pauline.

Patrice Lutnumba wrote: “Do not weep
for me. dear wife. I know that my

country, which is suffering so much, will
know how to defend its

independence and
liberty. Long live the Congo!"
Quoted in The Catastrophist, almost 40
years later, these words are a painful echo of
hopes destroyed. Lumumba's death was
entwined with the victory of the politics of
greed and cynicism in the Congo. His
tnemory is treasured as the visionary who
took the Congo to its independence and as a
leader the country never quite h;id. People
suffered after his death, and they continue
to do so. In a country infected with poverty,
its

strife and Mobutism. Lumumba counts

as a

and

meaning of commitment, personal and
political. And it also offers up different ways
to look at the “troubles" without becoming
tied up in the knots of Northern Irish
politics.
James follows Ines to Léopoldville
(Kinshasa), where she is a correspondent for
the Italian communist newspaper. L'Unita.
It is November 1959. On the Journey from
the airport a stnall boy throws a stone at the
car. it is an inkling of the tensions alive in
the city. Much deeper expressions of anger
follow. That night, many more stones are
thrown into the settlers' “toy town" from the
cité, the native quarter. The crowd of
Congolese chant "depanda" (independence).
The following day, at a garden party with

martyr. But for Jatnes. the narrator of The

the settler elite, shots

Catastrophist. Lumumba's death is the
outcome not of heroism, but of “political

across

calculation and self-belief'. It is. James

believes,

"unnecessary", the consequence of
judgement; Lumumba is “a kind of
conjurer" who fails to pull off his last trick.
In truth. The Catastrophist is neither a
historical novel, nor is it really about
Lumumba. Ronan Bennett borrows a readypoor

made thriller whose realities fiction would
be hard put to

tviatch. In the story of Congo's
independence, there is suspense, intrigue and
an array of
malevolent and charismatic
characters. Bennett puts them to good use.
elaborating upon them and adding a few of
his own. The book also profits from the
glorious, but often deceptive Congolese
environment, which dazzles and shocks by
turns. It is a backdrop guaranteed to stitnulate
any writer's imaginings and one which has
been exploited for the purpose before. The
rich descriptive passages contained in The
Catastrophist testify to the visual wealth of
the country.
The plot centres on

Janies,

an

Irish

writer, who Journeys to the Congo to reclaim
the affections of his Italian lover. Ines.
Bennett is also Irish and has written about
the conflicts of his homeland in

previous

can

be heard from

the river, then soldiers

dump the
independence demonstrators in the
water. Blood mingles with the beautiful but
destructive water hyacinth.
Only months later. James watches the
bodies of

settler's terror and bewilderment

as

narrative value to James' observer status. The
prose is controlled, spare, and all the more
immediate for that. His impressions are solid

and

along the way there are motnents of great
insight. James' stare penetrates to the heart
of the settler community, in retreat as
independence is declared. They are facing
the unknown. "Every white face betrays loss,
and utter bewilderment... They are
speechless, blank, horrified." He overhears
one man ask why the army is letting this
happen, then he realises the man was
whispering.
I have often heard whites being defensive
and wary, but this is the first time I have
ever heard a colon keep his voice down. In
that instant I grasp the extent of what we are
witnessing.
However, the euphoric moment of
Lumumba's victory, in June 1960. gives way
to tribal fighting and to a conspiracy to

work. This time, far from his native Belfast.

eliminate the

Bennett finds

Mobutu takes power and Lumumba's
comes under direct threat. The events

Technicolour that is

simply
not available in the grey Irish mist and rain.
The result is a beautifully-crafted novel
which has earned him much literary praise.
The book provokes questions about the value
a
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the

balance of power swings away from thetn at
the dawn of independence. There is a certain

new

Prime Minister. Colonel

through James'

life
are

and shaped to fit
the narrative. Their significance is reduced
in this perspective, and the treatment might
seen

not

sit well with those who remain ardent

supporters of Lumutnba's ideals. At times it
feels like

fictional

an

intrusion into

history, albeit

a

one.

James’ views

Lumumba and his

on

comrades in the

independence tiiovenient are
less than enthusiastic. During one of
Lumumba's most powerful speeches, he has
to hold himself back from being carried on
the tide of feeling which overwhelms
everyone else present. He reminds himself
that Lumumba is Just another politician and
that his words are therefore, by their nature,
empty. Jatnes cannot empathize with the
struggle for freedom because of the same
wariness of forthright engagement that later
prevents him understanding why his mother
and sister

join civil rights campaigners in

Belfast.

James
He

was

changed his name from Seatnus.
born in Northern Ireland, but he says

“1 couldn't

care less about Orange or Green."
His resolve to preserve neutrality stands out
in his Catholic family, and is related to a

profound rejection of his troubled childhood.
As

an

adult, he

was

first

a

historian then later

began to write fiction, but throughout his
work he looked firmly away from politics
and in his personal life he resisted lasting
involvement. Ines says James is what in
Italian would be called "catastrofista". For
him. “No problem is small. Nothing can be
fixed, it is always the end." James knows
not

what to believe in

so

he eschews belief.

He is “in permanent

emotional

doubt of his
authenticity."

own

In the Irish contlict. James is determined
to see all

sides, to ri.se above the "tribal and

petty" and he makes the mistake of thinking
this is equally appropriate in the Congo. Not
only does this attitude finally lo.sc him Ines.
but he becomes a pawn in the political
manoeuvring of Mark Stipe, a US consulate
official whose CIA credentials

are

apparent.

Continued

on

page

eyes,
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Book Review

The World Trade

Organisation:
A guide to the framework for
International trade
Bhaghirath lutl Das, Published by the Third
Printed by Jutaprint Penang,
Malaysia, 1999 p425; Reviewed by Godfrey Chikowore
Author:

World Network;

Systematically compiled this contribution
by far surpasses the earlier attempt by the
same

scholar entitled "An Introduction to

the WTO

Agreements - Trade and
development i.ssues and the World Trade
Organisation", published in 1998.
The book by Bhaghirath Lai Das as a
fundamental attempt on the clarification
and elaboration in simple terms of the
intricacies of various concepts,

articles and
provisions of the Agreements comprising
what can most appropriately be referred to
as "The Family of WTO Agreements".
With GATT
1947 having traversed
great distances culminating in the Tokyo
Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations
in 1973 9 subsequently followed by the
Uruguay Round of 1986 - 94 which saw
WTO emerge as a newly enhanced
-

-

incarnation of GATT, there
account

for.

important

as

areas

was a

need to

well

as reshape several
that had hatched in the

process.
Monumental contributions

on

the

as a developed institution with such a
complex and highly controversial
responsibility.
Noting that the World Trade
Organisation (WTO) provided a framework

Agreements

equally for the operators and u.sers.
The highly technical and legal jargon,
limitations in those very monumental
contributions since the inception of GATT
1947 left officials, industrial and trade
executives

let

alone

students

of

other governments
War. compounded

after the Second World
by a Great Depression

in the late twenties and
to

measure

early thirties as a
counter-balance the trade

protection that was then imposed by major
trading nations. Other under privileged
governments felt it as necessary to create a
multilateral discipline in the field of
As matters stand to

international trade.

date, did the

expectations of the then
underprivileged governments as well as the
under privileged in the contemporary
change? Possibly, but reality points
a

scenario

on

the unfavourable

hand while the under

developed countries
are equally getting more and more
underdeveloped on the other hand.
Surprisingly these two diametrically
opposing but paradoxically consistent
tendencies
"development and
underdeveloped" have emerged equally as
a function of unequal trade practices inspite
of the initially good intentions behind the

international trade and commercial

GATT/WTO creation.

a vivid conception of
the multilateral framework of international

the intention

diplomacy without

trade. The very well pronounced readability
attribute of the Bhaghirath contribution has

gone an extensively long way in addressing
the needs and expectations of the operators
and

users

defined above, who hitherto had

hardly been accounted for in earlier
contributions on the WTO Agreements.
-
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understandable." he should have

pursued
logical end by
punctuating the clause "the agreements

that contention to its

understanding of these agreements not only

unfolding of economies the world-over
with disparities mounting more than ever
before as the developed countries
systematically get more developed on one

and function of the WTO

in its

agreements

understandable"

pointed out by the author, i.e. economics
appeared not to have secured an extensive
readership and worse still these
contributions had failed to systematically
expose the essence, nature, composition

the

goods and services and for the protection
of intellectual property rights and
obligations, the author notes the very
circumstances in which the WTO emerged.
This formation emerged as a call by

WTO-Agreements from various angles as

others,

make

to

for the conduct of international trade in

towards

and international law among

value addition in his (this) efi'ort lies

attempt

was

Definitely, while

well conceived but the

means towards the end was extensively
fraught with gross multi-dimensional
irregularities deriving mostly from unequal
trade relations between and amongst the
very same countries which then preached
and still preach the "illusive gospel of equal
trade" on an international and global scale.
As the author explicitly states that "the

at

to

indicate

face value but the nature of

a

an

Pandora

they constitute behind the curtains for
many people the world over especially in
the developing world.
To Bhaghirath Lai Das and we are
grateful that while your contribution
Box

explicitly states that it intends not to give
any critical academic analysis or any
balance sheet of benefits and losses

arising

of these agreements, far from it. this
contribution paradoxically constitutes a
out

reliable springboard and most

very

appropriate point of departure in the whole
analytical discussion on how GATTAVTO
has
of

historically contributed to the poverty
nation-states (that is Developing

some

Countries)

hand and the aflluence

on one

of other nation-states (that is

Countries)

on

substantiate

Developed
To

the other hand.

the

GATT/WTO

"fundamental contradiction" and

as
a

a

"self

concept"
which
has
sy.stematically not lived up to expectations,

defeating
late

as

as

1995

and

even

contemporary, countries the

in

the

world over or

economies the world

over have undergone
systematic categorization relative the
level of organi.sation and functioning of
their productive forces' or alternatively
relative the level of how much they have
been exploited by or how much they have
also exploited other member-states through
the trade conduit, upheld by the GATT/
a

WTO.
The GATT/WTO

Agreements have
world economies
differentiate into Low-income (comprising
45 states with a GNP per capita ranging
thus

systematically

from 90 US$

-

seen

660 us$); Middle income

up to form two categories lower
middle income comprising 40 states with

(dividing
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GNP per capita ranging from 730
790 US$, with the upper middle

US$ - 2

Further

notwithstanding the systematic exposure
Bhaghirath Lai Das accorded it were

New developments within the WTO
Agreements which saw the emergence of
agreements on Trade-related Aspects of
intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) as

the contents of

well

confirming the WTO

as a

income
comprising 21 states with a GNP per capita
ranging from 2 840 US$ - 9 130 US$);
High-income (comprising 23 states with a
GNP per capita ranging from 12 600 US$ 35 760 US$), World Development Reports

“fundamental

(1995,

adopted a declaration in September in
Algiers to submitted to the third World
Trade Organisation Ministerial Meeting to

1996.

1997.

1998/99).

that

early 9()s
unfavourably evolved with yet another
group coined "Poorest of the Poor - Least
Developed Countries" emerging as an
fundamental contradiction.

eommerce

be held in Seattle. United States from

November 3()th.

In that declaration there

call to accord

special treatment to
disadvantaged economies whereby the
Seattle negotiations were supposed to
essentially lead to an international trading
system that was supportive of and

a

was a

42 Least

Developed Countries the world over were
identified with
nearly two-thirds
comprising African States nearly fifty-two
years since the inception of the GATT/
WTO Agreements in 1947.
Confirming his contention to make his

contributive to the

success

essence

clearly hints how the Family of the WTO

contradictory in

Agreements have to be read and be most
comprehensible noting that agreements (1)

contradictory

this

declaration

far

as

programmes were as

(V) constitute the Multilateral Trade

as

as

is

still

the structural

equally and eternally

the WTO Agreements

themselves.

Agreements. The very complex procedure

With

the

as on

Services

are

a

welcome since

the

rapid developmental rate of science and
technology meant that the respective
countries had to reap the full benefits of
their technological innovations. At the
same time with the
newly emerging world
economic and trade scene, the prospects of
these very countries lies in the knowledge
intensive, high-technology of industrial
production and services. In all, this does
not exhaustively .solve the plight of
many
countries generated by the WTO trade
terms.

of structural

adjustments reforms which were currently
being adopted by many African States. In

contribution understandable, the author

to

(1999) in which the

African ministers of trade and

differentiation of economies in

as

artiele in the Zimbabwe

an

Herald October 7

The

indication of the GATT/WTO

contradiction"

As

regards the strengths, weaknes.ses

and prospects the Bhaghirath Lai Das
contribution pos.ses.ses, one would say of
the

strengths: this contribution comprises
systematic compilation of a
wealth of fundamental knowledge from a
such well thought-out developmental
a

detailed

perspective; this contribution is a crucial
for the generality who were not

eye-opener

the

Bhaghirath Lai Das
contribution constituting a welcome to the

multifaceted nature of these Multilateral

.scientific circles, the controversial nature

framework which

Trade

of the WTO

media for the formulation of GATT/WTO

that has to be adhered to

Agreements few

constitute

a

as

well

as

they

as

are

great challenge for both

Members and non-Members in

as

far

as

their

destiny is concerned in the
contemporary. The above referred to
challenges are mostly reflected on the
practical platform of the general principles,
i.e. the principle of the Most-FavouredNation treatment
MFN. Contrary in
meaning to its literaliness, this principle
means that any benefit in connection with
exporting or importing given to a product
-

of all members without discrimination. The
second

WTO

operational principle of the GATT/
Agreement, i.e. the principle of

National

Treatment

calls

for

di.scrimination between domestic

non-

products
and imported products, pre.scribing that an
imported product, after entering the country
of import should be treated as a national
product. With newly emerging national
industries in Developing Countries how
then will their economies get consolidated
in the face of insurmountable competition
with highly industrialized economies on
their own national territories? Pragmatism
and reason fails to explain and see the
practicality of the logic behind this
principle in as far as bringing economic
benefits and prosperity to the very
economically disadvantaged nations is
concerned. The.se principles from the onset are suffocative and equally strangulative
for the Developing Countries but
simultaneously equally liberative,
developmental and affluent generating for
the Developed High Income Economies.
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conversant

with the

Agreements has assumed a
planetary scale as confirmed by the article
entitled. "WTO Meeting draws protestors

es.sence, structure,

from all

WTO

over

the world" Zimbabwe Herald

November 2 (1999).

Participants in that

protest comprised a group of 1200
organisations from 87 countries across the
world

(Bangladesh. Bolivia, Canada,
Germany. India, Israel, Mexico, Nepal,
Nigeria, Pakistan. Panama and the United
States) who wanted

to

of the Seattle WTO

raise the

awareness

negotiations that

contrary to the initial position that the
Multilateral trading sy.stem incorporated in
the WTO

Agreements

on the promotion
of international trade and investment,
-

economic

growth, employment and social
progress, in reality the five year old WTO
Agreements had contributed to the
-

concentration of wealth in the hands of the
rich few.

increasing poverty for the
majority of the world's population, and
unsustainable patterns of production and
contribution.
While

Bhaghirath Lai Das literally
and good chapter
on this analytical
aspect of the role of WTO
in the contemporary, the bite of its very
omits

a

real contemporary

existence

as

if the

more

affluent nations

hardly knew has also got into their nerves.
Hopefully the combined effort of both the
greatly disadvantaged from the Developing
and Developed World .should in the long
run see the crumbling of the WTO - Bastion
and its replacement by a "more people and
development - centered" world trade
institution if need really be.

legal jargon or
mostly constitute the

Agreements; this contribution reveals the
as

an

mission

statement

of the

institution and that way

securing a wider readership on one hand
and making scholars conversant with the
multilateral international trade agreements,
the other hand.

on

Finally the strength of the Bhaghirath
contribution lies in the identification of

a

targeted group (operators and users) negotiators, senior and high level trade
policy officials, industrial and trade
executives, scholars of international trade,
and the commercial business diplomacy
and etc.

Constituting the weaknesses of the
Bhaghirath Lai Das is his categorical
confinement to a systematically simplified
explanation only of the WTO Agreements
which hitherto were generally availed to
the reader in technical and legal language,
without critically and analytically
projecting his discussion on the role played
by WTO in a world that is falling apart day
after day; contrary to its initial mission
statement in 1947.

Having said that, the Bhaghirath Lai
having its own

Das contribution, while

above reflected attributes remains

an

equally challenging scholarly work, which
most readers will find fascinating to read
as it will give them a well
developed
systematic understanding of what the WTO
multilateral trade agreements constitute and
mean

for their own live.-, ..nd those of many,

in nation-states the world

over.
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Continued from page

James feels he has met a kindred

spirit

Stipe. The two meet and discuss books
women, and as their friendship cements,
it becomes increasingly clear that the
American’s influence in the Congo is
extensive. It is Stipe who introduces James
in

and

to

Lumumba, at

a

time when the US

favoured the African leader as

generally

“pro-Western, in spite of occasional
socialistic outbursts.” Stipe encourages
unfolding
Congo for the British press. He
provides him with the facts of the
bankruptcy of the Belgian colonial
administration, and the scoop that
independence is around the comer.

James to write about the events

in the

However,

and his collaborators. Almost

in the blind

he

then

inadvertently,
helps Lumumba escape. Yet he remains
apparently unaffected by the tragedy which

61

Lumumba’s

politics

increasingly lean to the left, making US
interests look vulnerable, and Stipe decides
Lumumba is dangerously “headstrong”.
Bernard Houthhoofd, a Belgian businessman

“mentally ill.” These powerful
against Lumumba as soon as he
is declared Prime Minister. Through his
affinity with Stipe, James is placed at the
centre of the project to destroy Lumumba

even

be

forces turn

Continued from page

CONSOLIDATION OF PEACE

National

Dialogues and Reconciliation

-

James asks:

exuberant, spontaneous and passionate. She
is an idealist, the child of a communist

we

“What should I be

looking at? Now that

know lives

stake. A child's face

has been broken, but I have seen so much. I
have seen bodies and blood. I have heard

wailing and terror. I watch as through a
screen, I listen as though to a recording I
might interrupt at will: the imprecations and
pleas, the threats and the whimpers. I am
thinking of the leprosy of politics, the
banality of this country and the low comedy
of its calamities.”
James is confident of his own

vision in the heat-haze of emotions

clarity of
affecting

the country. He is scathing about the
unashamed bias of Ines' journalistic efforts,

them
grandstanding.”
describing

“She divides

me.

“revolutionary

as

Her words divide

me.

language refuses the disciplines of the
eye, of history, of the world as it is. her
imagination turns on symbol and myth. She
lives in the rush of all-embracing sympathies,
and sometimes, listening to her song, my
lulled emotions slip their noose and follow
Her

-

-

-

-

-

-
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to win Ines or

because Lumumba fails to

escape. Pervading the book is the sense that
James has got it profoundly wrong. Only

after he has left the Congo, does he
a tentative understanding of all he
has lost by remaining “too much a
watcher”. The Catastrophist hints at the
moral courage and the
need for
impossibility of remaining a bystander to
tragedy.

years
reach

powers

research networks to monitor levels

law

viability study of a
regional human rights

a

court

ECONOMIC AND SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT LEVEL

POLITICAL LEVEL

regional development
projects through sharing of resources
encourage continental and regional
infrastructural projects (African
satellite projects, hydro-electric
highways, etc.)
harmonisation
of
regional
environmental policies

encourage

peacekeeping (under the UN)

good governance and democracy
adoption of punitive measures
against governments without
transitional programmes who came

demobilisation, disarmament and

to

reintegration of combatants
repatriation of refugees

means

mobilisation of

recommend the enhancement of

in the mainstream of the economy

regional mechanism for conflict
prevention, management and

PEACEKEEPING

THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE

and

border security arrangements
National army arrangements

power

through unconstitutional

resolution

citizenship politics

harmonise
•

partisan hero who throws herself headlong
into the politics of Lumumba's National
Congolese Movement (MNC). James
clings to Inés as she is able to move him to
depths of feeling he is otherwise incapable
of. But he cannot save their relationship,
even less so as it is caught up in the ptilitical
tumult. James withstands physical torture
to stand by Ines, but it is not enough. Ines
is in love with one of the leading lights in
the MNC and there is no question of
reviving their relationship.
The book is, as James says, “a story of
failure.” This is not just because James fails

recommend

separation of

education,

humanitarian assistance
-

everything James is not:

Great Lakes

agencies, etc.

LUSAKA AGREEMENT
-

Ines is

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR

of
•

obviously

POTENTIAL ACTION TO
PROMOTE PEACEBUILDING ON
REGIONAL BASIS

enforcement

judiciary,
-

at

are

encourage

reconstruction of state apparatus:

-

and I am filled

wrong, interrupts
with resentment.”

discovered
by soldiers. As Lumumba's son Roland is
struck in the face by a soldier's rifle butt,

the formulation of
regional conferences for political
parties to harmonise policies and
legislation
encourage the establishment of

sharing formulas
protection of minority rights

power

-

a
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PROPOSED AGENDA
I

of her allegiance; but
single word, a note so

career

word,

follows when the escape party are

whose extreme wealth is built on the

Katanga mines suggests Lumumba may

a

A SOCIO-ECONOMIC RECONST-

recommendation of creation of
structures to monitor transfer of

technology

HUMAN RIGHTS LEVEL

peacekeeping

operationalisation and consolidation

encourage, as a

rebuilding the infrastructure

of human

rehabilitation of the economies

introduction

revitalization of

monitoring

private sector and
foreign direct investment
regional integration

of

human

rights

groups

publication of reports by the African
Commission

on

Human Rights

participate

creation of a database for individual
and
institutional capacity in

RUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT
PLAN FOR THE GREAT LAKES

rights instruments

women to

confidence - building

exercise, ongoing Great Lakes

peacekeeping capacity-building
exercises

Great Lakes arms
purchase register

encourage a
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private home, Macdonald Bricks have an
unsurpassed reputation for supplying bricks that are
a

a

*

of the

highest quality
*
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attractive and affordable

always available
Macdonald Bricks

supply everything from

commons
a
multitude of colours and finishes to suit individual
tastes and building needs.
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